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CHAPTER I 
INTRO:PUCTION AND NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
The enrollment explosion in the nation 1 s colleges and 
universities represents one of the major problems faced by 
administrators and teachers in higher educationo Effects 
of the post World War II iubaby boom H are well known~ and 
an increasing number of youngsters was expected on college 
campuses in the 1960 1 so This population boom 9 however~ is 
only one eause of today 1 s crowded classroomo 
The nation is also experiencing an increase of aspi-~ 
rations for a college educationo Many elements are.con-
tributing to this trend: a high school diploma is no 
longer a guarantee of a good job 9 and a teen.aged popula-
tion characterized by a high degree of mobility is seeking 
a college education in order to qualify for emplo;yment in 
desirable fieldso 
In addition to social and economic pressures encour-
aging students to seek a higher education~ there are in·~ 
creased student loans 9 more scholarship assistance 9 and 
higher family incomes (l)o 
Federal legislation also has made higher education 
available to larger numberso Legislation exercising the 
1 
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greatest influence today includes the National Defense 
'Education Act~ 1958~ which was recently amended to include 
fields in the arts and sciences; Higher Education Facili-
ties Actj 1963 9 to help colleges increase physical facili-
ti,es9 and the Manpower Development Training Act 9 1963~ 
whic.h established programs that largely utilize college 
facilities and instructors. 
It w:ill be several years before the impact of the 
numerous prffvisions of the Higher Education Act of 1965 
will be felt 9 but it is a certainty that it will increase 
the availability of higher educationo Colleges and uni ver-
si ties also have yet to fully experience the enrollment 
created by the 1966 Cold War Bill of Rights, the new Vi GI 
Billo 11 
The federal government has committed the United 
States to the concept of democratic educational 
opportunityo 
That means~ as President Johnson has stated it~ 'We 
are not going to stop until every child in this land 
can have all the education 9 of the highest quality~ 
which his ambition demands and his mind can absorb 1 
( 2) 0 
Higher education is becoming more available as insti-
tutions are moving to the student 0 s locale in the form of 
extension centers~ new c.ommunity colleges 9 and new junior 
collegeso 
Other factors contributing to the demand for college 
education include increased need for adult education due 
to the lengthened life span~ more enrollment of women in 
higher education~ and new students from minority groups 
who previously had no place in the mainstream of higher 
educationo 
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The numbers of college students will continue to in-
creaseo Richey (3) reported a rise in public school popu-
lation of 42.8 per cent between 1950 and 1960 9 compared 
with a total population increase of 19 per cent during the 
same periodo And in a 1965 speech~ President Johnson (4) 
said public school enrollments will increase by more than 
4 million in the next five yearso 
More of the population will go on in higher educa-
tiono Total enrollment in 1950 was more than eleven times 
as great as in 1900~ but total population had not quite 
doubled" About 25 persons in 10~000 were enrolled in 
higher education in 1900~ but in 1950 this figure soared 
to 176 persons in 10~000 (5)o 
Opening fall enrollment :in American. colleges in 1965 
was 5 9 967~411 students~ enrolled in 2 9 238 institutions~ an 
increase of l2o2 per cent over 19640 The 1965 total for 
freshman students was 1~452~926 9 l7o7 per cen-t greater 
than the previous year (6). 
Oklahoma 0 s colleges and universities enrolled 89s326 
students in the fall of 1965':l a gain of l3o0 per cent oyer 
the preYious year 0 s enrollment~ to slightly exceed the 
nation.al level. The State's freshman students numbered 
23 9 969 ~ representing an increase of 25 a 7 per cent ov·er 
1964,, and exceeding the national mark of l7a7 by a full 
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8 per cent (6)0 
Estimates indicate that the c.rowded classroom problem 
is just beginning. Projections of the U.S. Office of 
Education (7) are that the number of college students will 
rise from 5o0 million in 1964 to a.7 million in 1974. 
These projections may be conservative, as the 1965 figuresi 
released before the 1965 enrollment was counted, were more 
than one-half milli.on short of the actual 1965 count of 
5~967~411. 
Working with five-year periods 9 Folger (8) listed en-
rollment growth as 300 ~000 between 1950q·55; 1 miliiori. between 
1955-60; and 1.7 million between 1960-65" He projected 
growth as between :1.7 and 2.5 million between 1965-70~ or 
a. total of between 7 million and 7. 7 mi.llion enrollment. 
More growth in enrollment wi.11 occur between 1965 and 1970 
thar1 the tot;al number of students enrolled i.n higher edu-
ca"ti,on i:n 1954. 
Supplying enough qualified teachers may be the most 
:important problem area creat~d by large enrollments. This 
study deals with auto-instruct:ional. methods which would 
pe:rmi t a teacher to teach more students and mi.ght also 
gi Ye ·the teacher released ti.me from the clasE;Jroomo 
Figures from the Uo So Office of Education estimate 
that the nation's college and university instructional 
s"taff will ri.se from the 1965 figure of 320 9 000 to approx-
imately 433s000 by 1971 (8). To this increase of 113 9 000 
:must be added a f.igure for attrition~ estimated by various 
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agencies as ranging from 1.8 per cent to 6 per cent 
annually~ bringing total needed new faculty to some 
160 9 000. Of 95~000 to 120 9 000 new doctorates which will 
be produc.ed in the next six years 9 about 80~000 or from 60 
to 85 per cent must go into college teaching if one-half 
of the faculty added between 196.5 and 1970 are to have 
doctorates. 
Generally., the demand for teachers is outdistancing 
the supply. McNeil (2) ci.ted new :institutions~ increased 
e:n:r•ollments and new cam.puses with contributing to the 
widening gap in adequate numbers of teachers. He pre-
dicted that the teacher shortage "undoubtedly will get 
worse.n 
Research is attracting many doctorate holders who 
have chosen academic careers. In the era of the generous 
federal grant., teaching may often be relegated to a 
uu second=best vu position. 
Creating perhaps an even more frightening pressure on 
already overtaxed faculties is the knowledge explosion. 
Whaley (9) revealed that production of knowledge now 
doubles every ten years., and there is about one-hundred 
times as much to know as there was in 19000 "By the yeaJJ 
2000~ there will be more than a thousand times as much 
knowledge of all kinds to record~ to sift~ to store~ to 
search out~ to teach~ and hopefully --- to use. vu 
Meeting the challenge of educating larger numbers of 
students with a limited faculty has encouraged methods 
that depart from the traditional face-to-face classroom 
methodo 
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Developments in independent study, work-study pro-
grams~ study abroad~ non-resident terms, and internships 
serve to remove the student from the campus~ as well as to 
enrich his experienceso Newer dormitories include study 
and typing rooms as well as classrooms, and the use of the 
residence hall as a center for learning is now in practice 
at Stephens 9 Michigan State, and Antioch (lO)o 
Several colleges and universities are utilizing fa-
cilities and faculties on a year-round basis to accommo-
date rising enrollments. A main criticism of these 
programs is a literal exhaustion of faculty resources 9 and 
the literature indicates that so many problems have been 
created that few schools are considering a change of this 
typeo 
Institutions are also exploring additional sources of 
personnelo Special advanced degree programs for prospec-
tive college teachers are being tailored by some univer-
sity graduate schools; part-time teachers and graduate 
assistants are being utilized extensively; and many uni-
versities are modifying regulations requiring retirement 
of faculty members at 65 in o~der to utilize talented, 
experienced facµlty members who wish to remain active. 
A natural outgrowth of the pressures of teaching more 
students with fewer faculty is the search for new mediao 
Instructional films and closed circuit televised 
instruc.t;ion are being used by a .few· institutions o Other 
media used to varying degrees are language laboratories 9 
single concept films 9 film loops 9 audio-tutorial study~ 
and computer-controlled teaching systemso 
New instructional concepts :include learning resource 
centers 9 complexes of classroom facilities with a central 
resources library and media center; and systems models of 
learning~ which are based on computer-controlled teaching 
syBtems o However 9 it appears that the ne1i1I media have had 
limited useo 
The amazing thing is that they (new media) have 
been so little used that an institution actually 
contemplating the adaptation of any one of them 
to a college situation is regarded as a pioneer 
Relatively few colleges have taken the leap 
actually to experiment with these on any large 
scale basis (ll)o 
Although audio~=visual materials 9 televisio:n. 9 and 
films may provide enrichment and stimulate interest~ they 
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do not let the student participate, or to practice what he 
is learning 9 or t;o be informed of his progress (12)o 
However, an instructional method which does provide infor-
mati.on to the student and seems to of'fer other advantages 
is uu programed instructiono uu 
Programed materials require the student to answer 
questions and then provide him with immediate knowledge of 
results o Thi.s knowledge of results re inf ore es correct re,= 
sponses 9 and the student travels through a series of 
sequential steps, always informed of hi.sown progresso 
Programed instruction also promises to lower costso 
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Al though both ex-:pense and time are required in their de·-
velopment; 9 programs may be presente'd in an inexpensive 
textbook formate This printed programed material can be 
arranged in non-consumable form~ and may be easily updated 
and revisedo No expensive apparatus or trained personnel 
are required. 
Cost of electronic devices and materials may prohibit 
the:ir extensive useo Mayhew (11) cited~ for example 9 that 
an hour,-length video tape costs $3000 
Since programed instruction offers promise in assist-
ing educators to meet the demands imposed by crowded 
classrooms, the purpose of this study is to investigate 
programed instruction at the college level" Specifically 9 
this study seeks to ascertain the effectiveness of pro-
gramed instruction as a method of teaching selected por--
t:ions of college .. level elementary photography: film 
exposure and flash in photography, Relatively little work 
has been done in investigating the programing of college 
instructi.on compared with studies of public school ins-true~ 
tion, and no literature was found con0erning programtng in 
journalism or communicationso 
If is found that st-u.dents can learn selected areas 
of a course equally well or better through programed in-· 
struction \) part of the teacher O s time may be :released for 
advising 9 counseling 9 :individual instruct:ion 9 keeping up 
on new developments in his teaching are 0 , and in meeting 
other demands created by increased numbers of students. 
The possibili·ty of released time is far from remo·te: 
It may well be that the typical teacher of the 
future will spend only a small part of his time 
providing informationo Such t:ime as he does 
spend may be in a carefully rehearsed demonstra= 
tion or lectu.reo The rest of his time may be 
occupied in conferences with individual students 
or with small groups of students (ll)o 
This research experiment imrestigated.: 
(1) Whether students in photography receiving 
only directed programed instruction in 
film exposure will demonstrate equal or 
better achievement than students re-· 
ceivi.ng only standard classroom instructiono 
(2) Whether students in photography receiving 
only non-directed programed instruction in 
film exposure will demonstrate equal or 
better ~chievement than students receiving 
only standard classroom instruction. 
( 3) Whether studen·ts i.n photography receiving 
only directed programed :instruction in 
flash photography will demonstrate equal or 
better achiev-ement than students receiving 
only standard classroom :i.nstructiono 
(4) Whether students :in photography receiving 
only non-directed programed instruction in 
.flash photography will demonstrate equal 
or better achievement than students 
receiving only standard classroom instruction.o 
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Calculating film exposure is a basie procedure in the 
10 
and integral 
p of the elementary photography course, 1.'he student 
must learn to calculate exposure without mechanical aids 
before he can proceed to other phases of picture taking. 
Use of flash in photography is a main unit of instruc~ 
tion in the elementary course. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Psychological Theory 
Programed instruction is a self-instructional system 
of learning which utilizes content broken down into very 
small segments and presented in a logical sequenceo Each 
step requires an active response by the student, after 
which he is given the correct answer, which, in turn, 
reinforces the correct response he has made or allows him 
i.mmediately to correct a mistake. Typical methods of pre-
senting programed material are teaching machines and espe-
cially constructed textbooks; many other presentation 
techniques are being studied. 
Psychological Principles 
The following psychological principles are i.nvolved 
in programed instruction (13)(14): 
1. Subject content is broken up into small 
units called frames; careful control of 
stimuli produces gradual increments in 
mastery of the content.. 
2. Active response is required of the student; 
he must answer a question or fill in a 
blank. 
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3o The student is provided immediate knowledge 
of results for each response; this immedi-
ately reinforces the response or corrects a 
misunderstanding. 
4. ]'ram.es are arranged in careful sequence 9 
leading the student toward desired goals. 
5" The student paces his own progress 9 working 
independen.t;ly at his own speed. 
History and Development of Reinforcement Theory 
The theory which underlies the use o.f programed :in-
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struction and teach:ng machines has been developed for the 
most part by Dr. B. F" Skinner (15)(16), a psychologist at 
Harvard University. Following years of observation of 
animal behavior~ Skinner first applied hi.s reinforcement 
theory to human learning in 1954- and published later find-· 
ings in 1958. Both are classic studies and thei:r proposals 
serve as foundations for the theory of programed learning. 
Skinner (15) introduced his theory by describing 
techniques of learning as 00 contingencies of reinforcementt 
which he explained as relations prevailing between behavior 
and the consequ.ences of that behav-:ior 9 resulting in 
achievement of more effective control of behavior. Skinner 
recommended making eaeh step of learn.ing very small and 
proposed rei.nforcement following the stimulus without delay 
in order to achieve maximum effecto 
Studies of exploratory behavior in terms of being 
self-reinforcing began with early animal studies by 
Telman (17) who noted variable behavior of rats in a maze. 
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Thorndi ke (18) reported s i milar effects wi t h human sub-
jects. A l ater study by Butler (19) found that when per-
mi~ted to look out of a window at ot her monkeys~ Rhesus 
.monkeys learned to discriminate colors; the opportunity to 
look out served as the reinforc ing agent. 
Although early research included concepts of what 
Skinner later was to call " reinforcement~" Skinner was the 
f i rst to take the position that only certain behavior was 
the result of identifiable stimuli ~ and that other behav-
ior does not originate from any i dentifiable source of 
sti mulati on ; this latter kind of behavior he called 
n emi tted" or "operant" behavior. This concept was to 
have far-reaching implications for educational pr oblems 
(20) o 
Skinner 's theory of reinforcement is believed t o be 
s o influential in the area of programed instruction be-
cause it is i n good scientif ic order, its accompli shments 
i n the laboratory have been impressive 9 and it is gener-
ally t hought t o be a sound approach to the analys i s of 
l earning and t eachi ng (21) . 
Although there is little doubt of the impact of 
Sklnner ' s contributions to the field of programed instruc-
t :i.on 9 some feel that he has been unjustly categorized 
merely as a programer and teaching machine inventor: 
Ski nner 1 s great eontr.ibuti.on was far more basic 
than either of these implementation procedures. 
His empi rical 9 operational orientati on and 
empi rically derived behavior-shapi ng techniques ~ 
so useful for research purposes, have lead 
direc tly to a set of too l s that are powerful 
basic elements of what we now call instruction-
al t echnology o He also contri buted the view 
t hat continuous student activity is not some-
thing t o talk about in the abstract ') but is 
something that must be systemati call y achieved 
i n a reliable and predictable fashion (22). 
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Thompson (21) described Skinner ' s reinforcement pri n-
cip l es a s a framework from which to study human behavior, 
explaining t hat their degree of preciseness and their 
dynamic qualities give them much of their strength. 
Other inter pre t ations of reinforcement are structured 
according t o the drive reduction t heory generally credited 
to Dr . Clark Hull. This theory states that behavior is 
reinforced because attaining the goal reduces or sati sfies 
t he need which mo tivated the behavior (23). Anything is 
be lieved t o be reinforcing i f it decreases some drive or 
need withi n the i ndi vi dual . Thi s need may be one such as 
hunger ~ or it may be a learned drive such as the need for 
approval or accept ance (24) . 
Hi lgard (25 ) indicated the universality of agreement 
conc erning re i nforcement theory : 
At this empirical level there is no important 
dispute about the validity of the princ i p l e of 
reinforcement, and there is no such t hi ng as a 
non-reinforcement theorist . Even Guthrie 1 who 
i s often described as holding a non-reinforcement 
posit i on , mai ntains such a view only with respect 
to the so- cal led theoretical l aw of effect. 
Re l ated Research 
Si nce reinforcement is util i zed in varying degrees 
and through several different techni ques i.n programed 
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i nstruction ~ .i t i s necessary here to discuss some of its 
aspects. Considerable research has been conducted, and 
although the nature of these studies is diverse~ an over-
v i ew of some of the findings may be given in terms of 
these categories: 
1 . Immediate or delayed reinforcement . 
2. Reinforcement schedules. 
3. Direct or vicarious reinforcement . 
4 . Positive or negative reinforcement. 
Immediate or Delayed Reinforcement 
The characteristic of reinforcement that appears to 
be best-established is that immediate reinforcement re-
sults in optimum learning (15)(20)(23)(26)(27)(28). 
Immediacy of reinforcement is a standard procedure in pro-
gramed instructi on and is believed one of the method ' s 
mai n benefits to the student (13). 
Reinforcement Schedules 
Research in this area has generally been with three 
types of reinforcement schedules: 
The first of these is known as fixed-ratio 
reinforcement whereby the behavior to be 
reinforced is reinforced ~ for example ~ the 
first time in every six times it occurs • • • 
The second is known as fixed-interval re-
inforcement ~ whereby the behavior t o be 
reinforced is reinforced every time a given 
i nterval has elapsed. Thus one may rein-
force a child 9 s efforts to spell once at 
the end of every five-minut e period . The 
third type of schedule is that of variable-
interval reinforcement~ whereby re i nforcements 
are provi ded at varying intervals (20) . 
Some i nvestigators use the terms II continuous" r ein-
f orcement , or n 100 per cent II or 11 50 per cent" reinforce-
ment . Conti nuous reinforcement and 100 per Qent 
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re i nforcement would be a fixed-ratio reinforcement sched-
ule where each response was reinforced . A 50 per cent 
reinforcement schedule would also be a fixed-interval 
reinforcement schedule , but only half of the responses , 
such as every other response , would be reinforced . 
Research has found the variable interval schedul e 
general ly the most effective for the classroom . This type 
of reinforcement, also termed "intermittent" reinforcement , 
i s believed by many to be superi or to continuous reinforce-
ment i n terms of subject output and consistency of effort 
(20)(29) . Resnick (30) confirmed the maximum effective-
ness of an intermittent schedule and added that it prob-
ab l y was more effective in making the response more 
r esistant to ext i nction. Thi s phenomenon was first demon-
strated by Humphreys (31) in the area of verbal learning. 
However , Krumboltz (26) reported three studies in 
which continuous reinforcement was found superior t o var-
ious schedules of intermittent reinforcement in ac quiring. 
concepts~ and he reported that another study revealed n.o 
di fferences between a 50 per cent variable-ratio schedul e 
and a cont i nuous schedule of reinforcement . 
Mech (32) f ound continuous re i nforcement most 
l? 
effective i n a classroom study when compared wi th subjects 
re i nforced with 50 per cent and zero per cent reinforce-
mento However 9 an earlier study by Auble (33) reported no 
s i gnificant differences in level of performance of groups 
receiving 100 per cent~ 50 per cent, and zero per cent 
' 
reinforcemento A study of verbal re i nforcement noted 
marked differences in mean gain scores of students receiv-
ing various schedules of frequency of praise j but di ffer-
ences were not statistically significant (34) 0 
Six different types of rei nforcement schedul es were 
utilized i n a study by Krumboltz and Weisman (35) using 
college psychology students. No significant differenc es 
were found between continuous rei nforcement and vari ous 
types of fixed-rati o and variable-ratio schedules o 
Direct or Vicarious Reinforcement 
Vi carious reinforcement generally means that the sub= 
ject i s in the presence of a re i nforcer~ usually observing 
and hearing another subject being r e i nforcedo Fi ndings 
appear t o be rather inconsistent regarding effects of 
vicarious reinforcement o Sechrest ( 36) reported signifi--
cant differences i n performance of vicari ously re i nforc ed 
subjects in problem solving 9 while Van Wagenen and Travers 
(37) found direct reinforcement somewhat more effective 
regardi ng meaningful experiences over a l ong peri od of 
t i me 3 but not signi ficantly so . One group interacted di-
rectly wi th experi ment ers and the other group worked i n 
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isolati on with teaching machines . Subjects directly rein-
forced achieved a score of 54 per cent~ vicariously-
reinforced subjects scored 44o3 per cento 
In a 1963 study ~ control groups not reinforced did 
not learn~ and vicar.ious reinforcement significantly fa-
cilitated learning in experimental groups with direct 
reinforcement showing no additional effects. Vicarious 
reinforcement consisted of the experimenters saying " good " 
when subjects speaking on a tape gave a response; this was 
heard by the subjects in the experiment. Direct reinforce-
ment consisted of saying " good" directly to the subject. 
Control groups heard tapes with fewer critical responses 
and no vicarious reinforcement (38) . 
Auble and Mech (39) observed a generalizing effect in 
the classroom between reinforced subjects and subjec t s who 
were merely in the presence of the reinforcement; no over-
all differential effect was noted. Subjects i n the pres-
ence of reinforcing stimuli appeared to produce fewer 
correct responses and more error responses than did sub-
jects who received direct verbal reinforcement ~ but dif-
ferences were not statistically significant . 
Posi tive or Negative Re i nforcement 
Alt hough it is accepted that negative reinforcement 
can create effective learning, positive reinforcement is 
considered more desirable in the classroom ( 1 3) ( 20 )(40)( 41), 
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Reasons for this posit i on are that negative reinforcement 
creates anxi ety which has uncontrolled effects and may be-
come attached to stimuli not related to the anxiety s t a t e ; 
anxi ety i s not easily dissipated. Aversive stimuli gener-
a l l y a l so indicate failure ~ and the subsequent level of 
s t udent performance is reduced (20). 
A study testing a controlled amount of negative re i n-
forcement in a programed sequence revealed that learning 
of students in a spaced training negat ive reinforcement 
grou p was no t hindered. All-positive reinforcement and 
spaced negative reinforcement groups showed no s i gnificant 
differences ~ and both achieved significantly better than a 
massed trai ning negative reinforcement group (42) " Result s 
of a study by Kelly (43) favored negative reinforcement . 
In both direct and vicarious reinforcement groups ~ h i ghest 
operant rates were maintained under negative reinforce-
ment 9 l owest rates were recorded by groups receiv ing no 
re i nforcement - Krumboltz (26) gave evidence t hat the word 
u0 wron g " is probably more effective than the word °' right ' 0 
under conditions when irrelevant cues are present. 
Although auto i nstructional devices offer the capab i l -
ity for negative reinforcement ~ such as flashing a red 
light for a wrong answer ~ it is believed unl i ke l y such ma-
c h i nes would be accepted by educators (13). 
Puni shment or negative reinforcement in educati on i s 
generally criticized by Deterline (4 1) ~ who said ~ 
ouo it may be almost impossible in many class-
room situations to provide any kind of motiva-
tion except threat and anxiety 9 and punishment 
may be the only immediately effective and 
available method of terminating undesirable 
behavior. Ideally~ and in the long runs how= 
ever 9 these techniques are neither desirable 
nor particularly effective. 
Summary of Reinforcement Theory 
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The following summarize the psychological background of 
programed instruction in terms of reinforcement theory 4 
( 20)(44) ~ 
lo A reinforcer is a condition which follows a 
response and which results in an increase i.n 
the strength of that response on subsequent 
occasionso 
2o The more quickly reinforcement follows the 
desired performance, the more likely the 
behavior will be repeated. 
3. Well-established habits are best maintained 
through the use of a reinforcement schedule 
of less than 100 per cent. Intermittent 
reinforcement increases the length of time 
a student will persist at a task without 
further reinfo.rcemento 
4. Learning behavior can be developed gradually 
by reinforcing desirable behaviors and with= 
holding reinforcement following undesired 
acts. 
5. The successful completion of a task or the 
discovery of the solution to a problem may 
be reinforcing for those behaviors that led 
up to these eventso 
6. In addition to making repetition of an act 
more probable, reinforcement increases a 
student's activity 9 quickens his pace and 
heightens his interest in learning" 
7. Many reinforcers are conditions that satisfy 
needs; effective learning commonly takes 
place when the task involved is related to 
the satisfaction of a need. 
80 The magnitude of a reinforcement is 
likely to be of much less significance 
than the fact that a reinforcement will 
or will not occur. In education~ a 
safe rule~ probably~ is to use small 
reinforcementso 
9. Experience without active participa-
tion and without reinforcement can 
conceivably produce learning~ but the 
learning process involved is ineffi-
cient compared with that which occurs 
when performance is directly reinforced. 
10. Negative reinforcement generally in-
creases the rate at which learning 
occurs.· Howe-..rer~ it is not recommended 
since it may have other harmful effects, 
su~h. .a:~:: the development of an aversion 
fo:titl:i~entire learning process. 
Definition of Terms 
Terms used in this study are operationally de-
fined as follows: 
Achievement -- A measure of the student's 
mastery of the material of the course. 
Automated instruc~ion -- Instructional methods 
utilizing any material 9 means~ or devices 
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to replace or supplement standard instruc-
tion by means of a wholly or partially 
automated presentation prepared in advance. 
Constructed response. ·~- Response originating 
within the subject~ as opposed to choosing 
from alternative answers. 
Criterion instrument-= Instrument measuring 
the extent to which a desired kind of 
competence~ proficiency or capability 
has been achieved. 
Conventional instruction-~ Instruction 
utilizing lecture 9 class discussion 
and textbook readings during a regu-
larly scheduled class period. 
Cue-= Some stimulus which facilitates the 
desired response from the subject. 
Error rate -- Mean percentage of errors 
made in answering frames of a program. 
Exposure study -- Unit of photographic 
study concerned primarily with learn-
ing to calculate correct camera 
settings to permit a controlled amount 
of light to pass through the camera 
lens and record an image on the film. 
Fading -- Gradual withdrawal of stimulus 
support in presenting items. 
Flash study- -- Unit of photographic study 
concerned with types of flash uni'ts~ 
types of flash techniques~ and calcu-
lating cam.era settings when using 
flash. 
Directed programed instruction -- Study 
utilizing programed materials during 
a regularly scheduled class period 
with the instructor overseeing the 
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group and answering any individual 
questionso 
Feedback=- Communicating to the subject 
working programed materials the in-
formation needed to modify responses 
in order to eliminate errors and main-
tain correct responseso 
Fram~ -- A single item exposed to the sub-
ject at one time in an instructional 
program. 
Motivation -- Any idea, need 9 or emotion 
within the individual that prompts him 
to actiono 
Non-directed programed instruction=- Study 
utilizing programed materials outside 
of class time; students are released 
from attending class in order to study 
the programs at their individual 
convenience. 
Reinf~ment -- A conditionj which when 
following a response~ increases the 
probability that the response will 
occur on subsequent occasion.so 
Respon§_~ mode -- The form of the response 
a student makes while working a 
program. 
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Step An increment i n subject matte r to 
be learned with each succeeding 
frame in the program . 
Related Research 
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Due t o the vol ume of research i n programed instruc-
tion conducted in recent years, guidelines had to be 
established for selecting related research. It was de -
cided t o divide the section into two areas: the first 
area dealing with historical background and evolution of 
programed instruction, and the second with a summary of 
research concerning the primary variables of programed 
i nstructi on . Priority was given to studies conduc t ed on 
the level of higher educati on , those dealing with a pro-
gramed textbook format, and t hose comparing programed i n-
struction with conventional instruction. Only one study 
was found concerning directed and non-directed programed 
i nstruction, which is pertinent to this particular study. 
Historical Background and Evolution of 
Programed Instruction 
The earliest attempt at automated instruction was re-
corded in 1809 when a patent was granted for a device 
designed to teach reading . A device to teach spelling was 
developed and patented in 1866 . In 1914 a patent was 
granted to Maria Montessori to train the sense of touch 
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(45)" However 9 Sidney Lo Pressey, of Ohio State Univer-
sity, is generally credited with devising the first recog-
nized teaching machine i n 19260 Pressey (46) described 
the apparatus as a testing machine, and visualized it as a 
time- saving device for the teacher; the machine presented 
questi ons to the student and immediately informed him of 
the correctness of his answers. A question appeared in a 
small window on the machine and the student was given 
mult i ple-choice alternativeso If he pressed the correct 
button , a new question appeared; however, if he chose 
incorrectly, the error was tallied and the same question 
remained until the correct button was depressed. 
The following year Pressey (47) published an art i cle 
describing a machine for presenting drill material, and he 
stressed the device's significance: 
The important feature of the work here reported 
is the exemplification of the fact that machines 
can be built which meet , automatically , certai n 
very important requirements of effic i ent teachingo 
In 1932 Pressey (48) summed up his findings from eight 
years of work with automated teaching devices, describing 
advantages of teaching machines and predicting widespread 
development of new apparatus and materials. 
The first of several studies which were to suggest 
the effectiveness of teaching machines was published in 
1931 by J . Co Peterson (49), one of Pressey's former stu-
dents , who reported significant gains in achievement of 
groups util i zing a "self-instructor and tester" device . 
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Another of Pressey ' s students 9 James K. Little (50) 9 
conducted an experiment in 1934 which marked the first 
time that machines were used systematically as part of the 
regular routine in university classes. He found that stu-
dents who were immediately notified of test results and 
allowed to correct deficiencies scored higher than stu-
dents not having these advantages. Little reported that 
students in the lower half of the distribution showed more 
improvement than those in the upper half. He concluded 
t hat drill devices had a practi cal use in the classroom 
and that they made possible certain instructional tech-
niques which were not otherwise practical. 
Pressey's pioneer work of the 1920's met with little 
public approval , and in 1932 he announced: "The writer 
has found from bitter experience that one person alone can 
accomplish relatively little, and he is regretfully drop-
ping further work on these problems" ( 48). 
Lysaught and Williams (44) give two reasons for the 
apparent public apathy at that time toward auto-
instruction: 
First, no provision was made for syst ematic 
programing of materials to be used in those 
machines , and, second , the onset of the de-
pression and its impact on social conditions 
and education offered an unfavorable envi ron-
ment for an 99 indu$tri.al revolution" in the 
nation's schools. · 
Interest in me chanized instruction was revived i n the 
early 1940 1 s. Because of World War II, use of trainers 
and simulators increased through the military need to 
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train many men in new skills~ and simulators became a per-
manent part of t raining procedures in both military and 
i ndustrial setti ngs ( 20). 
A few studies in the late 1940's were based on 
Pressey's original work. Angell and Troyer (51) in 1948 
developed a self- scoring punchboard device which per-
mitted a student to select an alternative from a test 
sheet , then punch the appropriate hole in the punchboard. 
If a red spot was visible where he punched, the answer was 
correct; i f no red spot appeared 9 he had to punch another 
hole. The investigators reported two studies from 
Syracuse University in which significant learning was 
demonstrated by immediate knowledge of results through 
the punchboard-testing technique. 
The punchboard was utilized again in 1949 by Jensen 
(52) who used college psychology students in an 
independent-study laboratory. The experimental group used 
a set of tests with a punchboard to make them se l f-
instructional. Each question in the tests was followed by 
a page reference in the readings where the topic was dis-
cussed. If the student wished 9 he could repeat a test 
after further study ~ with no limit on time he wi shed t o 
spend . In final evaluation ~ 54 per cent of the superior 
students i n the experimental group obtained an II A II in the 
course j while only 10 per cent of the superior students in 
the control group received an 11 A11 • Jensen concluded that 
superi or ~ highly- motivated students could handl e college 
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courses by guided independent study if they had sufficient 
materialso 
Pressey (53) renewed his work in the area in 1950, 
utilizing the punchboard in an experiment with approxi-
mately 500 students at Ohio State Universityo Eight 
groups were divi ded into four accelerated seminars, two 
examination-for-credit groups, and two self-instructional 
laboratory groups, all using the punchboardso All made 
superior grades compared with students in the twenty-seven 
regular class sections in educational psychology . 
With Skinner 1 s 1954 publication (15) ~ automated in-
struction left the realm of testing devices and entered 
the era of programed instruction based upon reinforcement 
theoryo Skinner wrote that laboratory findings concerning 
learning could be directly implemented in the classroom by 
"appropriate instrumentation"; he explained his theory of 
reinforcement and showed how it was put into practice in a 
teaching machineo 
The first experimental results of the new theory were 
reported by Porter (54) who worked under Skinner at 
Harvard in i mplementing programed instruction. Using sim-
ple teaching machines to teach spelling to second grade 
and sixth grade classes, he found that students in the ex-
perimental groups achieved more than those taught by the 
conventional method " In the s i xth grade groups 9 the ex-
perimental group spent only one-fourt h as much time 
studying as did the control group. 
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In 1958 Skinner (16) contrasted the new teaching ma-
chi nes with those of Pressey~ explaining that the new 
devi ces "shaped" behavior by utilizing reinforcement; 
Skinner set forth techniques for programing material for 
automated instruction, and many of these same techniques 
are bei ng utili zed today " 
The vehicle that was to bring programed learning to 
more persons than any other medium, the programed textbook, 
reached developmental stages late in 1958. Glaser , Homme 
and Evans (55) , of of the University of Pittsburgh \ 
adapted Skinner ' s teaching machine principles to programed 
materials in a printed format, with control left to the 
reader " Subsequent research was to find the programed 
textbook an effective teaching device, and it was far less 
expensive than its mechanical counterparts. 
Although the early testing devices of Pressey uti-
lized a multiple-choice question, Skinner's theory empha-
sized strongly the need for a constructed response by the 
student. Skinner's programs were also characterized by a 
fixed sequence of material and hence they were termed 
00 linear" programs. 
While the early linear programs were being written, 
Crowder (56) was developing a more flexible type of pro-
gram designed to adjust for individual learner differences. 
Crowder termed this technique "intrinsic" programing, and 
i t has also come to be known as "branching 00 • Crowder (56) 
described the system as adapting itself to the student's 
a c hievement and knowledge: 
If the student passes the test question, he is 
automatically given the next unit of information 
and the next question. If he fails the question, 
the preceding unit of information is reviewed, 
the nature of his error is explained to him and 
he is retested. The test questions are multiple-
choice questions and there is a separate set of 
correctional materials for each wrong answer that 
is included in the multiple-choice alternatives. 
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Generally the branching method permits the more capa-
ble student to bypass material he would have covered in a 
linear program, thereby saving time and eliminati ng the 
possibility of boredom. The branched programs were devel-
oped in textbook form, commonly called a "scrambled" book, 
and into programs for teaching machines. 
Experimental evidence does not conclusively favor one 
programing technique over the other; both are in use today, 
although the majority of programs are linear (57). 
Although Pressey's teaching apparatus and those de-
vised by Skinner were box-like, simple, and manually-
operated, more sophisticated apparatus for programed 
instruction was soon developed. As early as 1958, elec-
tronic devi ces were being utilized in programed instruc-
tion (58) . In 1961 a Bendix computer was adapted to a 
multip l e-choice machine used to control a program con-
tained on 600 slides which were projected on a screen . 
The student ' s responses were fed into the computer as they 
were t yped on an electronic typewriter, and the computer 
guided the instruction on a branchi ng basis , determining 
by the student 0 s responses whether to bra nc h to remedial 
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materi al or to proceed with new information (13) . 
A computer fac i lity for individual or group instruc-
ti on i s being studied by Systems Development Corporation. 
Called CLASS (computer- based laboratory for automated 
s choo l systems)~ the laboratory provides facilities for 
combining self-instructional programs with conventi onal 
instruction . Students work at individual consoles which 
include a display monitor and buttons with which to answer 
mult i ple- choi ce questions. The computer monitors individ-
ual student response behavior, keeping a record of 
respons es , and branching the student to remedial items if 
necessary (59). 
Results are reported as "extremely encouraging" con-
cerning a computer-controlled t eaching system in mathe-
matics at the University of Illinois. The system features 
extensive feedback from the student; students work on an 
individual basis , but share a digital computer and elec-
tronic slide selector. Each student has h i s own keyset, 
television display, and electronic blackboard (60). 
Today programed instruction is utilized in varying 
forms and extensive experimentation is being conducted in 
new media wi th increased interest in adapting programed 
instruction techniques to computer and electronic technol-
ogy . Programed i nstruction is also being built into in-
structional films and educational television, creating an 
entire new area for audio-visual instruction. 
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Findings of Research on Primary Variables 
of Programed Instruction 
Outcomes of related research in programed instruction 
will be d i scussed in terms of the following variables: 
l o Response mode 
2. Form of presentation of material 
3. Structure and sequence of material 
4. Step characteristics 
5. Knowledge of results 
6 . Pacing 
7. Programed instruction compared with 
conventional instruction 
8. Time required for instruction 
Research concerning each variable will be discussed 
separately with the exception of time required which will 
be included with the main variable or variables being 
studi edo Only one study was found which was designed to 
study time required as the main variable~ but many re-
ported the time factor as a secondary element of the 
research . 
Response Mode 
Although programing authorities have traditionally 
·1 
stressed the necessity of an overt response , today t~&-re 
i s evidence that the covert response may be more effec t ive. 
Overt response means that the student writes a response in 
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a blank space in the program~ covert response means that 
t he student is thinking of a response that would f it i n 
t he blank space. 
In the investigation of the literature, ten studies 
showed no significant differences in favor of either 
response mode ~ (61)(62)(63)(64)(65)(66)(67)(68)(69)(70) ~ 
f i ve favored the covert response (71)(72)(73)(74)(75)~ and 
t wo favored the overt response (76)(77). In general it 
was found that students instructed to use the covert 
response required much less time than those respondi ng 
overtly. 
Lambert and others (61) found no significant differ-
ences in learning between response modes, but noted that 
the covert response mode took significantly less time. 
Goldbeck and Campbell (63) found no differences in overt 
and covert response, but reported that a third group which 
merely read responses already printed in the frame blanks 
surpassed the other groups in i mmedi ate· and t en-week 
retention t ests . Alter and Silberman (64) conduc t ed three 
studies with ninety university students, and in each found 
no signi ficant di fferences in learning between groups using 
vari ous response modes . A study by Stolurow and Wal ker 
(65) wi th fifty- six students in educational s t atist i cs 
f ound no significant differences in learning or retention 
measures ~ but reported that the covert response required 
s i gni f i cantly less time than the overt response group. 
Neither Wi ttrock (69) nor Tuel (70) found significant 
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relationships b~tween response mode and total achievement~ 
~ 
but both produ~ed evidence that non-overt response groups 
were more efficient than overt response groups, particu-
1 
larly i n time expended. 
In one of the studies cited which favored covert 
response~ Krumboltz and Weisman (74) found that fifty-four 
college students revealed no significant differences on an 
immediate post-test, but a two-week delayed test demon-
strated that the group writing answers scored signifi-
cant ly higher than t~e group thinking the answers and the 
group with the blank~ already filled. Sixty-eight female 
college students were used in one of the two studies that 
were in favor of the overt response. The overt group 
scored significantly higher on verbal and pictorial mate-
rials on both immediate and delayed post-tests; however , 
the overt group also required almost twice the time that 
the covert group took to complete the program (76). 
Go l dbeck (77) found the overt response mode superior to 
the covert response mode at intermediate difficulty levels, 
but not ed that it was less efficient, requiring more time 
than other types of responses. 
Another area of study of response mode concerns a 
comparison of the constructed response and the multiple-
choice type of response. In several studies comparing the 
two types of responses, investigators have found no sig-
nificant di fferences between them (66)(68)(78)(79)(80)(81) 
(82)(83 ) . Few experiment s obtained a difference in favor 
of the constructed response~ and none significantl y fa-
vored the mult i ple-choice response (84)(85). It was 
generally i ndicated that constructed response groups re-
quired much more time than the multiple-cho i ce response 
groups. 
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Experimenti ng with college students us i ng both con-
structed and multiple-choice response modes with teaching 
machines, Coulson and Silberman (78) found no differences 
in learni ng both on immediate and delayed post-tests; they 
not ed that more time was required by the constructed re-
sponse group. In another study the following year they 
reported identical results (80). Della-Fianna (81) found 
no s ignificant differences in learning among four response 
treatments ~ but found that the constructed response group 
ranked only third in effic iency in terms of time required 
and errors made. 
Fry (84) found significantly superior performance on 
t he part of groups using a constructed response program 
when a completion type test was used for measurement ; 
however ~ when a multiple-choice type post-test was admin-
istered i differences were not signifi cant. Will i ams (85) 
reported a s i gnificant advantage for constructed response 
programs compared with multiple-choice types when complex~ 
techni cal terminology i ntroduced by the program was re-
quired to be learned. 
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For m of Present ation 
A number of studies comparing the effectiveness of 
vari ous types of programed presentati ons found no s i gnifi-
cant differences between them (68)(86)(87)(88)(89)(90)(91 ) 
( 92). A single study of 144 college psychology students 
demonstrat ed that in achievement , a low verbal ability 
group performed significantly better with a standard text-
book than wi th a programed textbook; however , no di ffer-
ences were found wi th either textbook format for the high 
verbal abi lity group (93)o 
Feldhusen and Birt (86) presented programed material 
t o 270 college students in tea,?hing machines, programed 
t extbooks, and simple cardboard folders and found no di f -
ferences between presentations. Roe (87) administered a 
linear program to 186 college students using programed 
textbooks, programed lectures and teaching machines ; all 
l earned equally well, regardless of type of present ati ono 
Studi es which compared teaching machine presentat i ons wi th 
programed textbooks found no significant di fferences i n 
achi evement (68)(88)(90)(91)(92) . 
No significant differences were obtained in learning 
out comes in a sxudy of 113 college students in an algebra 
course presented by teaching machines, programed textbooks, 
filmstrips , and conventional teaching. A study of presen-
tat i ons by teaching machine , televised programed instruc-
ti on , and conventional instruction also revealed no 
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s i gni f icant difference i n student performance (89). 
Structure and Sequence of Materi a l 
Few studies have been conducted to test the effec-· 
tiveness of ordered sequence of material~ a somewhat 
traditional convention in programing . But the majority of 
those show no difference in learning between an ordered 
sequence or a random sequence of material (71)(79)(94). 
Roe (95) reported no significant di fferences occurred in 
l earning i f the programs were relatively short 9 but s t ated 
that c areful sequencing was necessary for long, complex 
programs. Silberman and others (96), and Mager and Clark 
(97) found voluntary sequencing by the learners superi or 
to ordered sequencing. 
A second phase of program structure divides programs 
i nto two categories: the fixed sequence linear program in 
which all students take the same steps ~ and the branched 
program which offers several sequences according to the 
student ' s performance. Although the branched programs 
seem to offer a more individualized type of instruction 
and have been proved to require less time than the linear 
programs , the majority of research studies have failed to 
show differences in favor of either type of program (78) 
(80)(95)(96)(98)(99)(100) . Four of these studies noted 
that branched programs were more efficient in terms of 
time required . A single study by Coulson and others (101) 
found scores of the branched program group significantly 
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hi gher than those of a fixed sequence group 9 and training 
time of the two groups was not significantly different. 
Step Characteristics 
Although several studies supported Skinner's conten-
tion (16) that small steps of material were necessary for 
effective learning by producing significant differences in 
learning (67)(78)(80) 9 findings are not consistent, for 
ot he r r esearchers have found no significant differences in 
learning because of the size of steps (102)(103). All of 
the investigators indicated that small step programs con-
sumed more time. Evans, Glaser, and Homme (67) noted that 
small steps were associated with significantly better im-
mediate performance, better retention, and fewer response 
errors during the course of learning. Coulson and 
Silberman (80) cited small item steps as yielding signifi-
cantly higher test scores on a constructed response crite-
rion subtest. 
Knowledge of Results 
No definite trends are apparent in studies of various 
manipulations of knowledge of results. Although some 
s t udies found significant differences in learning when 
students received i mmediate confirmation (102)(105)(106), 
several others found that subjects in groups where feed-
back was withheld altogether di d as well as those who had 
immediate knowledge of results (86)(91)(103)(104). Evans 
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( 71 ) reported no differences in learning due to i mmedi a t e 
or delayed feedback. Krumboltz . and Weisman (35) found 
significant differences in error rate due to varying 
schedules of reinforcement, reporting that groups receiv-
ing fewer confirmations made more errors during learning. 
Pacing 
The self-pacing property of programed instruction has 
been consi dered one of the method ' s main advantages ~ per-
mitting the learner to progress according to his ability 
and speed of performance (16). However, five studies 
which investigated self-pacing versus external pacing 
which was manipulated by the investigators revealed no 
s i gnificant differences regardless of the type of pacing 
(64)(86) (89)(107)(108). Investigators reported no signif-
icant differences in performance of college mathematics 
students when pacing was varied as much as 20 per cent 
below and 10 per cent above the average time of a group of 
self-paced students (89). In another study it was ob-
served that the externally-paced group made more errors on 
the first trial using a subject matter trainer j but this 
di fference vanished in subsequent trials ( 107)0 
Programed Instructi on Compared With 
Conventional Instruction 
Research studies comparing programed i nstruction with 
conventional methods of instruction have firmly established 
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t he fact t hat programed instruction i s as effective a s 
c onventional methods . Nine studi es were found showi ng no 
di fferences between programed i nstruction and convent i onal 
i ns t ructi on (68)(89)(93)(109)( 110)(111)(112)(113)( 114). 
In t hese s t udies i nstructi onal t i me typically was reduced 
with programed instruction groups. 
Smith ( 109) i ndicated t hat students using programed 
i ns t ruction felt that they had more opportunity to rec e i ve 
i ndividua l a ssi stance from t he teacher than under more 
conventional methods. Goldberg and ot hers (113) s t udi ed 
groups working with conventional i nstructi on , programed 
text books , and teaching machines. The investigators re-
port ed t he greatest retention after six months to the con-
ventional group , and stated that both programed groups 
marked a substanti al savings in time. Hough ( 112) found 
no di fferences in learning , but wrote that the programed 
instructi on group saved 47 per cent of the time r e quired 
by t he con t ro l gr oup. Reed ( 111 ) likewis e found no dif-
f erences i n learning , but reported t hat the hi gh ability 
s tudent performed better with programed mat eri a l s ~ whereas 
the l ow ability student did be t ter with conventional 
t eaching. 
Reid ( 114 ). emphasized the value of programed i ns t ruc~ 
tion i n producing results equal to those of standard i n-
s t ruc t i on . Repor t ing on three studies of the Engli sh 2600 
pr ogramed textbook on t he secondary school l eve l tot a ling 
4 ~600 subjects and over one - hundred teachers , he s t a t ed : 
The c ombined experienc e reveals the one big 
poi nt : En~lish 2600 (programed instruction 
i n grammar bri ngs about the same improve-
ment in language learning as traditional 
text materials actively taught by classroom 
teacherso But the savings in teachers' time 
by virtue of the self-instructional quali-
ties of programed instruction is significanto 
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Several studies reported significant differences in 
favor of programed instruction compared with conventional 
teaching (54)(87)(115)(116)(117)(118)(119). Blyth (117) 
wrote that college students taking programed French scored 
20 per cent higher on the final test than those in the 
conventional course; students in programed German were 
also 20 per cent higher; and students in a programed logic 
course were 10 per cent higher. Roe (87) reported that 
college engineering students using programed materials in 
any form did significantly better on the final examination 
than those in lecture sessions. Brown (118) studied ap-
proximately 350 high school students in mathematics and 
found the experimental group significantly superior. 
Wisenthal ( 120) demonstrated the potential of auto-
mated instruction in producing desired behavior in connec-
t i on wi th higher education classes. Two groups taking 
practice teaching and also educational psycho l ogy during 
the same term were used in the study 9 one group was in-
structed _):n programing techniques and reihforcement theory 
while the other group received little of this training. 
Irl practice teaching evaluation ~ the experimental group 
showed transfer between program writing behavior and 
classroom teaching behavior; difference in favor of the 
experimental group was significant at the .001 level. 
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Only one study was found which dealt with supervised 
and non-supervised programed instruction, a major variable 
of this study. Bartz and Darby (121) studied freshman 
mathematics students at Purdue University in 1963, divid-
ing subjects into four groups: formal instruction, super-
vised programed instruction, non-supervised progra.med 
i nstruction ~ and no instruction. Students in supervised 
programed instruction and students in formal instruction 
were not found to be significantly different in perfor-
mance; however, the non-supervised group did not perform 
s i gnificantly better or worse than students receiving no 
instruction, and scored significantly lower than students 
in formal instruction and supervised instruction. 
Summary of Related Research 
In summary, the literature indicates the following: 
1. In some cases the covert response mode is 
found superior to the overt response mode, 
but the majority of the studies show that 
students benefit equally well from programed 
instruction regardless of whether they write 
their responses or merely "think" them; the 
covert response mode generally requires 
less time. 
2. Although some research favors the con-
structed response, most of it shows no 
difference between constructed and 
multiple-choice responses, and most in-
dicates that the constructed response 
requires more time. 
3o No one type of programed instruction 
presentation, such as teaching machine, 
programed textbook, programed filmstrip, 
etc., is significantly better than 
another. 
4. Programs using a random sequence of ma-
terial are as effective as programs using 
an ordered sequence of material. 
5. Students learn equally well with linear 
and branched programs, but branched pro-
grams consume less time. 
6\ Small steps of material are generally 
,It 
most effective, although a few studies 
show no differences in learning between 
small and longer step programs. 
7. Findings are inconsistent regarding whether 
immediate knowledge of results is more effec-
tive than various types of delayed knowledge 
of results, or no knowledge of results. 
8. Student · performance is not affected signifi-
cantly by pacing. 
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9o Programed instruction is found to teach 
as well as conventional instruction~ and 
in many cases does better" Programed 
instruction consumes less timeo 
10. Findings from one study indicate that 
although supervised programed instruc-
tion compares equally well with conven..;.. 
tional instruction, students in non-
supervised programed instruction score 
significantly lowero 
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CHAPTER III 
SPECIFIC STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
As introduced in Chapter I, the purpose of this study 
i s to ascertain the effectiveness of programed instruction 
as a method of teaching selected units ~f college level 
elementary photography at Oklahoma State University. The 
study is designed to compare the achievement in selected 
areas of study resulting from conventional instruction 
with achievement resulting from programed instruction. 
· The study compares the effectiveness of directed programed 
i nstruction with the effectiveness of non-directed pro-
gramed instruction; it also compares the effectiveness of 
directed programed instruction and non-directed programed 
i nstruction with the effectiveness of conventional 
instruction. 
Independent Variables 
Manipulative elements in this study are the types of 
instruction received by the subjects: (1) directed pro-
grame~ instruction, (2) non-directed programed instruc-
tion, and (3) conventional instruction. 
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Dependent Variables 
In thi s study the dependent variable is the measure 
of student achievement in selected areas of photography 
study . 
Assumptions 
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The following assumptions are made: (1) programed 
instruction is a valid teaching method , (2) instruments 
used for measuring .. achievement in selected areas of pho-
tography study are reliable and valid measures, and (3) 
different forms of the measuring instruments prevent the 
post-test being affected by the pre-test. 
Potential Intervening Variables 
These are: (1) possible differences in characteris-
tics of the sample used, (2) achievement that subjects 
could acquire without instruction, and (3) motivation. 
Hypotheses 
Hypotheses to be tested are: 
1. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores in film exposure study 
between the experimental groups receiving 
directed programed instruction and the con-
trol group receiving conventional instruction. 
2. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores in film exposure study 
between the experimental groups receiving 
non- directed programed instruction and the 
control group receiving conventional 
instruction. 
3. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores in film exposure study 
between the experimental groups receiving 
non-directed programed instruction and the 
experiment al groups receiving directed pro-
gramed instruction. 
4. There are no significant differences in the 
achievement scores in flash photography 
study between the experimental groups re-
ceiving directed programed instruction and 
the control group receiving conventional 
instruction. 
5. There are no significant differences in the 
achievement scores in flash photography study 
between the experimental groups receiving 
non-directed programed instruction and the 
control group receiving conventional 
instruction. 
6. There are no significant differences in the 
achievement scores in flash photography 
study between the experimental groups . . , 
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receiving non-directed programed instruction 
and the experimental groups receiving di= 
rected programed instruction. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 
AND CRITERION INSTRUMENTS 
Development of Instructional Materials 
Two units of programed instruction of the programed 
textbook type were developed by the author to use in the 
study: film exposure and flash in photographyo 
The first step in developing the programs consisted 
of several conferences with Professor Harry L. Hix, 
Oklahoma State University photography instructor, in order 
to determine instructional objectives. Bloom's Taxonomy 
of Educational Objectives: The Cognitive Domain (122) was 
used as a reference in constructing outlin~s of instruc-
tional objectives for each of the photography programs. 
During the summer term, 1966, Professor Hix's lec-
tures on film exposure and flash photography were tape 
recorded~ and together with relevant sections of the text-
book~ were transcribed into detailed outlines of subject 
content. 
After content was listed and objectives drawn up for 
each program~ desired behavioral outcomes were formulated. 
Criteria for objectives and behavioral outcomes included 
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identification of performance of the learner as he demon-
strates he has reached the objective; naming conditions 
under which the learner demonstrates his competence; and 
describing a level of acceptable performance (123). Con-
tent, objectives and behavioral outcomes are given in 
Appendices A-IV and A-V. 
A linear model was chosen for both programs, which 
required each student to proceed in the same order. This 
model was modified slightly by including review frames to 
direct the student back to material he had not learnedo 
Both programs were largely of the constructed response 
type, requiring students to write out answers to each 
frame; only a few frames in each program utilized multiple-
choice type responses. 
Designed in a vertical format simulating that of a 
programed textbook, the program~ were reproduced by fluid 
duplicator process on 8! by 14-inchpaper and stapled into 
booklets .. Answers were located to the right and below 
each frame~ requiring the student to cover all of those 
frames below the frame presently being studied. This 
technique was intended: (1) to eliminate the student 
glancing ahead for information to use in answering-the 
frame upon which he was working~ and (2) to permit better 
utilization of the "conversational chaining" technique, a 
repetition of a response which appears in the frame im-
mediately following the frame being worked.· 
Some conventions followed in constructing the two 
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programs included presenting material in relatively small 
stepsi providing a logical sequence of content~ and struc-
turing the frames so that the required responses were 
relevanto 
A variety of specific techniques was utilized in 
writing the frameso The literature on programing helped 
provide a rationale, and the writer also examined several 
programs in order to analyze the programing methodso 
One technique utilized, especially at the beginning 
of the programs~ was ''cueing" --- giving clues in the con-
text of the frame in order to ensure the correct response. 
In introductory frames the "fading" technique --- the 
gradual withdrawal of cues --- also was used. The follow-
ing frames illustrate cueing and fading: 
9o This flash powder, actually magnesium powder, 
caused ±'ires, burned the photographers~ and 
produced huge clouds of s ___ ~which 
obscured the subjects, making a second pic-
ture impossible until the smoke had cleared 
sufficiently. 
* * * 
9- smoke 
10. This method employed little or no synchroni-
zation. The term synchronization means the 
timing necessary for the camera shutter to 
be open when the flash is at its peak inten-
sity. The camera shutter being open when the 
light of the flash is at its peak is called 
s no 
* * * 
10- synchronization 
llo The pioneer photographer quite often would 
open the camera lens, fire the flash powder, 
and then close the lenso Proper timing to 
coordinate ·the flash and shutter, known as 
s , was merely guessworko 
* * * 
11- synchronization 
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Another technique utilized the implicit logic of the 
subjects, as illustrated in the following: 
99. The lens opening is adjustable, that is, it 
can be made larger ands • 
* * * 
99- smaller 
A technique used extensively was that of parallel 
grammatical construction to aid students in understanding 
new concepts: 
80. The speed of film (its degree of sensitivity 
to light) also affects exposure. When the 
film speed is considered "slow", considerable 
light is required for correct exposure; where-
as a "fast" film requires little light for 
correct • 
* * * 
80- exposure 
81. The slower the film, the more light required 
for exposure; the faster the film, the 
light required for exposure. 
* * * 
81- less 
Examples were also used to enhance the concept build-
ing power of the programs. The following frames illustrate 
this: 
720 A bright subject would be considered brighter. 
than average~ such as a girl in a white dress, 
or sunlight on a lakeo A white building in 
sunlight would also be an example of a 
subjecto 
* * * 
72- bright 
73. An average subject would be characterized by 
such things as a person, animal~ or neutral-
colorded building. Youngsters playing ball 
on a grass field would most likely be 
subjects~ 
* * * 
73- average 
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The technique of conversational chaining was used in 
places in each program in a modified form. This type of 
program construction in its original form connects each 
frame by using the response in one frame as the introduc-
tory part of the following frame (44): 
1. One indication of intelligence is the ability 
to profit from~~~~-
2. When we say that an individual has profited 
from EXPERIENCE, (for instance, from 
TRAINING), we mean that he has 
something from the II experience. 11 
This conversational technique was used in the follow-
ing way in parts of the photography programs: 
21. When the flashbulb is fired 9 an electrical 
current passes from the camera flashgun 
into the metal base of the bulb 9 up the 
heavy lead wires and into the tiny wire 
filament connecting the heavy wires. The 
tiny filament is heated and becomes so hot 
it is burned out --- this burning ignites 
the primer material on the ends of the ·· 
lead wires. The purpose of the tiny fila-
ment, then<j is to ignite the p'_: ___ _ 
material. · 
* * * 
21= primer 
220 The primer burns furiously~ throwing out 
sparks into the interior of the bulb which 
ignite the fine .foilo The charge of 
oxygen in the bulb increases combustion of 
the f 
----
* * * 
22- foil 
23. The foil burns rapidly and produces the 
brief, but extremely bright of 
li.ghto 
* * * 
23- flash 
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(A line drawing of a flashbulb with its compon~nts identi-
fied is used with the above three frameso) 
Repetition was also utilized to ensure learning of 
important content: 
lOlo The size of the lens opening is governed by 
what we call the f/stop. For convenience we 
102. 
can consider the f/ simply as the hole 
through which t:t;,.e light passes o (We w:l.11 
refer to the lens opening as the f/stop from 
here on~ since the opening is always set for 
a particular sizeo) 
* * * 
101- f/stop 
When we take a picture~ light passes through 
a hole called the 0 
---
* * * 
102- f/stop 
After th~ programs were c.ompleted, they were sub-
mi tted to a techni.cal expert, Professor Hix 9 who checked 
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the content o 
The film e:x.posure program and flash photography pro-
gram were used in a pilot study in the summer of 19660 
Twenty-six students from two journalism classes completed 
the film exposure program which consisted of 213 frames 
and a total of 300 responseso Fifteen students from two 
journalism classes completed the flash photography program 
which consisted of 153 frames and a total of 165 responses. 
The students were asked for suggestions') criticisms and 
comments regarding the program.so Analysis of the pilot 
study revealed a 5.65 pe:r cent mean error rate for the 
film exposure program and a 5.63 per cent mean error rate 
for the flash programo 
A tally of errors for each frame of both programs was 
made in order to determine what frames were causing the 
most errors. As the result of this analysis, frames were 
revised, new frames were added, and major changes in 
format were made, such as the use of asterisks following 
each frame as a guide to prevent the subjects from sliding 
the cover sheet past the answers~ revealing the answer 
prematurely. Some frames were combined 9 and more meai1i.ng-
ful responses were edited :into others. Both programs ware 
divided into units with review frames located at the end 
of each uni·t o Each review frame referred the subject back 
'to relevant frames in the program if his answer on the 
review frame was :incorreeto 
In reYising ·the film exposure program~ three errors 
in answers were found and corrected; 51 frames were re-
vised, 36 frames were added ,1 and the program was divided 
:into five unitso The program had been enlarged from 213 
frames totaling 300 respones to 232 frames totaling 379 
responses. 
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Two .answer errors were found and corrected in the 
flash program; 63 frames were revised and 14 review frames 
originally located at the end of the program were combined 
with 36 new review frames~ the program was divided into 
six units with review frames following each unito Origi-
nally hav:i.ng 153 frames and 165 responses 1 the flash pro-
gram had been expanded to 182 frames with 205 responseso 
Although mean error rates of first drafts of both 
programs were low 3 the programs were subjected to a second 
pilot study on a larger scale in September~ 1966~ to test 
the effect of the revisions. Administered to 42 students 
in one journalism class~ the film exposure program yielded 
a mean error rate of 2o71 per cent" The flash program~ 
completed by 59 students in four journalism classes~ pro-
duced a mean error rate of 4-.69 per cento Both error 
~ates were well within the accepted 10 per cent limit (13) 
(16)o 
From results of the second pilot study 9 13 frames of 
the film exposure program were revised~ and 19 frames of 
t:he flash photography program were revi.sedo In most cases 
the revisions were minor; both programs retained the same 
number of frames and responses~ and both were utilized in 
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the study without further revisiono Both final programs 
are found in Appendices A-I and A-IIo One page of supple-
mentary exposure data used by students working the flash 
photography program in the pilot studies is found in 
Appendix A=IIIo 
Development of Criterion Instruments 
Two criterion tests 9 each with pre=test and post-test 
formsj were developed to measure achievement of subjects 
in the two units of photography instructiono An objective 
type test was chosen in order to eliminate judgment and 
evaluation of the response on the part of the scorer. The 
multiple-choice type question was selected after a survey 
of measurement literature was completed. The following 
description is typical of the support for this type of 
question (124): 
The multiple-choice item is probably the most 
versatile of the objective recognition types. 
It lends itself to a wide variety of situations~ 
objectives~ and content. The item can be quite 
objective in its scoring~ it provides oppor-
tunity for wide coverage in the choice of alter-
natives9 and i.t is not conduci-ve to chance 
success or guessing. It is so generally regarded 
as the best and most widely applicable type of 
i tern that i·t has become the stock-in-trade~ the 
basic type<i for most standardized tests today. 
The rationale for test items was provided by the two 
three-way tables of specifications prepared as the initial 
step in developing the instructi.onal programs; tables 
l:isted objectives"' content 9 and desired behavioral out-
comes (Appendices A-IV and A-V)o Objectives were 
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structured within the cognitive domain, described by Bloom 
(122) as containing objectives which emphasize remembering 
or reproducing something which has been learned~ as well 
as objectives which involve solving some intellectual task. 
These objectives vary from simple recall of material to 
original and creativ-e ways of combining and synthesizing 
new ideas and materials. By clarifying and describing the 
range of behaviors encompassed by the objectivess it was 
possible to determine appropriate questions to include in 
the criterion instruments. 
Equivalent test forms were constructed to permit de-
termination of the levels of achievement in film exposure 
and use of flash by students before they received instruc-
tion. Equivalent forms also enabled utilizing the covari-
ance statistic in controlling for possible initial 
differences in achievement of subjects. 
It was decided that each test item would be weighted 
with the score of vu l 00 and that no correction would be used 
regarding students answering questions correctly by chance. 
This decision was based on the fact that the tests would 
be U$ed only to compare standings of students participating 
in the experiment (125): 
o•• it is doubtful whether the use of a correction 
formula is worth the trouble, if the main purpose 
is to determine the relative standingq ••• The 
teacher'i therefore~ can be fairly sure that the 
pupils will be ranked in approximately the same 
order regardless of whether or not the scores are 
corrected. 
Next~ item pools composed of paired-equivalent items 
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were constructed, with all items composed according to the 
structure of behavioral outcomes in Appendices IV and V. 
Item pools totaled 76 pairs of items for the film exposure 
test, and 71 pairs of items for the flash test. Both item 
pools were submitted to a pilot study early in September~ 
1966 9 the 42 students who studied the film exposure pro-
gram were administered the items of the film exposure test; 
the 59 students who studied the flash program were admin-
istered the items of the flash test. For the pilot study 
the paired .items were put in separate forms, the first 
item of each pair going into Form A, and the second item 
into Form B. Two 50-minute class periods were required 
to administer the test to the trial groups, with one full 
day intervening between the testing periods. 
Item analysis of data from the pilot study permitted 
the compilation of item discrimination indices and item 
difficulty indices. Data were also used to locate defects 
in items. 
The degree of discrimination of an item 9 described by 
Noll (124) and Garrett (127) as a measure of validity of a 
test itemi refers to the capacity of an item to distin-
guish between good and poor students. Garrett (127) ex-
plains this~ 
An often-used method of validating a test item 
is to determine whether the item discriminates 
between subjects differing sharply in the func-
tion being measured. This 'criterion of inter-
nal consistency 0 admits into the final test or 
questionnaire only those items which have been 
found to separate high-scoring and low-scoring 
members of the group. 
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Many statistical methods may be utilized to obtain 
discrimination indices~ including the biserial r coeffi-
cient of correlation, the critical ratio, the product-
moment coefficient of correlation, and the phi coefficiento 
·\·:" 
However~ measurement experts admit some weaknesses in each 
of these techniques and agree that their complexity of 
calculation and the extremely large samples required limit 
their usefulness (128)(129)(130)0 
The procedure used to calculate the discrimination 
-index is well documented in the literature dating back to 
the 1920°so More recent sources for the procedure are 
Garrett (128), Denum (131), and Engelhart (132)0 Test 
papers of the pilot study group are ranked from high to 
low, then separated into groups above and below the median 
test score. A tally sheet is compiled~ counting for each 
test item the number in the upper-group answering it cor-
rectly, and the number in ·the lower-group answering it 
correctly" The discrimination index is obtained by sub-
tracting the number in the lower-,group answering the item 
correctly from the number in the higher=group answering 
the item correctly 9 and then dividing by the number 
attempting the item in either the higher or the lower-
group. The following formula illustrates the 
calculation (128): 
(RH= RL)/NH 
RH= number right in high group 
RL = number right in low group 
NH= number in high group 
The difficulty index is found by using the same 
symbols: 
(RH+ RL) /(NH+ NL)o 
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This procedure requires adding the number in the 
higher-group answering the item correctly and the number 
in the lower-group answering the item correctlys then 
dividing by the total number attempting the item~_or those 
in the higher-group plus those in the lower group. 
A discrimination index of .10 is considered a minimum 
level for test items (131), and it is desirable that 
discrimination indices exceed 020 (128)(129)(131)(132). 
Items with indices which are lower than minimum levels or 
ones which are negative must either be revised or 
discarded. 
The difficulty index, a per cent of the number 
answering the question correctly~ permits selection of 
items of appropriate difficulty for the final ·test. 
10 Maximum reliability and dispersion of scores is attained 
when an item has approximately 50 per cent difficulty°' 
(131). It is also recommended that items be chosen at all 
difficulty levels in the possible score range with the 
mean of difficulty indices being near the 50 per cent 
point (126). 
Using discrimination and difficulty indices as 
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primary criteria for selecting items to use on the tests~ 
the writer also utilized a checklist compiled by Nunnally 
(126) in evaluating items in the pools of items investi-
gated in the pilot study. Items were reviewed for unclear 
statementsi wrong answers, inappropriate difficulty, and 
inappropriateness to the item universea Care was taken to 
select items which met the above criteria. and also ade-
quately sampled the content so that the test would be pro-
portional to the instructional emphasiso 
_Thirty-five items were chosen for the pre-test (Form 
A) and their matched pairs were placed in the post-test 
(Form B) for criterion instruments in film exposure and in 
flash photography. Discrimination and difficulty indices 
for all test items are given in Tables I and II, and 
asterisks are used to denote items chosen for the criteri-
on instru.ments. Table III gives a summary of the distri-
bution of discrimination indices of items appearing on the 
final tests 9 and also gives the means for difficulty 
indices for items on both final tests. 
Both tests were ne;xt assembled and were submitted to 
Professor Hix for review. Then, to determine test relia-
bility, Forms A and B of both tests were administered to 
16 students who had completed the course in elementary 
photography. Form A of both tests was administered in the 
first 50-minute period~ and Form B of both tests was ad-
ministered in a 50-minute period two days later. The 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient (133) was 
Test 
Item 
1 
1 
2 
2· 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
12 
13 
13 
14 
14 
15 
15 
16 
16 
l? 
17 
18 
18 
19· 
19 
20 
20 
21 
21 
Form 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B" 
,,.,A:_/ 
,B· 
/::. "A\ 
- 'i B ---
A. 
B 
TABLE I 
DISCRIMINATION AND DIFFICULTY INDICES 
OF THE PRELIMINARY EXPOSURE TEST 
Di scrim- Diffi- Test Form Di scrim-
ination culty Item ination 
Index Index Index 
.136 0977 22 A .090 
.090 ·.681 22 B 0046 
.046 .977 23 A .272 
.046 .977 23 B .090 
.090 .954 24 A .090 
.046 0 977 24 B .ooo 
.136 0 977 25 A .090 
.046 
.977 25 B .090 
.136 .931 26 A .136 
.182 .909 26 B .136 
.228 .886 27 A .136 
.136 .568 27 B .04~ 
.136 0 977 28 A .090 
.090 .909 28 B -.046 
.318 .840* 29 A .046 
.136 .840*- 29 B .182 
.136 .977 30 A .090 
-.046 .931 30 B .046 
.410 .795 31 A .090 
.090 .772 31 B .182 
.090 .954 32 A .228 
.ooo 1.000 32 B .136 
.136 .931 33 A .228 
.000 1.000 3.3 B .090 
.090 .954 34 A .. 182 
.ooo 1.000 34 B .228 
.228 .840 35 A. .728 
-.046 .886 35 B .364 
.136 0 977 36 A .272 
.ooo 1.000 36 B .090 
.228 .931 37 A .136 
0090 .931 37 B .410-
.136 .977 38 A .272 
.228 .886 38 B .228 
.136 0 977 39 A .136 
.046 .977 39 B 0454 
.~28 .931 40 A .228 
.090 .954 40 B .046 
.090 1.000 41 A .272 
.046 0 977 41 B -.136 
.272 .909 42 A .272 
-.090 .954 42 B .182 (*Test items used in final form of test) 
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Diffi-
culty 
Index 
1.000 
.977 
.909 
.954 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
.954 
0 977 · 
.886 
.977 
.977 
1.000 
.977 
.340 
.454 
0 954 
.977 
1.000 
.909 
.931* 
.931* 
1.000 
0 954h 
.863*· 
.795* 
.681* 
.818* 
0818 
0954 
.931 
.795 
.909* 
.886* 
0 977* 
.636* 
.931 
0 977 
.818 
-.386 
.590* 
.909* 
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TABLE I (Continued) 
Test Form Di scrim- Diffi- Test Form Di scrim- Diffi-
Item ination culty Item ination culty 
Index Index Index Index 
43 A .272 .909* 65 A .272 .863* 
43 B .272 0818* 65 B 0410 0704* 
44 A .090 0909 66 A .454 .818* 
44 B .182 .636 66 B .182 .909* 
45 A .090 .954 67 A .590 .659* 
45 B .ooo .000 67 B .728 .636* 
46 A .136 .977 68 A .318 .250 
46 B .272 .818 68 B .090 .545 
47 A .638 .727* . 69 A .500 .750* 
47 B .136 .931* 69 B .182 .931* 
48 A .364 .818* 70 A .182 .909 
48 B .318 .750* 70 B .136 .568 
49 A .546 .727* 71 A .590 .704* 
49 B .272 .500* 71 B .364 .500* 
50 A .318 .840* 72 A .772 .659* 
50 B .136 .886* 72 B .546 .500* 
51 A .272 .545* 73 A .364 .454* 51 B .272 0 72?* 73 B .500 .613* 
52 A .590 .750* 74 ·A .364 .863* 
5~ B .318 .795* 74 B .272 .863* 
53 A .590 -750* 75 A .454 .590* 
53 B .318 .795* 75 B .546 .590* 
54 A .228 .613* 76 A .590 .704* 
54 B .318 .613* 76 B .500 .613* 
55 A .364 .863* 
55 B .272 .863* 
56 A .410 .750* 
56 B .410 .795* 
57 A .410 .695* 
57 B .546 .568* 
58 A .546 .681* 
58 B .228 .886* 
59 A .590 .613* 
59 B .454 .727* 
60 A .546 .772* 
60 B .318 .657* 
61 A .182 .909* 
61 B .454 .636* 
62 A .364 .318* 
62 B .364 .727* 
63 A .228 .704 
63 B .136 .659 
64 A .410 .704* 
64 B .638 .681*' (*Test items used in final form of test) 
Test 
Item 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
· .. 11 
11 
12 
12 
13 
13 
14 
14 
15 
15 
16 
16 
17 
17 
18 
18 
19 
19 
20 
20 
21 
21 
Form 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 
B 
TABLE II 
DISCRIMINATION AND DIFFICULTY INDICES 
OF THE PRELIMINARY FLASH TEST 
Di scrim- Diffi- Test Form Di scrim-
ination culty Item ination 
Index Index Index 
0242 • 569"~ 22 A 0344 
.. 242 .. 672* 22 B 0414 
-.072 0793 23 A .310 
.138 .. 931 23 B .552 
-0072 .965 24 A .. 552 
.104 .948 24 B .172 
.310 0465* 25 A .ooo 
0380 0776* 25 B .344 
0070 .896 26 A 0552 
.206 0862 26 B ol72 
-.206 .552 27 A .. 206 
.138 .931 27 B .344 
.070 .896 28 A .206 
.310 .293 28 B .448 
0034 .948 29 A 0380 
.276 .. 862 29 B .070 
.310 0431 30 A 0172 
.172 .534 30 B .206 
.070 .414 31 A .448 
.310 .362 31 B .310 
.310 .741 32 A .380 
.138 .483 32 B .138 
.070 .931 33 A .482 
.138 .931 33 B .138 
.. 138 .276 34 A .758 
.242 .879 34 B .482 
-.034 .707 35 A .380 
.414 .483 35 B .414 
.070 .862 36 A .034 
.. 104 .948 36 B 0276 
.242 .810* 37 A .344 
.448 .638* 37 B 0242 
-.104 .879 38 A .448 
.138 .896 38 B 0242 
.448 .. 707* 39 A .276 
.414 .793* 39 B .380 
.104 .879 40 A .138 
.380 .810 40 B .104 
.242 .845-1~ 41 A .310 
.. 414 .7t;9* 41. B 0172 
.344 0621* 42 A .310 
0344 0655* 42 B .276 (*Test items used in final form of test) 
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Diffi-
culty 
Index 
~759* 
0793* 
.741* 
.690* 
.655 
0879 
0172 
0827 
.552 
.707 
0759* 
0 759* 
0827* 
.948* 
.707 
.862 
.. 776 
.8g6 
.. 672* 
.845* 
0 327 
.862 
.621 
.931 
.483* 
.586* 
.707* 
.759* 
.155 
.276 
.655 
.879 
.707* 
.879* 
.414* 
.741* 
.414 
.259 
0500 
.776 
.431* 
0517* 
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TABLE II (Continued) 
Test Form Di scrim- Diffi- Test Form Di.scrim- Diffi-
Item ination culty Item ination culty 
Index Index Index Index 
43 A .344 0276 65 A .344 .655* 
43 B .172 0569 65 B .482 .759* 
44 A .482 .655* 66 A .344 .690* 
44 B .276 .827* 66 B .482 .759* 
45 A .344 .690* 67 A .344 .655 
45 B .620 .655* 67 B . 104 .569 . 
46 A .482 0 517* 68 A .380 .672* 
46 B .792 .569* 68 B .380 .776* 
47 A .034 .362 69 A .104 .155 
47 B .380 .431 69 B .000 .483 
48 A .206 0 793* 70 A .276 .379* 
48 B .242 .845* 70 B .344 .483* 
49 A .172 .879 71 A .276 .517* 
49 B .242 .879 71 B • 276 .586* 
50 A .206 .690* 
50 B .276 .862* 
51 A .242 .293 
51 B .934 .293 
52 A .276 .827* 
52 B .310 .845* 
53 A .552 .655* 
53 B .414 .724* 
54 A .034 .948 
54 B .206 .896 
55 A .104 .707 
55 B .344 .793 
56 A .070 .241 
56 B .310 .465 
57 A .518 .672* 
57 B .380 .741* 
58 A .690 .517* 
58 B .620 .655* 
59 A .344 0 793* 
59 B .414 0 759* 
/ 
,., 60 A .482 .621* 
60 B .482 0 759* 
61 A 0 276 .310* 
61 B .586 .672* 
62 A .034 .259 
62 B .172 .879 
63 A .414 .621* 
63 B .344 .793* 
64 A .414 .621* 
64 B .344 0 793* 
(*Test items used in final form of test) 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF DISCRIMINATION INDICES 
AND MEANS OF DIFFICULTY INDICES 
Film Ex12osure Test Flash Test 
Discrimination Discrimination 
Index Index 
Interval N Interval N 
ol00-ol99 10 ol00-ol99 0 
.200-.299 15 0200-0299 19 
.300-.399 15 .300-.399 22 
.400-.499 10 .400-.499 20 
.500-.599 15 0500-.599 4 
.600-0699 2 .600-.699 3 
.700-.799 3 .700-.799 2 
Mean Difficulty Mean Difficulty 
Index"" .673 Index= .624 
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utilized in obtaining a reliability coefficient between 
Forms A and B of both tests. This method is suggested as 
the best approach to use in determining reliability when 
equivalent forms of a test are available (126)(127)134). 
Advantages of this method are pointed out by.Nunnally 
(126)~ 
When the reliability coefficient is obtained from 
.equivalent forms, it will manifest more of the 
sources of measurement errorj and more accurately, 
than any other method. It will contain all of the 
sources of measurement error found in the retest 
method and 9 in addition~ will give an indication 
of the amount of error due to the sampling of 
contento Although the memory of one test form may 
give a slight advantage on taking the equivalent 
form, the effect of memory on the equivalent form 
reliability coefficient is slight. 
A reJ_.iability coefficient of .9022 was found for the 
film exposure test~ and a reliability coefficient of .e299 
was found for the flash photography test. 
Although di~crimination indices revealed a measure of 
item validity, because no accepted criterion was available 
with which to compare the tests, statements about validity 
cannot be projected above the level of curricular, or con-
tent validity. The tests adequately covered both the con-
tent and the objectives of the uni.ts of instruction., as 
items of both tests were closely structured by the tables 
of specifications. Cureton (135) defends curricular 
validity: 
It (curricular validity) is a special case of 
logical releva.nceo ooo An ordinary subject 
matter test has usually been considered to 
possess curricular relevance to the extent that 
it tests the studentsu knowledge and effective 
grasp of those facts~ principles~ relations~ 
patterns 9 and generalizations which are the 
de facto immediate objectives of instructiono 
The usual evidence of curricular relevance is 
a tabulation showing that the test content 
actually parallels and covers the course 
contents that the test operations are those 
specified in the course objectives, and that 
the test situation is not such as to bias the 
responses ooo it is perfectly reasonable for 
the test user to propose to use a test to 
measure what it actually does measure. 
Tests were reproduced by fluid duplicator process 
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and designed so that responses could be recorded on an 
answer sheet in order to facilitate scoring. Forms A and 
B of both tests are located in Appendices B-Ij B-II, B-III 
and B-IV~ 
CHAPTER V 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Research Design 
A pre-test - post-test control group design was used 
for this study because it offers the advantage of control 
of potential intervening variables (137). The design re-
quired pre-testing all subjects, then administering ex-
perimental treatments, followed by post-testing, and then 
testing the significance of experimental treatments. 
In addition to equating groups on the basis of age 
and American College Testing Program composite standard 
scores~ additional controls were utilized in structuring 
the use of the programed materials by experimental groups. 
To be certain that all experimental groups received the 
same instructions regarding the use of the programed mate-
rials~ directions were written and the photography in-
structor read them to the classes. Directions included 
cautioning the students to use only the programed mate-
rials, not the textbook or other sources~ and not to let 
other students use the programed materials. 
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Sample 
The sample population for this investigation con-
sisted of students at Oklahoma State University enrolled 
in two sections of Journalism 233 and Journalism 303, both 
of which are elementary photography courseso Lectures to 
all of these students are identicalo Students in each of 
the Journalism 233 sections were randomly assigned to one 
of two sub-groups 9 forming a total of four sub-groups. 
Randomness was obtained by utilizing a table of random 
numbers (136). Students in Journalism 303~ a smaller 
class, were placed in a fifth group. 
One of the five sub-groups was randomly chosen as the 
control group to receive conventional instruction; two of 
the sub-groups were randomly selected as experimental 
groups to receive directed programed instruction~ and the 
remaining two sub-groups were designated as experimental 
groups to rece.i ve non-directed programed instructioiL The 
data of one student who was considerably older than the 
other students were not used. The data of some late-
enrollees in the classes were also excluded from the 
studyo Subjects in the study totaled 71 for the film 
exposure experimentl and 68 for the flash photography 
experiment. 
Although randomization was utilized to obtain group 
equality~ the re·search design was strengthened further by 
testing the five groups in terms of American College 
Testing Program composite standard scores and in terms of 
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age (137). The first test was to determine homogeneity of 
variances between the groups. The F test was used to test 
the equality of the variances of both ages and ACT compos-
ite standard scores (133): 
F = £j__g_}_ 
srcTJ 
s2 (g) = variance of group with the greater variance 
s2(1) = variance of group with the lesser variance. 
The variance was found by the following formula 
(133): 
s2 = variance 
Ex2 = sum of the squares 
k-1 = degrees of freedom. 
The sum of the squares was found by the following 
formula (133): 
(bX)2 
= EX2 - k 
I:x2 = sum of the squares 
EX2 = sum of the squared scores 
EX = sum of the scores 
k = number in the group. 
The F statistic utilizes a ratio of the variance of 
the group with the greater variance with the variance of 
the group with the lesser variance. The! value is then 
used to obtain probabilities from Snedecor's table of F 
(133). Use of the statistic in checking the equality of 
several groups by calculating variances for each of the 
groups and then testing the largest variance against the 
smallest is documented by Garrett (138). 
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The outcomes of the F test used with ages of subjects 
in the five groups are reported in Table IV. The largest 
variance of 5.25 (Group C) was tested against the smallest 
variance of 2.93 (Group B). The obtained F value of 1.79 
did not equal or exceed the table value of 2.48 required 
for significance at the .05 level of confidence. There-
fore, the groups were found homogeneous on the basis of 
age. 
Outcomes of the F test used with ACT composite stand-
ard scores of the five groups are presented in Table V. 
The largest variance of 23.92 (Group D) was tested against 
the smallest variance of 12.46 (Group A). The obtained F 
value of 1.92 did not e~ual or exceed the table value of 
2.62 required for significance at the .05 level of confi-
dence. Therefore, the groups were found homogeneous on 
the basis of ACT standard scores. 
Since no differences were found in the five groups on 
the basis of age and ACT composite standard scores, the 
groups were found to represent a single homogeneous, 
normally-distributed population in terms of these criteria. 
Groups 
A (Control) 
B (Exper.) 
C (Exper.) 
D (Exper.) 
E (Exper.) 
*Failed 
Groups 
A (Control) 
B (Exper.) 
C (Exper.) 
D (Exper.) 
E (Exper.) 
*Failed 
TABLE IV 
TABLE OF AGES 
(F Test of Extreme Variances Data) 
Sum of Extreme 
df Squares Variances Variances 
13 46 3.54 
15 44 2.93 2.93 
12 63 5.25 5.25 
13 41 3.15 
12 56 4.67 
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F 
1.79* 
to Reach 2.48 Value Necessary for Significance 
TABLE V 
TABLE OF ACT SCORES 
(F Test of Extreme Variances Data) 
Sum of Extreme 
df Squares Variances Variances F 
13 162 12.46 12.46 1.92* 
15 250 16.66 
12 249 20.75 
13 311 23.92 23.92 
12 191 15.92 
to Reach 2o62 Value Necessary for Significance 
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Since the five groups in the study were found to be 
homogeneous, at test using pooled variance was utilized 
in testing group combinations for possible significant 
differences in age or ACT composite standard scores. The 
formula used was (133): 
t = /k1k2 (N - 2) (X1 - ~ )t! N(l":x2 (1) + l":x2 (2)) 
k1 = number in the first group 
k2 = number in the second group 
N = number in total of two groups 
X1 = mean of first group 
X2 = mean of second group 
l":x2 (1) = sum of the squares of the first group 
l":x2 ( 2) = sum of the squares of the second group. 
All possible combinations of the five groups were 
compared by the 1 test on the basis of age and on the ba-
sis of ACT composite standard scores. Data are reported 
in Tables VI and VII. None of the computed t values 
reac;ti.ed signifiC16\nce at the .05 level of confidence; 
therefore~ no significant differences were found in the 
five groups on the basis of age and ACT composite standard 
scores. 
Methodology 
All students were pre-tested at the beginning of the 
fall semester, 1966. Students were administered Forms A 
TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF THE t TEST COMPARING GROUPS 
ON THE BASIS OF A GE 
Group Computed Table 
Comparisons t Value t Value 
A vs B 1.130 2.048* 
A vs C .130 2.060* 
A vs D .274 2.056* 
A vs E .266 2.060* 
B vs C 1.092 2.052* 
B vs D .216 2.048* 
B vs E .015 2.052* 
C vs D .276 2.060* 
C vs E .266 2.064* 
D vs E .110 2.060* 
*Necessary for Significance at 
the .05 Level 
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TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF THE t TEST COMPARING GROUPS 
ON THE BASIS OF ACT SCORES 
Group Computed Table 
Comparisons t Value t Value 
A vs B .022 2.048* 
A vs C .293 20060* 
A vs D .256 20056* 
A vs E .305 2.060* 
B vs C .284 2.052* 
B vs D .251 20048* 
B vs E .292 2.052* 
C vs D .010 2.060* 
C vs E .023 2.064* 
D vs E .028 2.060* 
*Necessary for Significance at 
the .05 Level 
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of the film exposure and flash photography criterion 
instruments. 
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The following week the film exposure experiment was 
begun. Students in Group A (control) received convention-
al instruction for two 50-minute class periods. Students 
in Groups Band C, (non-directed programed instruction 
experimental groups), were given the programed materials 
and a brief explanation on their use; they were then re-
leased from class for two 50-minute periods and instructed 
to work the programed materials at their convenience. 
Students in experimental Groups D and E, (directed pro-
gramed instruction), met class at the regular time. The 
instructor distributed the programed materials, read the 
directions and then remained in the classroom to oversee 
the groups and to answer any questions about the program 
or content. All students using programed materials 
(Groups B, C, D, E) were permitted to keep the materials 
for study and review. 
After the week-long experimental period, the stu-
dents were administered the post-test (Form B) as part of 
the photography instructor's standard hour examination 
covering film exposure and related content. 
At approximately mid-way in the semester, the flash 
photography experiment was conducted, with procedure being 
identical to that of the first experiment. The same 
groups received the same types of instruction and the time 
of the experiment remained the same, two 50-minute class 
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periods, or the equivalent in released time for the non-
directed experimental groups. Students were administered 
the post-test (Form B) at the conclusion of the experimen-
tal period, again as part of the instructor's standard 
hour examination. 
An interval of five days occurred between the conclu-
sion of the experiment and the post-testing for both of 
the experimentso 
Students in the experiment were informed that the 
programed materials were being developed for use in 
photography classes at Oklahoma State University, but were 
not told that the data were being used for a doctoral 
thesis. 
A summary of the control and experimental groups, 
number of subjects in each group, and the experimental 
treatments received in each experiment is shown in Table 
VIII. 
Tests of Significance 
The statistic used to determine the significance of 
the results of this investigation was the analysis of co-
variance at the .05 level of confidence. 
Data for the one control and four experimental groups 
were prepared for the Oklahoma State University Computing 
Center. The multiple analysis of covariance program was 
utilized in the IBM 7040 computer system (139) o This 
program calculates the F ratio for the adjusted treatment 
Group N 
A (Control) 15 
B (Expero) 16 
C (Exper.) 13 
D (Exper.) 14 
E (Exper.) 13 
'l'otal 71 
A (Control) 15 
B (Exper.) 14 
C (Exper.) 13 
D (Exper.) 14 
E (Exper.) 12 
Total 68 
TABLE VIII 
RESEARCH DESIGN 
Film E:!Qosure Ex:2eriment 
Instrument Treatment 
pre-test Conventional 
Instruction 
pre-test Non-directed 
Programed 
Instruction 
pre-test Non-directed 
Programed 
Instruction 
pre-test Directed 
Programed 
Instruction 
pre-test Directed 
Programed 
Instruction 
-
Flash Photogra:2h.y E:!Qeriment 
pre-test Conventional 
Instruction 
pre-test Non-directed 
Programed 
Instruction 
pre-test Non-directed 
Programed 
Instruction 
pre-test Directed 
Programed 
Instruction 
pre-test Directed 
Programed 
Instruction 
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Instrument 
post-test 
post-test 
post-test 
post-test 
post-test 
post-test 
post-test 
;post-test 
post-test 
post-test 
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means 9 the Beta coefficients and their standard errors and 
1. values~ and the adjusted treatment means and their ac.-
companying standard errorso 
Garrett (138) describes the ana1ysis of covariance 
statistical test: 
Analysis of covariance represents an extension 
of analysis of variance to allow for the correla-
tion between initial and final scores. Covariance 
analysis is especially useful to experimental 
psychologists when for various reasons it is im-
possible or quite difficult to equate control and. 
experimental groups at the start; a situation 
wh:ich often obtains in actual experiments. 
Through covariance analysis one is able to effect 
adjustments in final or terminal scores which 
will allow for differences in some initial 
variable. 
A typical application of the analysis of covariance 
is to let the covariate score or initial score represent 
a pre-test score; therefore 9 in both photography experi-
ments the pre-test scores were used as the covariate in 
orde:r to control for any indi.vidual dj_f'ferences tn 
achievement at the outset of the study (133)(138)0 
Sub,-Hyp o theses 
The major hypotheses for the study were divided into 
eight sub-hypotheses to be tested in each of the 
experiments: 
1,-a o There are no sign5 .. ficant d:iff erences in 
achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group D (experimental~ 
directed programed instruction) o 
1-b. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group E (experimental~ 
directed programed instruction)o 
2-a. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group B (experimental.1 
non-directed programed instruction). 
2-bo There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group C (experimental, 
non-directed programed instruction). 
3-a. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores between Group B 
(experimental 9 non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group D (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
3-b. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores between Group B 
(experimental, non~directed programed 
instruction) and Group E (experimental~ 
directed programed instruction). 
3-c. There are no significant differ.ences in 
achievement scores between Group C 
(experimental~ non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group D (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
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3=do There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group C 
(experimental~ non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group E (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
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CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Raw scores of pre-tests, post-tests, and gain of each 
subject in the film exposure experiment are found in Table 
IX, and the same data for the flash photography experiment 
are found in Table X. 
A·summary of these data in Tables XI and XII includes 
mean, median, and standard deviation of scores for each 
group on pre-tests and post-tests. The mean gain is also 
reported. 
Testing the Hypotheses of the 
Film Exposure Experiment 
A multiple analysis of covariance was used in testing 
sub-hypotheses at the .05 level of confidence. Results 
are summarized in Table XIII, and adjusted means of sig-
nificant comparisons are found in Table XIV. 
1-a. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group D (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 1.05 is less than the F value 
of 4.22 required for significance; therefore, the null 
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TABLE IX 
RAW SCORES, FILM EXPOSURE EXPERIMENT 
Group A Group B Group C 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
test test Gain test test Gain test test Gain 
24 31 ' r.:,7.. 16 21 5 27 34 7 
14 35 Jt1· 16 23 -7 23 33 10 
12 23 l"l 15 34 19 19 33 14 
12 28 16 14 34 20 19 35 16 
11 29 18 13 33 20 16 33 17 
11 31 20 13 27 14 15 35 20 
10 31 21 11 33 22 14 35 21 
10 29 . 19 10 29 19 14 29 15 
10 26 16 9 27 18 14 34 20 
10 28 18 9 32 23 12 31 19 
10 26 16 6 35 29 10 30 20 
8 21 13 6 33 27 7 26 19 
4 16 12 5 32 27 7 33 26 
3 27 24 5 25 20 
0 28 28 3 32 29 
' :<3 31 28 .. 
Group D Group E 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
test test Gain test test Gain 
24 35 11 26 35 9 
21 32 11 22 35 13 
21 - 33 11 21 35 14 
14 34 20 20 28 8 
11 35 24 19 33 14 
11 31 20 10 31 21 
10 33 23 8 30 22 
10 28 18 6 32 26 
7 23 16 5 29 24 
7 26 19 4 11 7 
7 11 4 3 29 26 
6 28 22 2 33 31 
4 34 30 2 34 32 
3 33 30 
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TABLE X 
RAW SCORES, FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIJ"IENT 
Group A Group B Group C 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post·-
test test Gain test test Gain test test Gain 
18 33 15 20 35 15 25 34 9 
13 29 16 14 30 16 14 34 20 
12 23 11 12 34- 22 13 34- 21 
12 22 10 11 34- 23 13 28 15 
11 28 17 10 28 18 12 35 23 
10 23 13 9 30 21 11 31 20 
9 23 14- 8 34- 26 11 31 20 
9 30 21 6 31 25 10 33 23 
8 24 16 5 31 26 9 30 21 
6 27 21 4- 31 27 7 34- 27 
5 26 21 4- 34 30 7 31 24 
4 26 22 3 34 31 5 34 29 
4 23 19 1 32 31 1 33 32 
3 17 14 0 31 31 
0 17 17 
Group D Group E 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post..,; 
test test Gain test test Gain 
20 35 15 26 33 7 
17 33 16 20 33 13 
14 35 21 10 34 24 
12 32 20 10 34 24 
10 31 21 8 35 27 
10 34 24 8 24 16 
10 26 16 8 35 27 
9 35 26 5 33 28 
9 33 24 5 34 29 
8 18 10 4 33 29 
4 27 23 3 33 30 
1 33 32 3 33 30 
1 22 21 
1 35 34 
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TABLE XI 
SUMMARY OF DATA 1 FILM EXPOSURE EXPERIMENT 
Pre-test Post-test 
Stand- stand-
ard ard 
Devi- Devi- Mean 
Group Mean Median at ion Mean Median ation Gain 
A 9.93 10 5.23 27.27 28 4.45 17.34 
B 9.62 9.5 4.41 30.06 32 4.12 20.44 
C 15.15 14 7.08 32.38 33 2.59 17.23 
D 11.14 10 6.63 29.71 32.5 6.25 18.57 
E 11.38 8 8.48 30.38 32 6.07 19.00 
TABLE XII 
SUMMARY OF DATA, FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT 
Pre-test Post-test 
Stand- Stand-
ard ard 
Devi- Devi- Mean 
Group Mean Median at ion Mean Median ation Gain 
A 8.27 9 4.51 24.73 24 4.26 16.46 
B 8.07 7 4.91 32.07 30 2.02 24.00 
C 10.61 11 6.97 32.46 33. 1.98 21.85 
D 9.0 9.5 5.61 30.64 33 6.57 21.64 
E 9.17 8 7.17 32.83 33 2.76 23.66 
--
hypothesis is acceptedo 
1-b. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group E (experimental 9 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained! value of 1.89 is less than the F 
value of 4o24 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothe~is is accepted. 
2-a. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group B (experimental, 
non-directed programed instruction). 
The obtained ! value of 3 •. 07 is less than the F 
value of 4.20 required for significance; therefore 9 the 
null hypothesis is accepted. 
2-b. There are no significiant differences 
in achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group C (experimental, 
non-directed programed instruction). 
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The obtained! value of 5.64 is greater than the F 
value of 4.24 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is rejected in favor of Group C 
(experimental~ non-directed programed instruction). 
3-a. There are no significant differences 
·in achievement scores between Group B 
(experimental 9 non-directed programed 
instruction) ·and Group D (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 0.07 is less than the F 
value of 4.21 required for ~ignificance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is accepted. 
3-b. There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group B 
(experimental, non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group E (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained E. value of 0.002 is less than the F 
value of 4.22 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is accepted. 
3-c. There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group C 
(experimental, non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group D (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 0.54 is less than the E. 
value of 4.26 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is accepted. 
3-d. There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group C 
(experimental, non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group E (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 0.30 is less than the F 
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value of 4o20 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is accepted. 
Testing the Hypotheses of the Flash 
Photography Experiment 
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A multiple analysis of covariance was used in test-
ing sub-hypotheses at the .05 level of confidence. 
Results are summarized in Table XV, and adjusted means of 
significant comparisons are found in Table XVI. 
1-a. There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group D (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 11.61 is greater than the F 
value of 4.22 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is rejected in favor of Group D 
(experimental, directed programed instruction). 
1-b. There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group E (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 30.92 is greater than the F 
value of 4.26 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is rejected in favor of group E (experi-
mental, directed programed instruction). 
2-a. There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group A 
Source of 
Variation 
Group A - D 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group·A - E 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Grou12 A - B 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group A - C 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group B -,D 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group B - E 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group C - D 
Tot9,J. 
Between 
Within 
Group C - E 
Total 
Between 
Within 
TABLE XIII 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR FILM 
EXPOSURE EXPERIMENT 
Adjusted Sum Variance 
of Squares df Estimate F 
73901492 
28.6762 
710.4730 
698.2738 
49.1962 
649.0775 
624.0572 
61.6161 
562.4411 
372.6888 
68.6158 
304.0730 
805.9032 
2 .1366' 
803.7666 
728.6459 
0.0589 
728. 5870 
551.0783 
12.1565 
538.9218 
477.5266 
6.0609 
471.4657 
27 
1 28.6762 1.05 
26 27.3258 
26 
1 49.1962 1.89 
25 25.9631 
29 
1 61.6161 3.07 
28 20.0871 
26 
1 68.6158 5.64* 
25 12.1629 
28 
1 
27 
27 
2.1366 0.07. 
29.7691 
1 0.0589 0.002 
26 28.0225 
25 
1 12.1565 0.54 
24 22.4550 
24 
1 6.0609 0.30 
23 20.4985 
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F Required 
for Sig-
nificance 
4.22 
4.24 
4.20 
4.21 
4.22 
4.26 
4.28 
~~Significant at the .05 level of confidence 
TABLE XIV 
ADJUSTED MEANS FOR THE FILM EXPOSURE 
EXPERIMENT COMPARISONS FOUND 
TO BE SIGNIFICANT 
Adjusted 
Group Adjusted Mean 
Comparisons Means Differences 
Grou12 A - C 
A 28.0250 
C 31.5096 3.48 
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(control) and Group B (experimental 9 
non-directed programed instruction). 
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The obtained! value of 40.62 is greater than the F 
value of 4.22 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is rejected in favor of Group B (experi-
mental9 non-directed programed instruction). 
2-b. There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group A 
(control) and Group C (experimental, 
non-directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 30.86 is greater than the F 
value of 4.24 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is rejected in favor of Group C (experi-
mental, non-directed programed instruction). 
3-a. There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group B 
(experimental, non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group D (experimen-
tal~ directed programed instruction). 
The obtained E value of 1.25 is less than the F 
value of 4.24 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is accepted. 
3-b. There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group B 
(experimental 1 non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group E (experimental~ 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 0.50 is less than the F 
value of 4o28 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is accepted. 
3-co There are no significant differences 
in achievement scores between Group C 
(experimental, non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group D (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 0.92 is less than the F 
value of 4.26 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is accepted. 
3-d. There are no significant differences in 
achievement scores between Group C 
(experimental'! non-directed programed 
instruction) and Group E (experimental, 
directed programed instruction). 
The obtained F value of 0.15 is less than the F 
value of 4.30 required for significance; therefore, the 
null hypothesis is acceptedo 
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Treatment means, adjusted means and standard errors 
of adjusted means for all groups in both experiments are 
found in Appendix C-I. 
Summary of Results 
In the film exposure experiment~ significance was 
obtained in a comparison between an experimental group 
receiving the non-directed programed instruction 
TABLE XV 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR FLASH 
PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT 
Source of Adjusted Sum Variance 
Variation of Squares df Estimate F 
Group A= D 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Qroup A = E 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group A - B 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group A - C 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group B-=--.Q 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group B - E 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group C - D 
Total 
Between 
Within 
Group C = E 
Total 
Between 
Within 
728.4942 
224.8262 
503.6680 
733.4239 
412.9006 
32005233 
671.2106 
409.2552 
261.9553 
591.7054 
326.8959 
264.8095 
419.1349 
19.8871 
399.2478 
150.8106 
3.2226 
147.5879 
414.4002 
15.3371 
399.0631 
143.5999 
0.9656 
142.6343 
27 
1 224.8262 11.61* 
26 19.3718 
25 
1 412.9006 30.92* 
24 13.3551 
27 
1 409.2552 40.62* 
26 10.0752 
26 
1 326.8959 30.86* 
25 10.5923 
26 
1 19.8871 1.25 
25 15.9699 
24 
1 3.2226 0.50 
23 6.4168 
25 
1 15.3371 0.92 
24 16.6276 
23 
1 0.9656 0.15 
22 6.4833 
*Significant at the .05 level of confidence 
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! Required 
for Sig-
nificance 
4.22 
4.24 
4.24 
4.26 
TABLE XVI 
ADJUSTED MEANS FOR THE FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY 
EXPERIMENT COMPARISONS FOUND 
Group 
Comparisons. 
Groups A= D 
A 
D 
Groups A - E 
A 
E 
Groups A~ 
A 
B 
Groups A - C 
A 
C 
TO BE SIGNIFICANT 
Adjusted 
Means 
24-08892 
3004-758 
24-.824-5 
3207194-
24-.6393 
32.1722 
2500532 
32.0925 
Adjusted 
Mean 
Differences 
7.53 
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treatment and the control group receiving conventional in-
structiono Significance was in favor of the experimental 
groupo 
No other significant differences were found in this 
experiment testing the following seven group combinations: 
four combinations of groups receiving directed programed 
instruction versus groups receiving non-directed programed 
-instruction; two combinations of groups receiving conven-
tional instruction versus directed programed instruction; 
&nd one group receiving conventional instruction versus 
one group receiving non-directed programed instruction. 
In the flash photography experiment, significance was 
obtained in four of the eight group comparisons, all of 
which compared conventional instruction with programed 
instructiono Significance was in favor of the experimen-
tal treatment in each comparison: two combinations of 
groups receiving conventional instruction versus groups 
receiving directed programed instruction; and two combina-
tions of groups receiving conventional instruction versus 
groups receiving non-directed programed instructiono 
No significant differences in the flash photography 
experiment were found in testing four combinations of 
groups receiving directed programed instruction versus 
groups receiving non-directed programed instruction. 
Summary of the Study 
The .· purpose of the study was to investigate the 
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effectiveness of programed instruction as a method of 
teaching selected units of college level elementary pho-
tography; it compared achievement resulting from conven-
tional instruction with that resulting from directed 
programed instruction, and compared achievement resulting 
from conventional instruction with that resulting from 
non-directed programed instructiono It also compared 
achievement resulting from directed programed instruction 
with achievement resulting from non-directed programed 
instruction. 
Instructional programs in the areas of film exposure 
and flash photography were written for the experiment. 
Two criterion tests, each with pre-test and post-test 
forms, were developed to measure achievement of subjects 
in the two units of photography instruction. 
Seventy-one students enrolled in two sections.of 
Journalism 233 and one section of Journalism 303 at 
Oklahoma State University were used as subjects in the 
film exposure experiment, and sixty-eight students in the 
same courses were used as subjects in the flash photogra-
phy experiment • 
Students in the two Journalism 233 sections were 
randomly assigned to four sub~groups; students in 
Journalism 303 comprised a fifth group. By random 
assignment one group was·chosen to be the control group to 
receive conventional instruction, two groups were chosen 
as experimental groups to receive directed programed 
instruction~ and the two remaining were selected to re-
ceive non-directed programed instruction. 
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Independent variables in the study were the types of 
instruction~ directed programed instruction, non-
directed programed instruction~ and conventional instruc-
tion. The dependent variables were the measures of stu-
dent achievement in the two areas of photography study. 
Students were pre-tested with Forms A of the film 
exposure and flash photography criterion instruments. The 
film exposure experiment was conducted and the five sub-
groups were then administered Form B of the film exposure 
criterion instrument as a post-test. Mid-way in the 
semester identical procedure was utilized in conducting 
the flash photography experiment. 
The analysis of covariance statistic was utilized in 
testing the eight sub-hypotheses of each experiment. The 
.05 level of confidence was used with the statistical 
tests. 
Eight comparisons were made between groups receiving 
conventional instruction and groups receiving programed 
instruction: in five comparisons significance was obtain-
ed in favor of the programed instruction treatment 
three non-directed programed instruction groups, and two 
directed programed instruction groups. 
In the eight comparisons between groups receiving 
directed programed instruction and groups receiving 
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non-directed programed instruction, no significant differ-
ences were foundo 
Conclusions 
On the basis of these findings, it may be concluded 
that programed instruction proved to be an effective 
teaching method for the experimental groups in both ex-
perimentso In eight comparisons of conventional instruc-
tion and programed instruction, three comparisons showed 
no significant differences in achievement, and five 
comparisons demonstrated that students receiving programed 
instruction reached a significantly higher level of 
achievement. 
These findings are consistent with those reported in 
the review of literature in which either no significant 
differences have been found between programed instruction 
and conventional instruction, or when significant differ-
ences were found, they were in favor of programed in-
struction treatments. In none of the literature were 
groups receiving conventional instruction found superior 
to those receiving programed instruction. 
Results of this study indicate little difference in 
the effectiveness of either directed programed instruc-
tion or non-directed programed instruction when compared 
with conventional instruction. In the five group compari-
sons in which programed instruction was found signifi-
cantly better than conventional instruction, three of the 
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experimental groups were those receiving non-directed pro-
gramed instruction and two were those receiving directed 
programed instruction. 
Outcomes of this investigation also suggested the 
conclusion that there were no differential effects on 
achievement caused by directed programed instruction as 
compared with non-directed programed instruction. In 
eight comparisons of directed programed instruction with 
non-directed programed instruction, no significant dif-
ferences were found. These results are not consistent 
with the study by Bartz and Darby (121) in which groups 
receiving non-directed programed instruction performed 
significantly lower than those receiving conventional 
instruction and those receiving directed programed in-
struction. The II NII of the present study, almost twice 
that of the study of Bartz and Darby (121), could have 
contributed to the differences in results. 
A consideration in interpreting the results of this 
investigation is the Hawthorne effect. The experimental 
groups knew that they were participating in a study which 
could have affected the results. However, this limitation 
was considered minimal because all of the subjects re-
ceived instruction from the regular photography instruc-
tor, and the normal classroom setting was utilized for all 
but the students in non-directed programed treatment 
groups. 
In summary, it may be concluded that effective 
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learning resulted from utilizing programed materials with 
the experimental groups and that programed materials could 
probably be put to effective use in some other areas of 
photography instruction and areas of journalism instruc-
tion. It would seem that non-directed programed instruc-
tion would be the.more efficient of the two types of 
programed instruction to utilize. 
On the basis of this investigation, it appears that 
more research is needed to determine the extent to which 
photography content is retained, and whether more exten-
sive use of programed instruction in a semester-length 
course would affect the outcome. 
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APPENDIX A-I 
Name 
Before beginning to work the program, study the 
objectives so that you will understand what you will be 
expected to knowo 
When you complete the program, return to the objec-
tives; are you able to demonstrate the abilities and 
skills set forth? 
While working the program if you have difficulty with 
review questions, review the suggested frames until you no 
longer have difficulty. 
For your work be sure that you: 
(a) study only this program, not your 
text (you won't need anything else). 
(b) review the program if you don't 
understand the concepts. 
(e) don't let other students use these 
materials. 
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OBJECTIVES Programmed Instruction Noo 2 (Flash) 
The following are objectives in terms of student per-
formance; upon completion of the program the student 
should be able to demonstrate these abilities and skills: 
lo Without aid of reference to relate the differ-
ence in exposure necessary with each of the 
flash techniques. 
2. Without aid of reference to construct a diagram 
of a flashbulb, to label its main components, 
and then to explain how the flashbulb fires. 
3. Without aid of reference to list at least four 
safety precautions to take when using flash-
bulbs or electronic flash. 
4. Without aid of reference to compare the use of 
flashbulbs with the use of electronic flash in 
terms of advantages and disadvantages. 
5o Without aid of reference to write f/stop adjust-
ments necessary to achieve correct exposure with 
flash when subject brightness and/or type of 
flash reflector vary from the normal. 
6. Without aid of reference to differentiate be-
tween and to list purposes and advantages of 
the different flash techniques: on-camera 
flash, off-camera flash, fill-in flash, 
multiple flash, open flash, bounce flash, 
bare-bulb flash, and handkerchief diffusion 
flash. 
7o Without aid of reference to define.such terms 
as: synchronization, millisecond, electronic 
flash, capacitor, recycling time, low input 
units and high input units, and flash guide 
number. 
8. With the aid of a flash exposure table, given 
a hypothetical type of film, shutter speed, 
and distance from flashbulb to subject, to find 
the correct guide number and from this to calcu-
late the correct f/stopo 
9. Without aid of reference to differentiate on 
test items between different classes of flash-
bulbs and to write the proper camera setting 
to synchronize the shutter with the flash. 
lOo Without aid of reference to compare the 
advantages and disadvantages of the two 
main types of flashgunso 
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FLASH PROGRAM 
JOURNALISM 233 
1. This is a unit of programed instruction; it is 
designed to permit you to learn flash photography 
well if you follow directions. 
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2o Each numbered section is called a frame. You will 
read one frame at a time, and you must cover the 
other frames below it with your cover sheet. The 
asterisks(*) serve as a guide so that you won't 
slide the cover sheet too low and uncover the answer 
prematurely. 
3o In each frame you will be required to write in the 
missing word or words before sliding the cover sheet 
down just far enough so that you can read the correct 
a ____ r below the question at the right-hand side 
of the page. 
* * * 
3- answer 
4. It is important that you write the answer in the blank 
space before you move the cover sheet down to 
c k the correct answer. 
* * * 
4- check 
5. The instruction will be presented in sections with 
review frames at the end of each section. If you are 
incorrect on any frame in the review, you will be 
referred back to the proper frame; then read the 
review frame again and answer it c _ _ _ _ _ yo 
* * * 
5- correctly 
6. This instruction concerns how flash is utilized in 
photography and deals with flash techniques. By 
following instructions and responding by writing in 
the missing word or words in the blank space before 
checking your answer, you will learn quite a lot 
about how f ___ his used in photography. 
* * * 
6- flash 
7. 
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Be sure you read all of each frame. If a blank 
appears in the middle of a frame, respond by writing 
in the correct word or words, but then read the rest 
of the f ___ e, for there may be important informa-
tion there. 
* * * 
7- frame 
FLASHBULBS AND HOW THEY WORK 
8. You have seen movies in which the photographer of 
yesteryear posed his group of subjects, cautioned 
them to be ready, and then fired a pan of flash 
powder held over his head, producing a billowing 
cloud of fire and smoke . This is humorous to us 
today because of the crudeness of the method , but 
f ___ hp ____ r was virtually the only type 
of flash used as late as the early 1930's. 
* * * 
8- flash powder 
9. This flash powder , actually magnesium powder , caused 
f i res, burned the photographers, and produced huge 
clouds of s ___ e which obscured the subjects, 
making a second picture impossible until the smoke 
had cleared sufficiently. 
* * * 
9- smoke 
10. This method employed little or no synchronization. 
The term synchronization means the timing necessary 
for the camera shutter to be open when the flash is 
at its peak intensity. The camera shutter being 
open when the light of the flash is at its peak is 
called s n. 
* * * 
10- synchronization 
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llo The pioneer photographer quite often would open the 
camera lens, fire the flash powder, and then close 
the lens. Proper timing to coordinate the flash and 
shutter, known ass , was merely 
guessworko 
* * * 
11- synchronizat-i'on 
l2o In the 1930's flash powder was replaced by flash-
bulbs. The first flashbulbs were larger than the 
standard 100-watt lightbulb today. But as time 
passed, flashbulbs gradually became s~~~ 
* * * 
12- smaller 
l3o A typical flashbulb size today is the size Noo 5 or 
No. 25 flashbulb. (These are the same size: Noo 5 
is General Electric and No. 25 is Sylvannia.) These 
flashbulbs are about the size of a golf ball. An-
other, the M-25, is less than half the size of the 
No. 5 or No. flashbulb, but gives nearly as much 
lighto 
* * * 
13- No. 25 
l4o The AG-1 flashbulb, which although only as big around 
as a pencil and less than one inch long, gives about 
half the l __ of a No. 5 or No. 25 bulbo 
* * * 
14- light 
l5o The newest addition to flash materials is the flash-
cube. This cube plugs into the top of a camera, 
requiring no flashgun on the camerao Four flash-
bulbs are built into the flashcube, each having its 
own reflector. The cube, which uses AG-1 size bulbs, 
is discarded after all four of its f are 
fired. (See illustration Noo 1 on Panel 2 at the end 
of this program for an example of the flashcube.) 
* * * 
15- flashbulbs 
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16. The small flashbulbs such as the AG-1 are especially 
appropriate for use today, since with faster and more 
efficient films, f as large as the No. 5 and 
No. 25 can be too bright when the distance to the 
subject is less than 15 feet. 
* * * 
16- flashbulbs 
17. All sizes of flashbulbs come in either blue or white 
color, and blue bulbs, although intended for use with 
color films, may be used to advantage also with black 
and white films. More than 80 per cent of the bulbs 
manufactured today are blue; these give a better 
color balance for both color films and b and 
white films. 
* * * 
17- black 
18. Although they can be used with black and white films, 
blue flashbulbs are used primarily with c films. 
* * * 
18- color 
19. Let's briefly describe the construction of a flash-
bulb so that you will understand how its flash is 
synchronized with the camera shutter. It is ex-
tremely important that you understand what synchroni-
zation is --- you will remember that it was described 
as the timing necessary for the cameras to be 
open when the flash is at peak intensity. 
* * * 
19- shutter 
Now please tear Panel 2 from the back of this program 
so that you may study it as you read. 
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20. Note illustration No. 2 on Panel 2 --- the standard 
flashbulb has two heavy vertical lead wires (C) which 
rise from the metal base of the bulb into the center 
of the glass globe of the bulb. These wires are 
coated with a primer material (D) and the tips of the 
wires are connected by a tiny wire filament (A). 
This apparatus is surrounded by a mass of loosely 
packed fine aluminum or zirconium foil (B); the in-
terior of the bulb is also charged with oxygen. The 
center of this bulb, then~ is made up of two heavy 
lead wires connected by a tiny wire f ______ _ 
* * * 
20- filament 
21. When the flashbulb is fired, an electrical current 
passes from the camera flashgun into the metal base 
of the bulb~ up the heavy lead wires and into the 
tiny wire filament connecting the heavy wires. The 
tiny filament is heated and becomes so hot it is 
burned out --- this burning ignites the primer mate-
rial on the ends of the lead wires. The purpose of 
the tiny filament , then, is to ignite the p ____ _ 
material. 
* * * 
21- primer 
22. The primer burns furiously, throwing out sparks into 
the interior of the bulb which ignite the fine foil. 
The charge of oxygen in the bulb increases combustion 
of the f • 
* * * 
22- foil 
23 . The foil burns rapidly and produces the brief , but 
extremely bright of light. 
* * * 
23- f l ash 
24. The flashbulb is burned out aft er a single flash ~ so 
it is no re-useable. The flashbulb , then~ may be 
fired only ___ t i me . 
* * * 
24- one 
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REVIEW---Flashbulbs and How They Work 
250 A basic concept is that the timing necessary to per-
mit the shutter to be open when the flash is at peak 
intensity is called 
* * * 
25- synchronization 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 10) 
260 Flashbulbs for color film must be in color. 
* * * 
26- blue 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 17 
and 18) 
27. The fine aluminum or zirconium foil inside the flash-
bulb actually is ignited by material which 
burns strongly, sending out sparks from the ends of 
the two heavy lead wires at the bulb's center. 
* * * 
27- primer 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 21 
and 22) 
28. A new flash material which utilizes four AG-1 flash-
bulbs, each with their own reflector, is called a 
* * * 
28- flashcube 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 15) 
29. Small flashbulbs are appropriate for use today 
because flashbulbs can be too bright for 
close shots with our new films. 
* * * 
29- large 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 16) 
300 Before flashbulbs were developed, the only way a 
photographer could illuminate interiors was by 
firing an explosive pan of~~~-
* * * 
30- flash powder 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 8) 
FLASHBULB CHARACTERISTICS .AND SYNCHRONIZATION 
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31. Please refer to illustration Noo 3 on Panel 2; note 
the curve for the Noo 5 flashbulb which is the lowest 
one on the graph. This graph shows the way a flash-
bulb burns; when fired, a flashbulb doesn°t burn at 
constant. intensity. The "0 99 on the graph represents 
the instant when the shutter release is depressed---
there is a delay before the bulb begins to burn; the 
No. 5 flashbulb begins burning at about~ milli-
seconds after it is fired; the light then gradually 
builds to a peak and after that it until 
it is fully burned out. · 
* * * 
31- 10 (approximately) 
falls, or drops, etc. 
32. Time (the horizontal part of the graph) is measured 
in milliseconds; a millisecond is 1/lOOOth of a 
second.. The light (vertical on graph) is measured in 
lumens, but you can merely consider the vertical 
measurement as 90 light intensity." The time~ then, is 
measured in milliseconds, and one millisecond is 
1/ th of a second. 
* * * 
32- 1/lOOOth 
330 To get proper exposure it is necessary that the 
camera shutter be open at the time the light is 
brightest. This timing, which has been discussed, 
is called • 
* * * 
33- synchronization 
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34. Synchronization is also called and spelled 00 sync 00 
for short o · Th:is is pronounced like 00 sinko 00 Synchro-
nization9 then 9 is also known as 
* * * 
34- sync 
350 Today even inexpensive cameras are synchronized for 
flasho The shutters are designed so that they delay; 
that is 9 the shutter doesn°t until the light of 
the flash is at its peak intensityo 
* * * 
35- open 
360 All the photographer has to do is to click the 
shutter release to set off the flash 9 and the 
camera 0 s will open when the flash is at 
peak intensity 9 if the camera is synchronizedo 
* * * 
36= shutter 
370 Cameras with flash synchronized shutters delay the 
opening of the shutter until the flash is at its 
This means that the shutter release 
is pushed, and the bulb begins burning---then when 
the flash is brightest, the opens. 
* * * 
37- peak 9 or brightest~ etco 
shutter 
38. All flashbulbs do not burn at the same rate; there 
are medium flashbulbs and fast flashbulbs. The Class 
M (medium peak) bulb is perhaps the most popular 
type. Medium peak means that the bulb reaches its 
peak intensity in a medium amount of !ime 9 which is 
about 20 milliseconds o When usi.ng Class M bulbs~- the 
shutter must be delayed some_ milliseconds so that 
it wi.11 be open during peak intensity of the flash. 
* * * 
38= 20 
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Again refer to illustration Noo 3 on Panel 2; the Noo 
5 bulb (lowest curve) begins burning at about 10 
milliseconds after it is firedo Peak intensity is at 
about __ milliseconds~ and it is fully burned out at 
millisecondso 
* * * 
39= 20 
40 (approximately) 
400 The better ca.:rµeras have adjustable synchronization so 
that the camera shutter may be synchronized with 
mediu~ peak or fast flashbulbso 
* * * 
40= peak 
4lo Adjustable synchronization settings are M9 for 
medium peak light~ and! for f peak light. 
* * * 
41= fast 
420 When using a medium peak flashbulb with a camera with 
M-X settings~~ (Mor X) would be the proper setting 
to synchronize the flash with the shuttero 
* * * 
42= M 
430 When the camera has M-X synchronization 9 the setting 
for the fast peak flashbulb is (Mor X)o 
* * * 
43= X 
440 Flashbulbs Noo 5~ Noo 25~ and M-25 are all medium 
peak bulbs 9 so they require the synchronization to 
be set on (Mor X)o Other medium peak bulbs are 
Noo 11 9 No:-4o~ Noo 2~ and Noo 220 
* * * 
44- M 
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450 Class F (fast peak) bulbs reach their peak rapidlyo 
Look at illustration No. 4 on Panel 2; the flash 
curve shows that the flash for this fast peak bulb 
reaches its peak quickly, at~ milliseconds. This 
type of bulb, which is filled with gas that is 
ignited to provide the flash, is not in general use. 
i~ * * 
45- 5 (approximately) 
46. Since Class F bulbs are fast peak, they require the 
camera synchronization to be set on (Mor X) so 
that the flash and shutter will be properly 
synchronized. 
* * * 
46- X 
470 X synchronization means there is virtually no delay; 
the opens instantaneously when the shutter 
release is depressed. Since the Class F bulb peaks 
so rapidly, the shutter must open without delay so 
that it will be open when the light is at peak 
intensity. 
* * * 
47- shutter 
48. Note No. 5 on Panel 2 (lower curve) which illustrates 
flash peaks for the Class FP flashbulb. The Class FP 
(focal plane) reaches a in about milli-
seconds, but the peak is actually more like a 
plateau, as it remains at peak level for some ·time. 
* ... * 
48- peak 
15 to 20 (approximately) 
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490 The Class FP bulb has this "plateau" characteristic 
because it is designed for cameras equipped with 
focal plane shutterso This type of shutter utilizes 
a small slit-like opening which moves across the film 
during exposure, taking about 20 milliseconds to 
travel from one side of the film to the othero 
Therefore 1 the flash for this shutter must remain at 
a peak for 20 milliseconds, and maintain a fairly 
constant light intensity during this timeo The FP 
bulb~ then, is for use with cameras having a~~~-
500 
shutter. 
* * * 
49- focal plane 
Since the focal plane shutter requires 20 milli-
seconds (l/50th seco) to fully travel across the 
film~ the FP flashbulb must produce a fairly con-
stant light for~ milliseconds. 
* * * 
50- 20 
5lo However, cameras with focal plane shutters may uti-
lize other types of flashbulbs when operating at slow 
shutter speeds of l/50th sec., or less. But with 
fast shutter speeds, these cameras must use the Class 
flashbulbs. 
* * * 
51- FP 
52. The three classes of flashbulbs we have discussed are 
easy to remember. The letter names of the first two 
designate the type of speed of peak light intensity 
they have: ~edium peak is a Class~ bulb; Fast peak 
is a Class bulbo The third bulb's letter name 
describes the type of shutter it is designed to work 
with, so it is a Class bulbo 
* * * 
52- M 
F 
FP 
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530 Cameras may be synchronized for flash in one of four 
wayso The first, a fixed synchronization~ is found 
on most box cameras. The flash is with 
a fixed shutter speed; most of these cameras will 
synchronize with all of the popular Class M 
flashbulbs. 
* * * 
53- synchronize 
540 The second type of synchronization is found on some 
cameras such as the Argus C-3 which must be set on a 
certain shutter speed so that the shutter will prop-
erly synchronize with the o This requirement 
is usually a slow shutter speed such as l/30th seco~ 
and at other faster speeds there will be no 
synchronization. 
* * * 
54- flash, or light, or 
peak intensity, etc. 
55. The third type of synchronization is the adjustable 
type which was discussed previously. This type has 
Mand X settings. The two choices of settings in the 
.adjustable synchronization are the~- setting for 
medium peak bulbs, and for fast peak bulbs. 
* * * 
55- M 
X 
56. The fourth type of synchronization is rare 9 as it 
comes only on a few of the best cameras. These 
cameras have a dial to set the desired shutter delay; 
the Leiea camera, for example, has a dial from Oto 
20 --- these numbers signify delay in milliseconds~ 
and the photegrapher sets the dial according to the 
type of he is using. 
* * * 
56- flashbulb, or flash 
132 
570 The particular flash requirements of a camera will be 
spelled out in its instruction bookleto You should 
note if the instructions state that the camera 
shutter will synchronize with on only one 
shutter speed~ or if a particular type of flashbulb 
must be usedo 
* * * 
57= flash 
580 Electronic flash will be described more fully laterj 
but now we will briefly consider its synchronizationo 
This type of flash unit uses a permanent bulb and 
produces a light which is extremely fast; since the 
light is of a very short duration, it is similar in 
speed to the Class F flashbulbs and therefore re-
quires a setting of~- (Mor X) on a camera with 
adjustable synchronizationo 
* * * 
58- X 
REVIEW---Flashbulb Characteristics and Synchronization 
590 With adjustable flash synchronization settings~_ 
is for Class F bulbs, and is used for Class M 
bulbso Then the setting is used with electronic 
flasho 
* * * 
59= X 
M 
X 
(If you were incorrect 9 refer to frames 42, 
43~ and 58) 
600 The shutter actually opens 
after) the flashbulb is firedo 
60- after 
(when/before/ 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frames 36 
and 37) 
133 
610 The Class FP flashbulb is for a camera with a 
----shuttero 
* * * 
61- focal plane 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 49 
and 50) 
620 Letters which identify the following flashbulbs are: 
for fast peak light 
for focal plane shutter 
for medium peak light 
* * * 
62- F 
FP 
M 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 52) 
63. The two settings on a camera with adjustable synchro-
nization are and o 
* * * 
63- Mand X 
(If you were incorrect_, refer to frame 41) 
64 o The type of camera using a fixed synchronizati.on, 
that is, synchronizing flash with a fixed shutter 
speed, is a camerao 
* * * 
64- box 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 53) 
TYPES OF FLASH UNITS 
650 There are three basic types of flash apparatus: 
(1) Battery-operated flash 
(2) B-C flash (battery-capacitor) 
(3) electronic flash 
The first two flashguns above use standard flash-
bulbs, but the electronic flash, instead of using 
a flashbulb, has a type of bulb which 
may be fired again and again. 
* * * 
65- permanent 
66. The battery-operated flashgun is both the simplest 
type of unit and also the least efficient. It oper-
ates exactly like a flashlight, as it contains bat-
teries, a switch, and a bulb. This flashgun, however, 
instead of using a flashlight bulb, uses a • 
* * * 
66- flashbulb 
67. Several different things may occur to cause improper 
operation of the battery-operated flashgun. Weak 
batteries may not have sufficient to ignite a 
bulb, or they may cause the bulb to fire too late to 
achieve proper synchronization. 
* * * 
67- power, or current, etc. 
68. Batteries become weak with age even though they have 
had little or no use; thus the photographer should 
test his flash before a shooting session, or better 
yet, if batteries are not very new, he should replace 
them with fresh batteries. He should be especially 
cautious when working the batteries in cold condi-
tions, as the low temperatures tend to lower the 
output of the •. 
* * * 
68- batteries 
135 
690 Although the battery-operated flash unit may operate 
on standard size flashlight batteries, the photogra-
pher should purchase "photoflash" batteries which are 
designed especially for use in a 
~~~~~~ 
* * * 
69- flashgun 
70. By using a somewhat different type of flash unit, the 
B-C unitj some of the problems previously discussed 
in using the flashgun can be solved; then maximum 
efficiency may be achieved. 
* * * 
70- battery-operated 
B-C is an abbreviation for battery-capacitor. This 
flash unit utilizes one 22i-volt battery or two 15 
or 22!-volt batteries which charge a capacitor (also 
called a condenser). B-C, then, means 
* * * 
71- battery-capacitor 
72. In the B-C unit the current is stored in the capaci-
tor until the flashgun is fired --- then the capaci-
tor empties its electricity, producing a burst of 
current that the flashbulb immediately. 
* * * 
72- fires~ or ignites, etc. 
73. Most B-C units have a minimum of one 22!-volt battery 
for power; since only 1\ volts are required to fire a 
flashbulb~ the B-C unit is essentially a~~~ 
(high-powered/low-powered) unit. 
* * * 
73- high-powered 
136 
740 The main advantage of the B-C unit is that it carries 
considerable power. Weak batteries can still fully 
charge the in the unit, thus producing 
maximum output of current. Also~ with normal use 9 
the batteries in the B-C unit usually will last one 
year and up to two years. 
* * * 
74= capacitor 
75. The photographer using the B-C unit can have confi-
dence in it firing a flashbulb, since even weak 
can fully charge the capacitoro 
* * * 
75= batteries 
76. Output of current of the B-C unit is strong enough to 
overcome a nominal amount of resistance in the elec-
trical system of the camera and flash unit which 
could be caused by corrosion. So even if some of the 
electrical contacts in the system were corroded, the 
great surge of current from the capacitor would prob-
ably still the flashbulb. 
* * * 
76- fire, ignite, etc. 
77. B-C units come in small, compact sizes, some with 
folding reflectors, and many have a testing light 
that informs you if the electrical circuit is com-
plete and ready to fire. This light will 
also inform you of whether your flashbulb is good or 
bad. 
* * * 
77- testing 
78. The third type of flash is the electronic flash, also 
called a strobe unit; in the past it was called a 
vu speedlight "~ but this usage is not current. We have 
already learned that a main difference in the stand-
ard flash unit and the electronic flash unit is that 
the standard unit uses a 06 one-shot 01 flashbulb which 
is then discarded 9 but that the electronic flash unit 9 
instead of firing flashbulbs 9 uses a 
type of bulb. 
* * * 
78- permanent 
137 
790 The electronic flash unit utilizes a permanent flash 
tube filled with zelon gas which produces a very 
powerful flash of extremely short duration when a 
burst of high voltage is passed through ito Charac-
teristics of the light produced 3 thenj are that the 
light is powerful and in durationo 
* * * 
79= short 
800 The electronic flash system is similar to the B=C 
unit system~ as a high voltage dry battery is con-
nected to and feeds current into one or more 
capacitors which produce the current that sparks in 
the gas-filled tubeo The energy 9 then 9 is stored .in 
one or more until the unit is fired. 
* * {~ 
80- capacitors 
8lo One characteristic of all electronic flash units is 
called a recycling timeo This is the time required 
for the batteries to recharge the capayitors after 
the unit is 
81- fired, or discharged, etco 
82. Most uni ts have a type of 00 ready light 0\ a small bulb 
that will begin blinking when the capacitor is fully 
charged and ready to fire againo The-----~ 
time is normally between 10 to 15 seconds for most 
units 9 but longer if the batteries are weako 
* * * 
82= recycling 
( It is actually 00 recharging 00 time 1 but 
00 re eye ling 00 is the correct term) 
83 o There are two basic Jcypes of electronic flash uni ts== 
low input and high inputo The low input units use 
low voltage~ such as·three Ii-volt flashlight size 
batterieso The example of this unit~ then 9 tells you 
that the low input unit may be operated on a low 
power supply of as little as a total of voltso 
* * * 
83= 4\ 
138 
840 The low input unit is usually self=contained 9 that is, 
the power supply is built in the Ul'Li to Intensity of 
the flash is rather low 9 but suitable for most 
amateur worko In a unit of this type 9 when the power 
supply is built in 9 we say that the unit is 
84- self-contained 
85 o Some low input units have n:i.ckel cadmium batteries 
which are re-cb.argeableo These units have a built-n 
battery chargero A switch is set on uochargeui and a 
cord is simply connected to the unit and plugged into 
110-volt wall c.urrento An overnight charge is suf-
ficient for many units 9 and most will produce around 
80 flashes without rechargingo So although standard 
batteri.es are discarded after they are exhausted~ 
nickel cadmium batteries which come in some units may 
be 
* * * 
85= recharged 9 or charged 
860 Most of these low input electronic flash units may 
also be plugged into wall current and fired, using 
the wall current instead of the unit 0 s battery for 
the power supplyo A switch on the unit is used to 
designate whether battery power or wall current is 
to be usedo We could well say that_; many electronic 
flash units provide a·great many flashes at little 
cost, especially if they can utilize both battery 
power and ~~·--· ~- currefft o 
* * * 
86- wall, or 110-volt 
870 High input units use large voltage dry cell batteries 
of up to 500 volts which are usually contained in a 
separate 00 power pack 00 connected to the flash head by 
a heavy insulat;ed wire o High input unit;s utilize 
(high/low) voltageo 
* * * 
87- high 
880 Light output of the high input unit is great~ and 
this unit is used by professional photographers 
such as press photographerso Obviously~ the high 
input unit is more expensive than the low input 
unito From this discussion~ it is apparent that a 
input unit is sufficient for amateur type 
139 
photography., but that a input unit is recom-
mended for professional photographyo 
* * * 
88- low 
high 
890 Although high inpu·t units don°t usually use recharge-
able batteries~ the batteries used in these units 
produce from 1,000 to 2 9000 flasheso With the high 
input units 9 then 9 the great number of flashes pro-
duced compensates for the batteries not being 
capable of being 
-~---= 
* * * 
89- recharged 
900 Perhaps the main advantage of the electronic flash 
unit is 'that its flash i.s extremely fast~ somewhere 
between l/500th seco and l/2000th seco~ depending 
upon the power of the uni'to A main advantage of the 
electronic flash 9 then 9 its flash .is __ o. 
* * * 
90= fast 
9lo This very fast flash means that the light will stop 
virtually any action; this is possible as long as 
existing light in the pi.cture is not strong enough to 
form an image on the film 9 and this rarely occurs o. 
With th.is information in mind~ the newspaper photog= 
ra:pher taking sports action pictures would probably 
·prefer to use a/an o 
~flashbulb unit?electronic flash 
unit) 
* * * 
91- electron:i.c flash unit 
140 
920 Other advantages of the electronic flash are many: 
the photographer can take many pictures at low cost 9 
the electronic flash can be used well for color 
photography since its light quality approximates 
natural daylight, and synchronization is better than 
that of flashbulbs. These may be summarized as: (1) 
low cost 9 (2) good for color photography~ and (3) 
betters than flashbulbs. 
* * * 
92- synchronization 
930 Additional advantages are that the light is softer 
and more pleasing than light from flashbulbs~ light 
is easier on the eyes of the subjec\s l _and there are 
no bulbs to change o So, (1) softer:, pleasing light., 
(2) light easy on eyes, and (3) changing is 
not required. 
* * * 
93- bulbs 
94. A few disadvantages of electronic flash are that a 
person must take quite a few flash pictures per year 
in order to benefit from the rather large initial 
cost of a strobe unit 9 some units are bulky and all 
tend to be somewhat fragile~ and cameras with focal 
plane shutters can be synchronized only at very slow 
speeds. These may be summarized as: (1) large 
initial cost~ (2) units are bulky and fragile., and 
(3) cameras with focal plane shutters synced only at 
speedso 
* * * 
94= slow 
95. Other disadvantages are that some low input units 
produce less light than flashbulbs~ and the units 
are potentially dangerous since they pack so much 
voltage. So in addition to the 10 danger' 0 element., 
low input units may produce light than a 
flashbulb. 
* * * 
95- less 
141 
REVIEW---Types of Flash Units 
960 The most efficient type of flashgun using a flashbulb 
is the o 
* * * 
96- B-C unit 
(If you were incorrect 9 refer to frame 70) 
9?o Electronic flash utilizes high voltage batteries that 
are connected to s which store the cur-
rent until the unit is fired. 
* * * 
97- capacitors 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 80) 
98. Light that is the most soft and pleasing to the eye 
is produced by flash. 
* * * 
98- electronic 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 93) 
990 The B-C flash unit stores electrical current in a 
..,...,..~..,,.-~~~- which empties the current when it is 
fired. 
* * * 
99- capacitor 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame ?2) 
100. A small light on the B-C unit which lets you know 
that the circuit is complete and ready to fire 9 and 
which also tests the flashbulb, is called a~~~~­
light. 
* * * 
100- testing 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame??) 
101. 
142 
recharge an elec-The time required for batteries to 
tronic flash capacitor is called 
---,---.,...,,.. then a ready light begins 
time; 
when the unit 
------is ready to fire again. 
* * * 
101- recycling, 
blinking, flashing~ etc. 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 81 
and 82) 
1020 The type of electronic flash used by a professional 
photographer would most likely be a ___ ___ 
(high-input/low-input) unito 
102- high-input 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 88) 
Electronic flash is (slow/fast), but a dis-
advantage is that small (low input) units may pro-
duce less light than a-----~-
* * * 
103- fast 
flashbulb 
CALCULATING EXPOSURE FOR FLASH 
1040 Determining exposure when using flash depends upon 
several variables: 
(1) film used 
(2) type and size of bulb 
(3) size and finish of flash reflector 
(4) type of synchronization 
(5) shutter speed used 
Although these suggest a complicated system of how 
to film exposure 9 the method of using 
the above variables is actually simpleo 
* * * 
104- determine 9 or calculate 
1.43 
1050 All of the above variables are considered in using a 
guide number for exposure which is found on the film 
data sheet with each roll of film, and which can 
also be found on most flashbulb packa~o The guide 
for exposure is printed on the film data 
sheet, or on most packages. 
105- number 
flashbulb 
106. The film data sheet gives numbers for dif-
ferent bulbs for use with that one film~ while the 
flashbulb package data gives sufficient information 
to permit one to calculate exposure for all types of 
film using two sizes of reflectors in the flashgun. 
* * * 
106- guide 
1070 After this guide number has been obtained, the 
photographer merely divides it by the bulb-to-
subject distance in feet to find the correct f/stop 
to use. To repeat, to find the correct f/stop, the 
photographer divides the guide number by the bulb= 
to-subject in feet. 
* * * 
107- distance 
108. On Panel 1 at the end of this program is an ex12.osure 
guide. You may tear it off to use in connection 
wi.th some problems" This is an exposure for 
two particular kinds of flashbulbs: Noo 5 and No. 
25, which give the same amount of light. 
* * * 
108- guide 
109. To find the proper guide number 9 first find the 
column for the speed of the film you are using; this 
is located at the top of the guide at the head of 
each column and is stated in terms of ASA ratings. 
Remember that ASA ratings indicate the ~ or 
sensitivity of the film. 
* * * 
109- speed 
144 
1100 When you find the proper column with the film speed~ 
travel down that column from one guide number to the 
next until the guide number is in the same row as 
the shutter speed you are using; the shutter speeds 
are listed at the left side of the table. You have 
the correct guide number when it is in the same row 
with the you are using. 
* * * 
110- shutter speed 
lllo To find the correct f/stop 9 this guide number· is 
divided by the in feet from the bulb to 
the subject. 
* * * 
111- distance 
112. Here is a replica of the exposure guide on Panel 1 
for No. 5 and No. 25 bulbs: 
40 80 
Film Speed 
10 
to 
16 
20 
to 
32 
to to 
160 
to 
250 ~ 64 125 
Shutter §:2eed ·~~~-G-u-i~d-e~N~um--=-b-e-r~~~· 
X or M Sync. 
up to l/30th 95 140 200 280 400 550 
l/60th 90 130 180 · 260 360 500 
M l/125th 75 110 160 220 320 440 
Synco 
240 ~ l/250th 60 85 120 180 
Only 
l/500th 46 65 95 130 190 260 
Suppose you are using Tri-X film (ASA 400) at l/2.50th 
with a distance of 15 feet from bulb to subjecto 
What is your f/stop? 
First, locate the column coinciding with your film 
speed of ASA 400~ which will be the 320 to 500 
circled above. Next, find the guide number in ·this 
column which is i.n the same row as the shutter speed 
of l/250th you are using: this is 360~ circled 
above. This 360~ then~ is your guide number~ divide 
i.t by your 15-foot bulb=to,-subject di.stance and you 
1120 (Continued) 
get 24 which rounded to the nearest f/stop will 
be f/ __ ~ 
* * * 
112= f/22 
1130 Try another ones using the exposure guide on Panel L 
You are using Panatomic-X film (ASA 40) at l/125th 
with a 20=foot distance from bulb=to-subjecto The 
film speed of ASA 40 will place it in the third 
column of 40 to 640 The guide number in the same 
row as l/125th in this third column is 160 --- this 
is your guide numbero This number divided by the 
20-foot bulb=to=subject distance will give you an 
f/stop off/ 
---
* * * 
113= f/8 
1140 Using Panel 1, you can now determine the guide num-
ber and subsequent f/stop for a given situationo 
Let as say you are using Verichrome Pan film (ASA 125) 
at 1/125th with a 10-foot bulb-to-subject distanceo 
What is your guide number? 
What is your f/stop? 
* * * 
114- 220 (guide number) 
f/22 
1150 Now 9 using Ansco Super Hypan fi.lm (ASA 500) at 
l/250th, with a 30-foot bulb-to-subject distance: 
Guide Number 
f/stop 
(f/stop rounded 
off fr.om 00 12 10 ) 
* * * 
115=· 360 
f/11 
146 
116.o Now~ we 0 11 presume that you are using a flashcube; 
refer to illustration No. 6 on Panel 2 for your 
guide. Using Verichrome Pan film (ASA 125) at 
l/250th 9 distance of 18 feet. 
Guide number 
---
f/stop 
(f/stop rounded 
off from 2o2) 
* * * 
116= 40 (guide number) 
f/208 or f/2 
117. Now 9 with a Noo 25 flashbulb (Panell)~ using Plus-X 
Pan film (ASA 125) at l/500th~ with an 8=foot bulb-
to-subject distance~ 
Guide number 
f/stop 
* * * 
117=· 130 
f/16 
118. Some flashguns have a small calculator on the back 
which lets you set a pointer on your @di£§ number, 
then the correct f/stops are given for various bulb-
to-subject distances in feet. The only information 
you must provide for the calculator is the~~~~ 
0 
118= guide number 
119. If you use one or two types of film for most of your 
work 9 you may make a sma.11 chart for each type of 
film 9 giving guide number and f/stops for various 
bulb-to~,subject distances i.n feet. This chart may 
be taped to the back of your camera or flashgun. 
Most of the photographic companies stress that guide 
a.re guides only; you may have to modify 
them in terms of the equipment; you use and the con-
ditions under which you norm.ally worko 
* * * 
119= numbers 
1200 Here 0 s how to make your own guide number~ 
Position your camera 10 feet away from a subject 
under normal lighting conditions and take a picture 
with every f/stop on your camera using your flash 
equipmento Next, print the best picture possible of 
each negative which you have taken, recording the 
f/stop used on the back of each print. 
Then 9 spread the pictures out and examine them in 
terms of shadow detail and highlight detail 9 and 
then pick the on~ you like besto Now~ add a zero to 
the f/stop used to take that picture you selected, 
and that is your guide numbero (If you picked the 
picture taken with f/16 9 add a zero, making 160 your 
guide number). 
If the pi.cture you chose was taken with f /8 9 your 
guide number would be~~-
* * * 
120- 80 
121. So 9 to make your own guide :number, take a picture at 
every f /stop of your camera with the camera --· ·-
feet away from the subject; o 
121=· . 10 
122. To calculate exposure for an electronic flash unit; 9 
a guide number provided by the manufacturer is used 9 
this number is based on the ASA rating of various 
films. Many units include a calculator to assist 
the photographer in arriving at proper f/stopso If 
no calculator is given 9 the photographer divides the 
guide number by the flash=to-subject distance in 
9 just as he would in determining the f/stop 
""""f_o_r-the flash made by a · 
122= feet; 
flashbulb 
148 
1230 Two last considerations before leaving flash 
exposure. First, all of the data discussed is for-
mulated in terms of subjects of average brightnesso 
If the subject is dark, the lens must be opened from 
1/2 to 1 f/stQE., depending upon the degree of dark-
ness; but if the subject is brighter than average 9 
the lens must be closed from to f/stop/ 
f/stops, depending upon the degree of brightness. 
* * * 
123- 1/2 to l 
124. The other element in exposure is the type of reflec-
tor used on the flashgun. The table you have been 
using on Panel 1 is for 4 or 5-inch polished reflec-
tors; for smaller reflectors or ones that are not 
polished 9 it is generally recommended to open 1/2 
f/stop from normal. So when you either have a 
smaller reflector than the 4-5 inch type 9 or if it 
isn 1 t polished, you should (open/close) the 
lens 1/2 f/stop from normal. 
* * * 
124- open 
REVIEW --- Calculating Exposure for Flash 
125. To find the proper f/stop 
table is used to find a 
divided by the distance in 
the subject. 
for using flash indoors, a 
which is 
from the bulb to 
* * * 
125- guide number 
feet 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 107) 
126. The proper column in the flash table for the flash 
guide number is found by finding the correct 
category for the rating of the film being 
used. 
* * * 
126- .ASA 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 109) 
149 
1270 Using Panel 1 9 your film is Kodak Tri-X (ASA 400)~ 
shutter speed l/250th 5 and distance 17 feet. The 
f/stop should be 
* * * 
127- f/22 (actually f/21) 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frame 112) 
1280 Using Panel 1 9 using Verichrome Pan film (ASA 125) 
at l/30th, 18 feet 9 the guide number is 9 and 
the f/stop is 
* * * 
128- 280 
f/16 (actually f/15) 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 112) 
129. To make your own guide number 9 a series of pictures 
is shot, one shot for each f/stop of the camera" 
This best picture is selected --- to the f/stop used 
for this picture a zero is added to make the guide 
number" This series of pictures was taken at a dis-
tance of feet. 
* * * 
129- 10 
(If you were incorrecti refer to frames 120 
and 121) 
"~**Be sure you can answer the review frames 100% correctly 
and understand the concepts before you proceed to the 
next unit. 
FLASH TECHNIQUES 
130. Flash may be used effectively outdoors as well as 
for interior pictures. (See No. 5 and No. 6 on 
Panel 3) Outdoor flash is usually called fill=in 
flash, o:r n fill 10 flash because its main use is fill-
ing in additional light to eliminate unwanted 
shadowso So~ even though flash is not needed for 
pictures in sunlight 9 it may be used to get rid of 
on subjects 1 faces. 
-l~ * * 
130- shadows 
1310 
150 
With flash outdoors people may be photo-
graphed who are backlighted (light behind them) 9 or 
side-lighted (light to the side)~ and there will be 
enough light on their faces to balance light coming 
from other directionso An advantage of this light-
ing is that subjects won°t have to look into the sun. 
-l~ * * 
131- fill-in~ or fill 
***Note No. 5 on Panel 3 which shows backlighting with no 
flash; and then the improved lighting with flash on 
No. 60 
132. To calculate exposure for fill-in flash 9 you are 
actually determining the distance the camera should 
be from the subject. First, determine what the 
normal exposure would be in outside light without 
flash and set the shutter speed and f/stop accord-
ingly. Next~ find the flash guide number from a 
table such as that on Panel 1 9 or a flashbulb car-
ton. Then divide this guide number by the f/stop 
found for outside light conditions. The answer is 
the number of the flash should be from the 
subject for proper exposure. 
* * * 
132- feet; 
133. Briefly 9 outside light exposure is determined and 
the camera set; then the flash guide number is found 
and this is divided by the f/stop found earlier; 
this results in the number of feet the flash should 
be from the 
* * * 
133- subject 
134. A simpler method of calculating exposure when using 
fill-in flash~ but less accurate 9 is to expose for 
flash only~ ignoring the outside light. You must 
have a bright 9 sunny day to use this method. In 
short 9 you for flash only 9 ignoring out-
side light. 
134= expose 9 or calculate 
151 
1350 Flash can be manipulated many ways and these ways 
are generally called flash techniqueso The simplest 
and the easiest technique 9 but also the poorest, is 
on-camera flasho This means that the flashgun is 
mounted next to the camera on a bracketo Let 0 s dis-
cuss why it is both the easiest technique to use, 
but also the type. 
* * * 
135- poorest 
1360 On-camera flash is the easiest technique because the 
photographer does not handle the flash at all or 
direct it independently of the camera; wherever the 
camera points~ so does the flasho The easie$t type 
of flash to use, then~ is flasho 
* * * 
136- on-camera 
1370 Note illustration No. 1 on Panel 3. On-camera flash 
is the poorest of the flash techniques because it 
tends to give flat lighting and harsh shadows behind 
the subjects; it may also produce lack of detail in 
the photographo Disadvantages of on-camera flash, 
then~ include producing harsh behind sub-
jects, and giving flat with little deptho 
* * * 
137- shadows 
lighting 
138. The first step to combat disadvantages of on-camera 
flash is to be equipped to hand-hold the flashgun. 
A flashgun is needed which is detachable from the 
camera, but still connected with a sync cord so that 
the flash can be h 
---
* * * 
138- hand-held 
152 
139. By holding the flashgun (connected to the camera 
with a sync cord) away and usually above the camera, 
the photographer can change the shadows usually by 
dropping them lower behind the subjects where they 
won I t be as noticeable o (See No o 2 on Panel 3 o) 
This technique is called off=camera flasho A main 
advantage of this technique~ then, is placing the 
shadows the subject rather than where 
they can be seeno 
* * * 
139- behind 
1400 Off-camera flash also improves modeling, that is~ 
the flat lighting is changed into a more rounded 9 
three=dimensional effecto So modeling is created by 
the flash techniqueo Camera f/stop 
settings remain unchanged from normal when using 
this techniqueo 
140- off-camera 
1410 Another technique is called feather flasho This is 
tilting the flash reflector (by using off=camera 
flash) to give the majority of light to distant 
areas and to give only a small part of the light 
(the feather edge) to the foreground, giving most of 
the light to the o 
* * * 
141- background, or 
distant areas, etco 
142. Feather flash is used to balance the light between 
near and distant points in the picture which would 
otherwise be too light in the foreground due to too 
much flash, and too dark in the background due to 
insufficient flash thereo This type of flash is 
used to the flash between fore ground 
and backgroundo 
* * * 
142= balance, or feather 
153 
143. Feather flash compensates for a big disadvantage of 
flash 9 in ·t;hat normal or on-camera flash 9 usually 
tends to deliver too much light to the foreground 
and too light to the backgroundo A balanced light 
in near and far areas from the camera are achieved 
by using flash. F/stop settings are not 
changed with this methodo 
143= feather 
144. The multiple flash technique is simply the use of 
more than one flash at the same timeo Reasons for 
using flash are to give a 00 portrait 11 
effect by producing dramatic lighting 9 to give even 
illumination to the subjects~ particularly subjects 
which are far apart, and to illuminate a background 
which would otherwise be too darko 
144- multiple 
145. Briefly 9 then 9 multiple flash is used to achieve a 
00 00 type of lighting, to give even 
lighting to varied subjects, and to 
the background. 
* * * 
145= 00 portrait 00 
illuminate, or light 
146. One method of using multiple flash is ut.ili zing long 
extens:i.on sync cords which plug :i.nto the flashgun 
and at the other end plug into one or more flash 
units which are usually set up on tripods. Wit;h 
this method, flash units are connected to the flash-
gun on the camera by a long 
* * * 
146= sync cord 
1470 A more convenient method for multiple flash is using 
a 00 slave unit o uo This is a self =contained flash unit; 
which flashes when the flashgun on the camera is 
firedo Although not connected t;o the camera flash-
gun~ a will flash when the flashgun 
on the camera· is firecL 
147- slave unit 
154 
1480 The slave unit works by utilizing a photoelectric 
cell which picks up the change in light intensity 
caused by the camera flash; the slave unit reacts 
by firing its own bulb. Any number of slave units 
may be triggered by the one flashgun on the camerao 
The slave unit reacts when intensity 
is changed as the camera flash is fired. 
* * * 
148= l:ight 
149. If the various flash units in multiple flash are 
being used to light a different part of the subject, 
exposure is the same as for single flash. However, 
if two or more flash uni.ts are directed a·t the same 
subject 9 settings must be adjusted-.- Therefore,~ 
various flashes are 1.i.ghti:ng different a:rea.s of the sub-
ject:~ e::iq:ws11re is like a single flash; but when the 
fla·sh uni ts are on the same subject~ exposure 
settings must be -A~--=·--
* * * 
149- changed, or adjusted, 
etc. 
150. A common method for readjusting exposure when 
multiple flash units a.re d.i.rected on the same 
subject is: 
2 flashbulbs multiply single-flash guide 
by 1 o•4-
3 flashbulbs multiply by 1.7 
I+ flashbulbs mult;i.p.ly by 2 
number 
So actually the gu:l.dei number is doubled when 
(2~ 3, or 4) flashbulbs a.re directed a.t t;he same 
subject. 
150= 4 
15.5 
1510 Open flash means manually opening the shutter (set 
on B or T)~ then manually firing the flash 9 and then 
manually closing the shutter again. No synchroniza-
tion is required. Exposing the film by manually 
firing the flash after the shutter has been opened 
manually is called flash. 
* * * 
151- open 
152. With the open flash tecbnique 9 one may literally 
10 paint 00 a whole room or a large object such as a 
building at night with several separate flashes of 
light which will be exposed on one negative. The 
camera must be used on a tripod or a firm support, 
and an assistant is needed to hold a piece of card-
board in front of the lens between flashes, and to 
uncover the for each flash. 
* * * 
152- lens 
1530 The bounce flash technique is 10 bouncing iu the light 
from some object before it reaches the subject. The 
flash is usually bounced from the ceiling, but can 
be bounced from walls o.r even from the floor. 
Bounce flash is usually from the 
153-· ceiling 
154. The .reason for using bounce flash is to diffuse~ or 
scatter the light 9 eliminating harsh shadows and 
giving a natural light effect. (See No. 3 on Panel 
3o) So, bounce flash gives a natural light look and 
eliminates 
154- shadows 
155. Since evBn lighting by bounce flash will illuminate 
the background well, an appearance of 5!epth. is 
achieved by this method. In addition to eliminating 
shadows and giving a natural light look, bounce 
flash gives a feeling of by lighting the 
backgroundo 
155= depth 
156 
1560 To calculate ex-_posure for bounce flash, measure the 
total distance the light travels from flash to sub-
ject, that is~ distance from bulb to ceiling and 
then to the subject --- and usually you must open 
another f/stop of exposure to allow for light 
absorbed by the ceilingo Distance used in determin-
ing exposure, then 9 is from to to 
* * * 
156- bulb to ceiling to 
subject 
1570 The total distance of bulb to ceiling and then to 
the subject is divided into the guide number to 
obtain the correct f/stop when calculating exposure 
for • The lens should be opened 
at least one more fjstop to compensate for light 
which is by the ce.ilingo 
* * * 
157- bounce flash 
absorbed 
1580 A quicker method~ but less accurate 9 to calculate 
exposure for bounce flash, is to open the lens .two 
f/stops from what the setting would have been for a 
normal flash. With this method, the ceiling should 
be of moderate height and fairly light i.n color. 
With this method, the lens is opened f/stops. 
* * * 
158- ·two 
159. When bouncing the light 9 avoid an extreme angle 
where the light is virtually shooting straight up 
and coming straight down againo This will create 
shadows under the nose and chin of the subjecto 
It's better to back up from the subject and get more 
of a gradual angle to avoid getting on the 
faces of the subjects. 
159- shadows 
157 
1600 Two other techniques of diffusing the flash to 
achieve softer light are~ 
(1) bare-bulb flash, where the flash reflector is 
removed, and 
(2) handkerchief flash~ where a layer of handker-
chief is placed over the face of the reflectoro 
Both of these methods d , or scatter the 
light, making it softer. 
* * * 
160- diffuse 
161. To correct the exposure when using these techniques, 
under average conditions, open up one f/stop for 
bare-bulb flash. With one layer of handkerchief, 
open one f/stop 9 with two layers, open two f/stops. 
Generally~ when using either of these techniques to 
diffuse the light, the photographer must (open/ 
close) the lens more than the normal exposureo 
* * * 
161- open 
1620 Bare-bulb flash is good for portrait type pictures 
because it creates soft light and is close up to the 
subjecto (See Noo 4 on Panel 3.) The handkerchief 
over the flash permits close-up photos of the sub-
ject, even when the speed of the film won't normally 
let you get close enough to the subject to get a big 
image on the negative. Therefore, two techniques 
good for a "portrait VI effect are the handkerchief 
method and flasho 
------· 
* * * 
162- bare-bulb 
REVIEW --- Flash Techniques 
(Be sure you answer these frames correctly and 
understand the content before you proceed to 
the next unit.) 
163. The type of flash which is directed from the flash-
gun to the ceiling or wall, then to the subject, is 
flash. 
* * * 
163- bounce 
(If you were incorrecti refer to frame 153) 
158 
161+o Of the var:ious flash techniques 9 flash 
is considered the poorest in qualityo 
164-= on-cam.era 
(If you were incorrect 9 refer to frames 135 
and 137) 
1650 The flash used outdoors to eliminate shadows from 
subjects is called flasho 
165- fill=in 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 130) 
1660 To calculate exposure for fill-,in flash~ the correct 
distance in feet from flash to subject is found by 
dividing the flash guide number by the correct 
found by calculating exposure for normal 
outside light conditionso 
* * * 
166- f/stop 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 132 
and 133) 
167 o The technique of directing the light away from sub=· 
jects close to the camera toward subjects in the 
background is called flasho 
* * * 
167= feather 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frame 141) 
1680 The apparatus employed to use multiple flash without 
extension sync cords is called a ·-
168= slave unit 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frames 147 
and 148) 
15° 
. :/
1690 When using multiple flash and the different lights 
are lighting different parts of the subject 9 the 
exposure is (different/the same) as 
it would be for single flash. 
* * * 
169- the same 
(If you were :incorrect, refer to frame 149) 
170. When the shutter is opened manually and then the 
flash is fired manually 9 this technique is called 
flash. 
171. 
170- open 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frame 151) 
A rule of thumb in calculating exposure for bounce 
flash is to ___ (open/close) the lens ___ _ 
f/stops. 
171- open 
two 
(If you were incorrect 1 refer to frame "1.58) 
172. The technique of removing the reflector from the 
flashgun to create softer light is called -·---
flas.h. 
172-bare--bulb 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frame 160) 
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS 
173. Since flashbulbs and electronic flash units are 
potentially hazardous if not handled correctly 9 note 
the following safety precautions~ 
(1) When firing flash close to subjects 9 
use a shield over the reflector, since 
occasionally bulbs may shatter. 
(2) A tiny crack in a bulb may cause it to 
explode when fired; most bulbs will 
have a blue dot on the face which will 
turn pink if the bulb is cracked. 
(3) Keep bulbs in the carton until you are 
ready to use them. Bulbs carried loose 
may be ignited by friction~ and even by 
static electricity in the body. 
(4) Using the bulb ejector in the flashgun~ 
eject a fired bulb without touching it; 
a freshly-fired bulb also can ignite 
other bulbs with which it comes in 
contact. 
160 
(5) Before inserting a flashbulb in the 
flashgun at the start of a shooting 
session 1 unplug the sync cord; sometimes 
the unit may have a short~ and the elec-
trical circuit will be closed~ causing 
the bulb the fire in your hand, resulting 
in burns and perhaps temporary blindness. 
By unplugging the sync cord, the bulb 
will fire when the cord is plugged back 
in if the unit is shorted. 
(6) When repairing an electronic flash unit, 
follow directions carefully, and be 
cautious when using the unit in the rain~ 
or while in wet clothing or wet shoes. 
These units carry a tremendous amount of 
voltage which should be respected. 
One should always check bulbs for cracks~ because 
cracked flashbulbs may e when fired. 
173- explode 
174. If a flash unit is shorted, the bulb may in 
your hand when you insert it in the flashgun. Un-
plug the sync cord first. 
174- firei or flash, etc. 
161 
175. Bµlbs should be kept in their carton until ready for 
use so that they wonvt be by friction. 
* * * 
175- ignited, fired~ etc. 
176. A freshly-fired flashbulb can ignite other 
if it comes in contact with them. 
* * * 
176- flashbulbs 
177. Be cautious with an electronic flash unit 9 particu-
larly when weather conditions are wet, because the 
unit contains a large amount of 
* * * 
177- voltage, or current 9 etco 
REVIEW --- Safety Precautions 
1780 Flashbulbs should be kept in their carton until 
ready for use because could ignite themo 
* * * 
178- friction, heat, freshly-
fired bulb, etco 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frame 173 
(part 3)~ and frame 175) 
179. Cracked flashbulbs should not be used as they may 
----- when they are fired. 
* * * 
179- explode, shatter 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 173 
(part 2)) 
180. Since a short in the electrical circuit of the cam-
era and flashgun will cause the flashbulb to fire 
when it is inserted in the flashgun~ the sync cord 
should be before a bulb is inserted at 
the start of a shooting session. 
* * * 
180= unplugged 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 173 
(part 5), and to frame 174) 
162 
181. Never use an electronic flash unit in the rain or 
while wearing wet clothing because the unit carries 
very high~~~~~-
* * * 
181- voltage 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frame 173 
(part 6), and to frame 177) 
182. A freshly-fired flashbulb is hot and can~~~-,-~ 
other flashbulbs with which it comes into contact. 
* * * 
182= ignite, fire 9 etc. 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 173 
(part 4), and to frame 176) 
X or M sync 
U::Q to . . 0 
M 
sync 
only 
PANEL 1 
EXPOSURE GUIDE 
Noo 5 and Noo 25 flashbulbs 
10 20 40 
Film Speed to to to 
(ASA rating) 16 32 64 
Shutter S:12eed Guide 
lt]Oth 95 140 200 
l/60th 90 130 180 
l/125th 75 110 160 
l/250th 60 85 120 
l/500th 46 65 95 
80 160 
to to 
125 250 
Number 
280 400 
260 360 
220 320 
180 240 
130 190 
---Below film speed and across 
from shutter speed~ read 
guide number. 
163 
320 
to 
500 
550 
500 
440 
360 
260 
---For f/stop 9 divide guide num-
ber by distance in feet from 
bulb to subject. 
PANEL 2 
1.0 
to to JO, ~ 50 60 lO 
TIME-MILLISECONDS 
TIME- MILLISECONDS 
fi5 
FLASHCUBE 
32 64 
ASA 16 20 25 40 80 
Film Speed 50 100 
1/30 or slower 37 42 48 60 85 
1/50& 1/601.!J 22 25 28 35 45 
1/100 & 1/125 18 20 22 2.8 40 
1/'lOO & 1/.!50 12 14 16 20 28 fi6 
1 /400 & 1 /500 10 11 12 15 21 
1/1000&1/l.250 7 . 8 9 11 16 
125 
160 
200 
120 
70 
55 
40 
30 
22 
A FILAMENT 
B FOIL 
C LEAD WIRES 
D PRIME~ 
fi2 
u.---.---.---,----r---i 
1£ .., 1---,......11----+--+---t---1 
\ .. l ~ t''-
,0 .. JO • IO 
TM.MUl5lCOICl5 
fi4 
250 500 lOCJ 
320 640 1250 
400 800 1600 
170 240 340 
100 140 200 
80 110 160 
55 80 110 
42 60 85 
32 45 65 
164 
fFl On-camera 
fF4 Bare-bulb 
PANEL 3 
Flash Techniques 
fF2 Off-camera 
IFS Sunlight 
165 
fF3 Bounce 
fF6 Fill-in 
APPENDIX A-II 
Name 
Before beginning to work the program, carefully study 
the list of objectives preceding the first page of the 
program; this is important so that you will understand 
what you will be expected to knowo 
When you complete the program, return to the objec-
tives; are you able. to demonstrate the abilities and 
skills set forth? 
While working the program if you have trouble with 
review questions, review the suggested frames until you no 
longer have troubleo You must be able to work the prob-
lems given in the programo 
For your work, be sure that you: 
(a) study only this program, not JOUr text 
(you won't need anything else) 
(b) review the program if you don°t under-
stand the concepts. 
(c) don°t let other students use these 
materialso 
166 
167 
OBJECTIVES=-- Programmed Instruction Noo 1 (Exposure) 
The following are objectives in terms of student per-
formance9 upon completion of the program~ the student 
should be able to demonstrate these abilities and skills: 
lo Without aid of reference to list the f/stops 
of a camerae 
2o Without aid of reference to list the two 
systems of shutter speedso 
3o Without aid of reference to differentiate the 
five classifications of outside light 
conditions. 
4. Without aid of reference to differentiate 
between the four types of subject brightness. 
5o Without aid of reference to define correctly 
such terms as: visible light, incident light~ 
reflected light, refraction, ASA rating, film 
speed, transparent, translucent, and opaque 
medium.so 
60 Given the normal conditions for exposure, but 
without aid of further reference, to calculate 
correct exposure from conditions which in part 
or fully vary from the normalo 
7. Without aid of reference to answer questions 
correctly concerning the function of the 
shutter and f/stop. 
8. Without aid of reference to make correct 
choices on test items concerning increasing or 
decreasing exposure by manipulating f/stops 
and shutter speed settingso 
9. Without aid of reference to demonstrate famil-
iarity with the vo double or half 00 principle by 
writing combinations off/stops and shutter 
speeds which will give the same exposure. 
10. Without aid of reference to give reasons for 
selecting particular f/stops and shutter speeds. 
11. Without aid of reference to calculate exposure 
from conditions varying from the normal when 
given only the ASA rating of the film. 
168 
EXPOSURE PROGRAM 
JOURNALISM 233 
l. This is a programed unit of instruction; it is de-
signed to permit you to learn the subject matter 
well if you follow directions closely. 
2. Each numbered section is called a frame. Only one 
frame is read at a time~ and you must cover the 
other frames below it with your cover sheet. The 
asterisks(*) serve as a guide so you won°t slide 
the cover sheet too low. 
;. In each frame you will be required to write in the 
missing word or words before sliding your cover 
sheet down just far enough so that you can read the 
correct a ____ r below the question at the right-
hand side of the page. 
i~ * * 
3- answer 
4. It is important that you write the answer in the 
blank space before you move the cover sheet dow11 to 
c k the correct answer. 
The ins·tr.uction will 
review a·t the end of 
correct on any frame 
referred back to the 
~· * * 
4- check 
be presented in sections with a 
each section. It you are in-
in the review, you will be 
proper f ___ e to review. 
5- frame 
6. This instruction concerns learning to set the camera 
to achieve correct expos~ of the film. By follow,-
ing instructions and writing the missing word or 
words in the blank space before checking your answer 9 
you will learn to achieve correct e _ _ _ _ _ e of 
the film. 
* * .,. 
6- exposure 
Be sure you read all of each frameo If the blank 
appears in the middle of the frame 9 write in the 
correct word or words 9 but always read all of each 
f e o 
* * * 
7= frame 
CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHT 
169 
80 First 9 you will need to understand some characteris= 
tics of li.ght o Visible light represents only a small 
part of the entire electromagnetic spectrum. For 
your purposes 9 consider this electromagnetic spectrum 
as being made up of all types of radiation~ including 
x-rays 9 radio waves 9 infrared rays~ etco Of this 
entire spectrum 9 visible light represents as ___ 1 
parto 
8- small 
V e l.ight makes up a small part of the 
electromagnetic spectrumo 
* * * 
9- Visible 
lOo This visible 1 __ t 9 however 9 is the part we use 
in photographyo 
10,= light 
llo All of this radiation making up the electromagnetic 
spectrum travels in waveso Different types of rad.ia= 
t.i.on have £-1f f eren:!2, wave leggth§. 9 ranging from cosmic 
wave 1 _ s which are the shortest~ to radio wave 
lengths which are the 1 to 
~~ 
* 
{~ 
11=0 lengths 
longest 
120 Visible 1 
----
waves are relatively shor·t o 
{t {} {} 
12- li.ght 
170 
13 o Each w length has its own color ·--- but most 
colors we see are actually a combination of various 
wave lengthso 
13= wave 
Light travels in a straight line; an 
would be the beam from a flashlight; 
a searchlight which sends out a beam 
illustrates that light travels in a 
illustration 
so a beacon or 
of light also 
lineo 
* * * 
14= straight 
15. Thinking back about light, the part of the electro-
magnetic spectrum we use in photography is 
* * * 
15- visible light 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 8, 9 
and 10) 
16. In photography we are concerned primarily with two 
types of light~ incident light and reflected 
----· 
* i~ * 
16- light 
17. Incident light is light which falls upon a scene; 
therefore, light in a room which 00 fallsv 0 from a 
source above would be light. 
* * * 
17- incident; 
18. The light that is bounced back from a surface is 
called reflected light; so light is that 
which falls upon a scene 9 and that which bounces back 
from a surface is lighto 
* * * 
18- incident 
reflected 
171. 
When light rays traveling in 
any 00 substance 9 °0 they are either ( 1) 
through it (2) reflected from it~ or 
it. In photography terminology~ the 
study in connection with the effects 
called mediums. 
lines strike 
transmitted 
* * * 
19- straight 
(3) absorbed by 
00 substances 00 we 
of light are 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frame 14) 
20. When light strikes a substance and passes through it, 
we say the' light is transmitted. If this light is 
undisturbed, the substance is called a transparent 
medium. Air or clear glass would be an example of a 
medium. 
* * * 
20= transparent 
21. When light passes through a transparent medium, we 
say that the light is 
* * * 
21- transmitted 
22. Light passing through a medium such as frosted glass 
is also transmitted~ but it is also diffused 3 so we 
call this type of medium translucent; a medium which 
doesn°t disturb light is called ~ but 
one which diffuses light passing through it is called 
* * * 
22= transparent 
translucent 
23. A third type of medium 9 one which transmits no 
____ 9 is called opaque. This medium may absorb 
or reflect light~ and examples of opaque mediums 
would be a table and a tile floor. 
23- light 
172 
240 A black wool sweater and a wooden door would also be 
examples of a/an mediumo 
* * * 
24- opaque 
250 A pane of glass on a store front probably would be 
a/an medium 9 but a dark stained-glass 
window would be a/an mediumo 
* * * 
25- transparent 
translucent 
260 A red brick wall which transmits no light would be an 
example of a/an medium.a 
* * * 
26- opaque 
270 Of the three mediums, the medium does 
.,,,..-,--,.-,--~~~~~ 
not disturb the light, while the 
does not transmit light at allo 
* * * 
27- transparent 
opaque 
medium 
280 Then the medium which transmits light but disturbs 
(diffuses) it is the ~- mediumo 
* * * 
28- translucent 
290 Remember the light which was 00 bounced back 10 from a 
surface? We called it lighto 
* * * 
29= reflected 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frame 18) 
173 
300 Reflected light has an important characteristic which 
enables us to build certain optical equipmento When 
one ray of light strikes a smooth surface 9 it will be 
reflected at the same angleo That is, if a ray of 
light traveling at a 45-degree angle strikes a smooth 
surface 9 it will be reflected at a/an 
angle. --
* * * 
30-· 45 degree 
3lo However, when the surface is uneven 9 the rays strik-
ing the surface are back at many differ-
ent angles, causing the light to be diffused or 
scatteredo 
* * * 
31- bounced, or reflected 
320 Light striking a smooth surface at a given angle will 
be reflected at the angle 9 but light striking 
an uneven surface will be scattered at various 
angles, and when it is scattered we say it is 
* * * 
32- same, similar~ given, etco 
diffused 
330 When light rays strike a piece of glass at an angle, 
they are bent. This bending .is called refraction. 
What actually happens is that the are bent 
when they pass from a medium of one density.(air) 
into a medium of another density (glass). 
* * * 
33- rays 
34. Refraction, then~ is the of light rays as 
they pass from a medium of one density to a medium of 
another densityo 
* * * 
34= bending 
174 
We use the term refraction to describe light slowing 
down as it hits the medium of heavier density (glass) 
and speeding up in the airo This slowing down when 
it hits the glass causes what we call 
* * * 
35- refraction~ or bending 
The principle of refraction makes 
to have lenseso The light is 
camera lensj and this light forms 
film inside the camera. 
it possible for us 
by the 
an image ·on the 
* * * 
36- bent~ or refracted 
37. The refraction by the camera lens~ or the bending of 
the light, causes the light to form a sharp image on 
the inside the camera 9 and this makes the 
final picture sharpo 
* * * 
37- film 
REVIEW=-- Characteristics of Light 
(Be sure you answer the review frames 100% correctly and 
understand the concepts before you proceed to the next 
uni to) 
38. Looking back briefly~ the part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum which we use in photography is 
-----· 
* * * 
38= visible light 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 9 
and 10) 
390 Visible light waves are relatively 
long) and visible light travels in a 
* * * 
39 ... short 
straight 
(short/ 
line. 
(If you were incorrect 9 refer to frames 12 
and 14) 
400 Light which falls upon a scene is 
light which bounces back from a surface is 
lighto 
* * * 
40- incident 
reflected 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 17 
and 18) 
175 
4lo When light passes through a substancej the substance 
(or medium) is said to be 
* * * 
41- transparent 
(If you were incorrecti refer to frame 20) 
Light may be transmitted through an absolutely clear, 
~--~---~- mediumq it also may be transmitted or 
through a/an 
Light is not 
mediumo 
-,.---.,,...,...,.......,..----,-, 
medium which diffuses ito 
transmitted at all by the 
* * * 
42- transparent 
translucen·t 
opaque 
( If you were incorrect, r.ef er to frames 22 
and 23) 
Light striking a smooth surface is reflected a.t 
* * * 
43- the same angle 
(If you were inco:l:'rec"b 'ii refer "to frame ;o) 
44. Rather than being reflected at the same angle 9 l.i.ght 
striking an unev-en surface bounces back at many 
angles 9 causing the light to·be scattered or 
* * * 
44- diffused 
L+4o (Continued) 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 31 
and 32) 
176 
450 Light rays are bent when they pass through glass be-
cause the glass is of----- (lighter/heavier) 
density than the air o This ou bending uu is called 
* * * 
45= heavier 
refraction 
(If you were incorrect 9 refer to frames 34 1 
35i and 36) 
DETERMINANTS OF EXPOSURE 
460 Now that you are more familiar with the behavior of 
light, we will investigate some principles of 
exposure. We can define exposure as simply being th~ 
amount of lig~ rea£hing the film in the camerao 
Exposure~ then, is the of light entering 
the camerao 
46- amount 
470 In this program you will learn to calculate exposure 
without mechanical aids such as a light metero Use 
of this system of exposure calculation is limited to 
outside light conditionso Three elements must be 
considered in calculating correct exposure~ 
(1) outside light conditions 
(2) subject brightness 
(3) kind of film used 
The photographer considers the three elements above 
in order to gather the information necessary to set; 
hi.s camera for correct 
480 Outside light conditions 9 brightness of the 
and kind of film must all be considered in calcu-
lating exposure. 
* * * 
48= subject 
49. Kind of film 9 subject brightness 9 and outside 
are the three kinds of elements to 
consider in calculating exposureo 
* * * 
4-9- light conditions 
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500 Besides outside light conditions and subject bright= 
ness 9 another determining factor in exposure is 
the • 
* * * 
50- film~ or film used 
5lo The first of the three exposure determinants we will 
discuss will be outside In 
order of their intensity 9 thE?Y are~ Bright Sun~ 
Hazy Sun 9 Cloudy Bright 9 Cloudy Dull~ and Open Shade. 
* * * 
51- light conditions 
52. The first 9 B S 9 describes outside light 
conditions when the sky is bright blue 9 no clouds are 
across the face of the sun 9 and shadows are dark and 
sharp in outlineo 
* * * 
52= Bright Sun 
53. Our brightest light condition, then 9 is 
0 
---
* * * 
53- Bright Sun 
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540 Since the next light condition is hazy but the sun is 
still visible, it is termed H S o Here 
there is a slight overcast of thin clouds; there is 
still a great deal of bright light; there is very 
little trace of shadowso 
* * * 
54= Hazy Sun 
550 The light condition almost as bright as Bright Sun 9 
but characterized by a haziness or slight o-vercast 
is 
* * * 
55- Hazy Sun 
560 The next light condition has clouds but the sky is 
still very bright, so we call this one C ____ _ 
B o The sky is overcast~ probably wi.th 
fairly heavy clouds 9 although the sun can°t be seen 9 
there is still a great deal of bright light; there is 
very little trace of shadows. 
* * * 
56- Cloudy Bright 
570 When conditions are characterized by fairly heavy 
clouds and/or overcast 9 but still having a great deal 
of bright light~ conditions are .. 
* * * 
57- Cloudy Briglrt 
580 The next light condition has very heavy clouds and 
little light causing a dull appearance in the sky~ 
hence the term C D Clouds are thick 
and the sky is stormy lookingo 
* * * 
58- Cloudy Dull 
590 A stormy sky with thick clouds characterizes 
light conditionso 
* * * 
59= Cloudy Dull 
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60 o The last light condition category is easy to remembe.r 
because it is always in the shade 9 but open sky sur-
6lo 
rounds the shade, so we call it O S 
Here our subject i.s in the shade of ·a bui_l_d._i_n_g-or 
similar object, but there is still clear, brightly 
lighted sky around ito 
* * * 
60= Open Shade 
Lighting conditions for taking a photograph of a per= 
son standing in the shade of' a tree when the sky is 
clear and brightly lighted are called ---- ____ o 
* * * 
61= Open Shade 
620 In this course 9 the student must learn several ele= 
ments of exposure by memory, and outdoor lighting 
conditions are includedo Let 0 s look at the five con= 
ditions again~ 
Bright Sun 
Hazy Sun 
Cloudy Bright 
Cloudy Dull 
Open Shade 
In the first two light conditions, the s ___ can be 
seen in the sk;y 9 in the second pair of light condi-
tions c are seen in the sky 9 and in the last 
light condition it i.s shad.yo 
62- sun 
clouds 
630 The first two conditions deal with a bright and then 
a 00 not-so-bright uo sun 9 the second two conditions 
first with light clouds or haze and then with heavy 
clouds or haze~ and the last condi tio:n with s _ 9 
but with a bright skyo 
* * * 
63- shade 
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640 The first condition is easy~ since our brightest 
light condition would have to have a Suno 
The next condition is not so brighti but we can still 
see the SUll9 so itus called H Suno 
* * * 
64= Bright 
Hazy 
650 Our brightest light condition and next to the 
brightest in that order are and 
0 
---
* * * 
65= Bright Sun 
Hazy Sun 
66 o The second pair of light conditions have 0° Cloudy 00 as 
a key first word~ as clouds and/or overcast skies are 
a characteristic of botho The first features clouds 9 
but still a high degree of brightnessj so it appro-
priately is called C B • Since the 
second condition is not as bright 9 itus called 
C D 
---
* * * 
66- Cloudy Bright 
Cloudy Dull 
67 o The two 0° Cloudy 00 light conditions are~ in the order 
of their brightness, and 
* * * 
67- Cloudy Bright 
Cloudy Du.11 
68 o The last light condition, which doesn ° t have a par·t-
ner ~ deals wi.th shady conditions o But since ·there is 
open~ brightly lighted sky around the shade, we call 
the light condition o 
* * * 
68- Open Shade 
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690 Our light conditions in which the sun is visible~ in 
order of their brightness~ are and 
The pair that comes next, in order 
of their brightnessj are and 
And the lone and last light condition is 
* * * 
69- Bright Sun 
Hazy Sun 
Cloudy Bright 
Cloudy Dull 
Open Shade 
700 Subject brightness is our next consideration in calcu-
lating correct exposureo Subject brightness describes 
the intensity of light reflected from subjects o Di.f-
ferent degrees of subject brightness are: 
Brilliant 
Bright 
Average 
Dark 
The four elements listed above describe 
brightness. 
* * * 
70- subject 
71 o The ·term 00 brilliant ' 0 describes subjects which have an 
extreme amount of light reflectance, such as a. sunli.t 
sr1ow scene or a sunlit white beacho In fact, the 
preceding examples of sun on snow and sand represent 
the only subjects we would describe with the term 
* * * 
71= brilliant 
72" A bright subject would be considered brighter than 
average, such as a girl in a whi·te dress~ or sunlight 
on a lakeo A white building in sunlight would also 
be an example of a subjecto 
* * * 
72- bright 
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730 An average subject would be characterized by such 
things as a person~ animal 9 or neutral-colored build-
ing. Youngsters playing ball on a grassy field would 
most likely be subjectso 
73= average 
74. A dark subject is one that absorbs more light than it 
reflects 9 darker than average subjects would be a 
dark-skinned person 9 a shaded landscape, a dark 
building. A Black Angus cow would also represent a 
subject. 
74- dark 
75" Our subject with the greatest light intensity 9 the 
subject 9 is concerned only with sunlit 
sand or snow, and we won°t encounter those conditions 
too often. 
* * * 
75- brilliant 
76. That leaves bright 9 average~ and 
their intensity. 
* * * 
76- dark 
in order of 
77. The lighter than average category~ but not brilliant 
such as sunlit sand or snow, is the sub-
ject, which is characterized by white objects. 
?7- bright 
78. Common, non-white brightness would be considered in 
the category, and anything darker than 
this~ such as a dark building~ is in the 
category. 
78= average 
dark 
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790 The different degrees of subject brightness 9 in order 
of their intensity~ are~ 
800 
(1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
79- brilliant 
bright 
average 
dark 
(If you were incorrect on any of the above, 
please review beginning with frame 630) 
The s}eed of film (its degree of sensitivity to 
light also affects exposure. When the film speed is 
considered 00 slow 0°, considerable light is required for 
correct exposure; whereas a 00 fast" film requires 
little light for correct 
* * * 
80- exposure 
81. The slower the film~ the more light required for 
exposure; the faster the film, the light re-
quired for exposureo 
81- less 
82. Film speed is indicated by an index number called an 
ASA rating. (The rating is assigned by the A.S.Ao 9 
the American Standards Association). ASAj then~ is a 
rating of the film's 
* * * 
82- speed 9 or 
. sensi ti vi ty 
83. Low ASA ratings such as 36 and 40 identify slow films; 
high ASA ratings such as,400 and 500 identify 
films. 
83- fast 
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81: t 0 QuFast vu means that the film requires light for 
correct exposure 9 while uu slow ou means that the film 
requires light for correct exposureo 
84- less 
more 
REVIEW -"-- Determinants of Exposure 
(As with the previous review, you must answer all of these 
review frames correctly before you proceed with the next 
unit o Be positive you understand the content in each frame) 
850 Three elements used in calculating correct exposure 
a.re: subject brightness, kind of film used 9 and 
conditionso 
85- outside light 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 47) 
860 You learned the outside light conditions by grouping 
the first four into pairs, leaving a single condi-
tiono This last condition'l although the sky around 
it was brightly· lighted, is called 
86- Open Shade 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 60 
and 61) 
87 o The i3un was visible in the first pair of conditions 9 
which are and 
---- ---~ 
* -l~ * 
87- Bright Sun 
Hazy Sun 
(I.f you were inco.rreet, refer to frames 52 
through 55) 
880 In the second pair of ght conditions clouds are 
dominant 9 these two conditions are 
and 
88= Cloudy Bright 
Cloudy Dull 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 56 
through 59) 
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89. Now please list the five outdoor light conditions in 
order of their intensity: 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4·) 
( 5) 
89- Bright Sun 
Hazy Sun 
Cloudy Bright 
Cloudy Dull 
Open Shade 
(If you were incorrect on any of the five 
answers in this frame 9 review frames 62 
through 69) 
90. Since we've reviewed outside light conditions, we 
still must consider the ot;her two elements used :.i.n 
calculating exposure: ~---==--- brightness and kind 
of used. 
90= subject 
film 
(If you were :incorrect 11 refer' to frame 47) 
91. We use t;he t;er:m to describe an extreme 
amount of light; reflectance 9 such as sunlit sand or 
snow. Then the next category 9 brighter than average 
as exemplified by white objects 9 is called 
91= lliant 
bright 
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(If you were incorrect~ refer to frames 71 and 
759 and frames 72 and 77) 
920 The last two elements of subject brightness include 
first~ a subject of average brightness called ; 
and second~ a subject which is darker than average is 
called o 
* * * 
92- average 
dark 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 73 and 
74) 
930 We 0 ve reviewed outside light conditions and subject 
brightness 1 leaving kind of used as the last 
of the three elements used in calculating exposureo 
* * * 
93- film used 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frame 47) 
940 Concerning the film 0 s speed 9 or sensitivity 9 a film 
was called. (slow/fast) if it required consid= 
erable light for exposureo 
94- slow 
(If you were i:ncorrect 9 refer to frames 80 
and 81) 
95 o The film O s sensitivity is indicated by i t;s 
....,.....,...,,..~~ which is an index of the amount of light 
the film requires for proper exposureo 
* * * 
95- ASA rating 
(If you were incorrect 9 refer to frames 82 
and 83) 
CAMERA SETTINGS 
960 Now let 0 s examine the two elements on the camera 
which control the amount of light that strikes the 
filmo The amount of light reaching the is 
controlled by the size of the lens opening and the 
speed of the shuttero 
97. 
96= film 
Exposure is controlled by (1) the size of the lens 
opening and (2) the speed of the 
97= shutter 
980 (1). Speed of the shutter and (2) size of the 
work together to control exposureo 
98- lens opening 
990 The lens opening is adjustable~ that is 9 it can be 
made larger ands 
----
99- smaller 
1000 When the lens opening is opened wide~ more light 
enters the camera; but when the lens opening is 
closed considerably~ or 00 stopped down 9 ' 0 
----light enters the camerao 
100- less 
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lOlo The size of the lens opening is governed by what we 
call the f/stopo For convenience we can consider the 
f I simply as the hole through which the light 
passeso (We will refer to the lens opening as the 
f/stop from here~ since the opening is always set for 
a particular sizeo) 
101- f/stop 
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1020 When we take a picture 9 light passes through a hole 
called the 
* * * 
102- f/stop 
Considerable light enters the camera when the f/stop 
is (opened wide/stopped down)o Then 
little light enters when the f/stop is 
(opened wide/stopped down). 
* * * 
103- opened wide 
stopped down 
1040 The hole through which the light enters is the 
-,---....,,.--. 
~ and on nearly all lenses it is a standard-
ized numbero 
* * * 
104- f/stop 
1050 Photographers must know the f/stop system in order 
to be able to determine correct exposure. As a 
student you will need to learn the standard f/stops 
by memory. The standard f/stops are: 
1 1.4 2 8 
The small numbers at the left end 
sent large lens openings; the big 
right end of the scale represent 
openings. 
* * * 
105- small 
11 16 22 32 
of the scale repre-
numbers at the 
lens 
106. Actually the f/stops don't seem logical, because the 
large numbers represent the small lens openings, and 
the small numbers represent the lens 
openings. 
* * * 
106- large 
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107 o Keeping in mind this n illogical 10 idea~ small f/stops 
represent lens openings, and large f/stops 
represent lens openings. 
* * * 
107- large 
small 
1080 Since large numbers at the right are f/stops for 
small lens openings 9 the small numbers at the left 
are f/stops for lens openingso 
* * * 
108- large 
1090 Each f/stop is actually a type of fraction of the 
diameter of the lens diameter, so the larger the 
f/number 9 the smaller the fraction of light enter-
ingo For example: f/22 could be thought of as 1/22 
of the lens diameter compared with f/4, or 1/4 of 
the lens diameter. Therefore, f/16 could be thought 
of as of the lens diameter. 
* * * 
109- 1/16 
110. f/11 (or 1/11) would represent (more/less) 
light than f/2 (or 1/2), because 1/11 lens diameter 
would admit less light than 1/2 lens diametero 
110- less 
lllo f/4 (or 1/4) would represent 
light than f/8 (or 1/8). · 
* .,~ * 
111- more 
(more/less) 
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1120 1 2 2.8 4 8 11 16 22 32 
These standardized f/stops are spaced so that as you 
move from left to right, the light is halved at each 
number. For example: when you move from 1 to lo4~ 
the light is halvedo Therefore 9 when you move from 
2 to 2.8 9 the light is (doubled/halved)o 
* * * 
112- halved 
113. When you move from 4 to 5.6, the light is halved,-
and when moving from 5.6 to 8, the light is 
(doubled/halved) again. 
* * * 
113= halved 
114. Moving from 11 to 16 (doubles/halves) the 
light. 
* * * 
114- halves 
115. Since moving from left to right halves the amount of 
light entering the camera, moving back from right to 
left doubl~ the light. Moving from 32 to 22 would 
double the light, and moving from 11 to 8 would 
(double/halve) the lighto 
115- double 
116. When _you move from 22 ·to 16 the light is doubled~ 
and moving from 16 to 11 the light is 
(doubled/halved) againo 
* * * 
116- doubled 
117. Moving from left to right (from wide lens openings 
to small lens openings) we are slowly closing the 
lens opening, so at each number we are 
(doubling/halving) the amount of light. 
* * * 
117- halving 
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1180 Moving from right to left (from small lens openings 
to wide ones) we are slowly increasing the amount of 
light and therefore we are (doubling/ 
halving) the amount of light at each number. 
* * * 
118- doubling 
1190 1 2 208 4 8 11 16 22 32 
Moving from 11 to 16 is moving toward a smaller lens 
opening, and since this move is from one standard 
f/stop to another, we have (doubled/ 
halved) the light. 
* * * 
119- halved 
1200 Moving from 8 to 506 is moving toward a large.r lens 
opening 9 this move is from one full f/stop to an-
other, so we have (doubled/halved) the 
light 0 
* * * 
120- doubled 
1210 Moving from 22 to 32 is moving toward a smaller lens 
opening, so we have (doubled/halved) the 
lighto 
* * * 
121- halved 
122. Moving from 2.8 to 2 is moving toward a larger lens 
opening, so we have (doubled/halved) the 
lighto 
122- doubled 
1230 When we move from 16 to 22 we have 
(doubled/halved) the light. 
* * * 
123= halved 
1240 When we move from 11 to 8 we have 
(doubled/halved) the lighto 
* * * 
124= doubled 
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125" We will return to the double or half principle latero 
Since you need to know the standard f/stops by 
memory 9 let 1 s look at an easy method: simply, every 
other number is doubled: 
- ,.\ --- ~- ~-- ~- => 1 lo4 2 208 4 506 8 11 16 22 32 
and ~ ----~~ er,;;....-C-' -~ - ~ 
1 lo4 2 208 4 506 8 11 16 22 
Tq remember the f/stops, then~ we know that every 
other number is 
* * * 
125- doubled 
32 
126" Remember that this system is merely to help you 
memorize the standard f/stops; don 9 t confuse i-t with 
the double or half principle, because there is no 
connectiono This is given you merely so you can 
memorize the f/stops more easily, or recall them 
when necessaryo The only two you have to learn are 
1 and 1.4 9 then since every other number is doubled 9 
the next will be: 
- ""'>' l 
* * * 
126- 2 
Let 0 s fill in a few more f/stops by the method of 
doubling every other number: 
-- -\ 1 1.4 2 .,;,," 
127- 208 
4 
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1280 The only exception we get is when we double 5.6 and 
get 11. Since this does not follow the rule~ you 
will have to memorize the f/stop 
* * * 
128- 11 
1290 Let 0 s finish the series off/stops, beginning in the 
middle: 
8 11 
* * * 
129- 16 
22 
32 
1300 Now let 0 s do several f/stops: 
1 208,,. 
* * * 
130~ 2 
4 
8 
16 
32 
131. The other f/s·tops, then, will be: 
1 2 4 
131- lo4 
208 
5.6 
11 
22 
8 
11 
16 
132. The complete series of standard f/stops is: 
* * * 
22 
32 
132- 1~ 1.4~ 2,; ·2.8~ 4, 5.6~ 
8, 11~ 16~ 22, 32 
(If you were incorrect, review beginning with 
frame 125; do not proceed with the next unit; 
until you answer frame 132 by memory) 
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1330 We use the term 00 standard 00 to describe the series 
off/stops commonly found on our cameras~ each of 
which will double or half the lighto The maximum 
(wide open) lens opening of a camera may not be a 
standard f/3o5 and f/4o5o You must remember that 
moving to one of these f/stops would not fully 
double or halve the light enteringo If you used a 
camera with f/607 as the maximum lens opening, a 
f/607 setting would not be a f/stop. 
* * * 
133- standard~ or 00 full 09, etc. 
1340 Besides the f/stop there is only one other major 
s.etting === the shutter speedo A camera O s shutter 
is a device which controls the length of time the 
light is admitted through the lenso So, while the 
f/stop controls the size of the lens opening~ the 
shutter controls the of time the lens stays 
open. 
* * * 
134- length 
135. We have two systems of shutter speeds today, and it 
is necessary for you to learn both systems. In both 
systems the numbers represent fractions of a secondo 
The older system is: 
136. 
l 2 5 10 25 50 100 250 500 1000 
The oo1 oo above represents a shutter speed of one 
second, but the remaining numbers represent 
f s of a second~ such as 1/2~ 1/5, etc. 
* * 
-l~ 
135= fractions 
The newer system differs slightly: 
1 2 4 8 15 30 60 125 250 500 1000 
Here again the 00 l 0'. represents a full second of time 9 
but the other numbers represent fractions of a 
* * * 
136- second 
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Since the numbers represent fractions of a second 9 
the big numbers at the right, such aa l/500th would 
be very fast 9 therefore the lens would be open a 
very short timeo However 9 the small numbers at the 
left 9 such as l/15th would be fairly slow; therefore, 
the lens would be open a time. 
137- long 
138a Most new cameras use the new system, but some new 
cameras such as the G:raflex press camera still use 
the old system of shutter Therefore, it 
is necessary to learn both systemsa 
* * * 
138- speeds 
Shutter speeds are easy to remember, 
double at each step as they progress 
righto From 1/15 to 1/30 would be 
from 1/30 to 1/60 would be _____ o 
139= double 
double 
as they tend to 
from left to 
and 
140. Both systems of shutter speeds end with 250, 500 
1410 
and 1000. In the old system multiples of 5 are com-
mon. Notice that af·ter it begins with l and then 2 9 
it goes from 5 9 10, 259 50 and 1000 
In the old system try filling i.n these blanks: 
1 2 5 250 500 1000 
* * * 
140-· 10 25 50 100 
The first ·three speeds in the old system are: 
~~ ~~ 
* 
141- l 2 5 
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142a Since 250, ·500 and 1000 are common to both systems 
as the last three speeds~ you should .remember these 
easily. Let's see if you know the old system up to 
that point~ 
1430 
250 500 1000 
* * * 
142= 1 2 5 10 25 50 
100 
l 2 4 8 .15 30 60 125 250 500 1000 
In the newer system 15 is a dominant multiple after 
beginning with 1, 2, 4, and 8, it proceeds from 15, 
30, 60 and 1250 With 15 the dominant multiple 9 the 
speeds almost double each time, and the last three 
speeds ~s in--2..Q.!g!!!On with the old system are~ 
143- 250 500 1000 
1440 Without reference to the series above 9 see if you 
can fill in the blanks in the newer series of shut-
ter speeds~ 
1 2 4 
145. Now try some 
1 
1460 Now fill in 
speeds~ 
8 125 250 500 1000 
14·4- 15 30 60 
other parts of the newer system~ 
15 1000 
* * * 
145- 2 4 8 30 60 
125 250 500 
the entire newer system of shutter 
* * * 
146- 1 2 
125 
4 8 15 30 60 
250 500 1000 
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1470 As is true of the f/stop scale~ as you proceed from 
one shutter speed to another 9 you are either doubling 
or halving the light entering the lens at each stepo 
For example 9 the shutter is set at l/500th, to double 
the light it must be moved to l/250tho Now~ if the 
shutter is set at l/30th, to halve the light it must 
be moved to l/60tho 
If the shutter is set on l/125th and you want to 
halve the light, you would move it to 1/ __ tho 
147- 1/250th 
148. If the shutter is set on l/60th and you want to 
double the light, you would move it to 1/_tho 
148·- l/30th 
149. Let 0 s diagram this double or half principle for both 
the f/stops and shutter speeds, using only the newer 
shutter speed system. Study this diagram carefully 
so you will understand when the light is doubled and 
when it is halvedo 
shutter speeds: 
1 2 4 8 15 
each step halves 
the light; 
f/stops: 
1 2 
each step ha1ves 
the light 
30 
4 
60 1000 125 250 500 
~------
each step doubles the 
light 
8 11 16 22 32 
< each step doubles the 
light 
When we move the f/stop from 2 to 2.8~ we 
(double/halve) the lighto When we move the f/stop 
from 22 to 16, we_ (double/halve) the light. 
t;. 
* * * 
149- halve 
double 
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150. When we move the shutter speed from l/125th to 
l/60th 9 we (double/halve) the light; when 
we move the shutter speed from l/15th to l/30th, we 
(double/halve) the lighto 
150- double 
halve 
1510 Now 9 when we move the f/stop from f/8 past f/11 to 
f/16 9 we have (doubled/halved) the light 
twice~ or we could say that we now only have 1/4 as 
much light. 
-11' * * 
151- halved 
1520 When we move the shutter speed from l/60th past 
l/30th to l/15th, we have (doubled/ 
halved) the light twice~ or we could say that we 
now have four times as much light. 
* * * 
152- doubled 
1530 Shutter speeds do the same thing in controlling the 
amount of light entering the lens that the f/stops 
do. With both when we move one step to the left or 
right, we are either doubling or the 
l.ighto 
* * * 
153= halving 
REVIEW --- Camera Settings 
154. Exposure 9 which is the amount of reaching 
the film 9 is controlled by two camera settings~ 
. ( 1) and (2) o 
* * * 
154- light 
f/stop 
shutter speed 
(If you were. incorrect, refer to frame 96; 
and frames 979 98, 101 and 102) 
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1550 By now you should have the standard f/stops memo-
rizedo List them below~ beginning with wide lens 
openings at the left~ 
* * * 
155- 1 lo4 2 208 4 506 8 
11 16 22 32 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 105 
through 111~ and 125 through 132; do not 
proceed to the next frame until you are 
100% correct on this frame) 
1560 Answer the following problems with 01 doubled 00 or 
ouhalved 00 o Work the five problems, then check your 
answers at the end~ 
Ao Moving from 
Bo Moving from 
c. Moving from 
D. Moving from 
E. Moving from 
f/4 to f/506 
f/16 to f/22 
f/8 to f/506 
f/2 to f/2.8 
f/16 to f/11 
* 
~t, 
156-
~~ 
halves 
halves 
doubles 
halves 
doubles 
the light. 
the light. 
the light. 
the lighto 
the lighto 
(See next page for review frames) 
(If you were incorrect on more than one of the 
problems, review frames 112 through 124; 
don't proceed to the next frame until you 
understand this double or half principleo) 
157, Moving from one standard f/stop to another either 
or the amount of light entering 
the lenso But settings such as f/3o5 are not 
~~~~~- f/stopso 
* * * 
157- double or half 
standard 
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1580 Now list the series of shutter speeds for the old 
system: 
* * * 
158- 1 2 5 10 25 50 100 
250 500 1000 
(If you were incorrect, review frames 135, lL~O ~ 
141 and 142; do not proceed to the next frame 
until you are 100% correct) 
159. List the series of shutter speeds for the new 
system~ 
1600 
* * * 
159- 1 2 
125 
4 8 15 
250 500 
30 
1000 
60 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 136 9 
143 9 144~ 145 and 146; do not proceed to 
the next frame until you are 100% correct) 
Moving the shutter speed from l/250th to l/125th 
would (double/halve) the light 1 and moving 
from l/60th to l/30th would (double/halve) 
----the light. 
* * * 
160- double double 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 147 9 
148 9 150 and 152) 
CALCULATING EXPOSURE 
161. The PRINCIPLE OF DOUBLE OR HALF is the KEY TO 
EXPOSUREo Besides being utilized in proceeding .from 
one f/stop to another, and from one shutter speed to 
another~ it is also used with subject brightness and 
with outdoor light conditions. The main rule we use 
in exposure 9 then, is the principle of or 
* * * 
161- double or half 
201 
1620 With subject brightness~ the light is either doubled 
or as you move from one to another: 
___ D_a_r_k-->--.l'tv~rag~ 
ligf)-t doubled 
:a_right < ,:~i~lian~'"" 
light halved 
162- halved 
1630 Light intensity is doubled when you move from aver-
age to bright, so when you move from bright to aver-
age, the light is o When you move from 
bright to brilliant, the light is 
* * * 
163- halved 
doubled 
1640 The same principle is true with light conditions: 
Open Shade 
(or) 
~loudy .. ~:u.11 
Cloudy 
Bright 
> 
, Hazy Bright 
Sun Sun 
,<: 
light doubled light halved 
When you move from Cloudy Bright to Hazy Sun, the 
light is doubled~ b~t when you move from Bright Sun 
to Hazy Sun, the light is 
You will note that Open Shade and Cloudy Dull repre-
sent ·the ~ light intensity; so when you move from 
Open Shade to Cloudy Bright 9 ·the light is doubled~ 
and when you move from Cloudy Dull to Cloudy Bright 
·the light is · 
* * * 
164- halved 
doubled 
The double or half principle holds true for all of 
the elements of exposure we have discussed: (1) 
outdoor light conditions~ (2) subject brightness~ 
(3) f/stops 9 and (4) o 
* * * 
165= shutter speeds 
202 
1660 You may now use Panel 1 located at the end of this 
program for reference; tear it out if you wish so 
that you may refer to it as you proceed through the 
frameso In order to use these four elements listed 
on Panel 1 in calculating correct ~ we 
must have some additional information. 
* * * 
166- exposure 
167. The additional information we need in order to cal-
culate correct exposure is furnished either on a 
data sheet enclosed with each roll of film, or is 
printed on the outside of each roll of film. Two 
places we may find this information are~ (1) 
printed on the outside of each roll of film, or (2) 
on a enclosed with each roll of film. 
167= data sheet 
168. This information will give you the proper f/stop and 
shutter speed settings for average conditions: for 
example, these settings are for average conditions 
for Verichrome Pan f:i.lm: 
Bright Sun---Average Subject=--f/16---l/125th seco 
This means that for this particular film when you 
have Bright Sun and average subject brightness, for 
exposure the camera should be set at f/~~ and 
1/ th sec. 
* * * 
168=Q f/16 
l/125th 
169. From frame 168 we found that Bright Sun and Average 
Subject were considered as average or normal condi-
,tions. This brings up the question: wwhat do we do 
if the condi tion.s are not ? 00 
169- average~ or normal 
203 
170. Obviously all conditions won°t always be normal; 
therefore, we will use the double or half principle 
to adjust our exposure. To do this we must begin 
with normal conditions given either on the data 
sheet enclosed with each roll of film~ or given by 
being printed ~n each of 
170- roll 
film 
171. Let 0 s keep the same normal conditions used previous-
ly~ for Bright Sun and average subject (normal con-
ditions)9 set camera on f/16 at l/125th seco But 
now suppose that our actual conditions are Bright 
Sun but with a bright sub,ject ~ our camera is set on 
l/125th sec. for the shutter speed and our~~~~-
is the unknown factor. 
* * * 
171- f/stop 
1720 Since our light has been doubled by the bright sub-
jectj we will need to close the lens opening more to 
compensate for the brightness. Since the incoming 
light has been doubled 9 we will h the light 
by moving from the normal f/16 to f/22. Our settings 
for these light conditions then will be l/125th sec. 
at f/22. 
* * * 
172- halve 
173. With the same normal data, a new situation is Cloudy 
Bright, average subject, l/125th seco We need to 
determine the f/stopo Since our light conditions 
have moved two places down the scale~ the light has 
been halved twice, or our light is one-quarter of 
the normalo This means we will have to 
the incoming light twice by opening the lens two 
f/stops 9 from the normal f/16 to f/80 Our settings 
for this picture then will be l/125th seco at f/80 
* * * 
173- double 
204 
1740 With the same normal data 9 we 9 ll change both vari-
ables: Cloudy Dull 9 dark subject, l/125th seco 
What is the f/stop? The Cloudy Dull conditions have 
halved our light three times and the dark subject 
has the light once~ totaling four times 
the light has been halvedo This will require in-
creasing the light by four f/stops, doubling the 
light each time---from the normal f/16 to f/4. 
* * * 
174= halved 
1750 You will notice that in each of the previous exam-
ples after we have determined how many f/stops our 
adjustment will have to be, we began counting from 
f/~~ 9 which is normal for this filmo 
* * * 
175- f/16 
1760 Try another situation: with the same normal data, 
we have Hazy Sun~ brilliant subject, with l/125th 
seco What is the f/stop? Hazy Sun has halved the 
light~ but the brilliant subject has doubled the 
light twice 9 therefore, once of the vu doubles vu 
cancels the 01 halve 0\ and we still have the light 
doubled onceo Therefore 9 our f/stop moves from the 
normal f/ to f/22 in order to the in-
coming light. 
* * * 
176- f/16 
halve 
1770 Each time we calculate exposure, we have to deter-
mine the extent to which outside conditions and sub-
ject brightness have varied from normal conditions 
so that we can set the and 
of the camerao We determine this variation 
from normal in terms of 00 doubles 00 or 01 halves 01 of 
light 9 and compensate for the variation by using new 
camera setti.ngso 
* * * 
177- f/stop 
shutter speed 
205 
1780 If we wish to retain a standard f/stop 9 we may 
change our shutter speed instead to compensate for 
variations in light conditions • .Again we must use 
the double or half principleo Using the same normal 
information (Bright Sun, average subject'.! f/16 at 
l/125th sec)~ let 0 s say our conditions are Hazy Sun~ 
dark subject 9 and the camera is set on f/160 What 
will our shutter speed be? 
The Hazy Sun halves the light; the dark subject 
halves the light again~ so we need to double the 
light twice to compensateo Since f/16 is normal, no 
change is required here. To d the light 
twice by manipulating the shutter speed, we will 
move it from the normal l/125th sec. past l/60th sec. 
to l/30th SeCo 
* * * 
178- double 
Now take light conditions as in frame 178~ but 
change the f/stop; conditions are Hazy Sun, dark 
subject and the camera is set on f/8. What is the 
shutter speed? 
The Hazy Sun halves the lisht, and the dark subjec·t 
(doubles/halves) the light again 9 total-
ing two halves of light; but since f/8 has already 
doubled the light twice (normal is f/16), the dark 
light conditions have been equalized, hence the 
shutter speed will be the normal l/125th sec. 
* * * 
179- halves 
1800 Now you can try a few problems to find either the 
correct f/stop or the correct shutter speed for the 
given conditions. Use Panel 1 for reference until 
you are instructed to work without it. 
Normal conditions for all problems are: Bright Sun, 
.Average Subject9 f/16, l/125th S9Co 
Bri.ght Sun Average Subject l/125th S9Co f/_ 
* * * 
180- f/16 
206 
18lo Bright Sun Bright Subject l/125th seco f/_~ 
* * * 
181- f/22 
1820 Cloudy Dull Bright Subject l/125th seco f/_ 
* * * 
182- f/8 
1830 Bright Sun Dark Subject l/250th seco f/_ 
* * * 
183= f/8 
1840 Open Shade Average Subject f/16 1/ __ sec. 
* * * 
184- l/15th 
1850 Bright Sun Bright Subject f/16 1/_ seco 
* * * 
185- l/250th 
186 o Hazy Sun Dark Subject f/11 1/_ sec. 
* * * 
186- l/60th 
(If you were incorrect on more than one of the 
above problems 9 review beginning with frame 
170) 
187. Now without referring to Panel l or other da·ta, see 
how you can work from memory on varying situations: 
our normal data for this will be: Bright Sun~ 
average subject 9 l/125th seco at f/160 
Bright Sun Dark Subject l/125th sec. :fj __ 
* * * 
187- :f/11 
207 
1880 Cloudy Bright Average Subject l/125th seco f/_ 
* * * 
188- f/8 
1890 Cloudy Dull Bright Subject l/125th seco f/_ 
* * * 
189- f/8 
190. Cloudy Bright Bright Subject l/60th seco f/_ 
* * * 
190- f/16 
191. Bright Sun Brilliant Subject f/16 1/ __ seco 
* * * 
191- l/500th 
192 o Hazy Sun Dark Subject f/16 1/ __ seco 
* * * 
,192- l/30th 
1930 Bright Sun Bright Subject f/11 1/ __ seco 
* * * 
193- l/500th 
(If you were incorrect on more than one of the 
frames from frame 187 to 193, study Panel 1 
again and review from frame 170 to frame 179 
until you can work the above frames correctly) 
208 
SETTINGS GIVING THE SAME LIGHT 
1940 As either f/stop or may be manipu-
lated to adjust incoming light to achieve correct 
ex:posure 9 several combinations off/stops and shut-
ter speeds are available to the photographer o For 
example~ f/8 at l/60th sec. may be changed to f/11 
at l/30th seco and the same amount of light will be 
entering the lens. 
194- shutter speed 
1950 The combination off/stops and shutter speeds used 
is the photographer's choiceo Obviously~ the shut-
ter ~ed must be f enough to stop norma-1~-
movement of subjects and to control any camera move-
ment --"== about l/125th sec. is sufficient. However 9 
for faster action~ more shutter is necessaryo 
195- fast 
speed 
·1960 Also 9 remember that it is difficult to hand-hold a 
camera at shutter speeds slower than l/60th sec. So 
to have passably sharp pictures without camera move-
ment, you should use a shutter speed of at least 
196- l/60th sec.j 
up to 100th, etc. 
1970 The choice off/stop depends upon the type of ndepth 
of field 00 desired; depth of field is simply the dis-
tance between the points nearest and farthest from 
the camera which are in clear focus in the picture. 
Literally~ then, all things in the picture which are 
in clear focus are within the of 
* * * 
197- depth of field 
1980 As the lens opening is made smaller~ the depth of 
field becomes greater~ and as the lens opening is 
made larger~ the depth of field becomes 
198- smaller 
209 
1990 This means that the depth of field becomes greater 
when the f/stop number is made greater, such as with 
an f/stop of 32 or 22; the depth of field becomes 
smaller when the f/stop number is made smaller~ such 
as 4o So a small f/number such as f/lo4 gives a 
small depth of field~ and a large f/number such as 
f/22 gives a depth of field. 
199- large~ or great~ etco 
2000 An f/stop of f/208 would give a relatively 
(large/small) depth of field. 
200- small 
2010 An f/stop of f/22 would give a 
depth of fieldo 
( large/small) 
* * * 
201- large 
2020 Considerable depth of field is usually called a 
01 long 11 depth of field; and logically very little 
depth of field is called a depth of field. 
2030 f/4 would give a 
would give a 
* * * 
202- short 
depth of field, and f/16 
depth of field. 
203- short 1 or small 
long, or large 
210 
2040 Depth of field is decreased when the camera is 
focused at a short distance away, so a camera 
focused at a relatively long distance would give a 
(longer/shorter) depth of field than when 
focused at a short distanceo 
* * * 
204-- longer 
2050 Certain pictures such as landscapes and buildings 
probably would require long depth of field. However, 
in some pictures where the photographer wanted to 
de-emphasize undesirable background or give more 
attention to the main subject in the foreground, he 
might seek a of o 
* * * 
205- short depth of field 
206. If a photographer wished to eliminate the background 
in his picture and has a choice of two f/stops, he 
would use __ (f /2 or f /22). 
* * * 
206- f/2 
2070 In most cases the photographer compromises with a 
medium shutter speed, such as l/125th sec., and 
f/stop around the upper-middle of the f/stop series, 
such as f/ (f/4 or f/32 or f/16). · 
* * * 
207- f/16 
2080 Let's look at combinations off/stops and shutter 
speeds which will each admit the same amount of 
light through the lenso The following combinations 
give the same amount of light: 
l/125th seco at f/16 
l/250th seco at f/11 
l/500th seco at f/8 
l/60th seco at f/22 
l/30th sec. at f/32 
All of the above combinations will give the 
amount of light. 
* * * 
208= same 
211 
2090 We 0 11 say our correct settings are l/250th at f/16; 
we change to f/11 and then must change our 
so that this new combination will admit the 
same light as the old combination. Since the change 
to f/11 has doubled the light, we must halve the 
light with our shutter speed; therefore, we move 
from l/250th seco to l/500th sec., giving us a new 
combination of f/11 and l/500th sec. which admits 
the same light as l/250th at f/16. 
* * * 
209= shutter speed 
2100 Our settings are l/125th sec. at f/22; we change the 
shutter speed to l/250th sec., so we have halved the 
light~ in order to d the light with the 
f/stop to compensate, we change it to f/16~ giving a 
new combination of l/250th sec. at f/160 
210- double 
2110 l/125th sec. at f/8 = l/250th sec. at f/~-· 
* * * 
211- f/5.;6 
212. l/125th sec. at f/8 = l/250th sec. at f/5.6 = 
l/500th sec. at f/~· 
2130 l/125th sec at f/8 
l/250th sec. at f/5.6 
l/500th sec. at f/4 
* * * 
212- f /4-
1/60th,s.ec., at f/11 
1/30th sec. at f/16 
1/15th sec. at f/~o 
* * * 
213- f/22 
2140 Next change f/stops and calculate new shutter speeds 
in order that the new combination of settings will 
give the same light~ 
l/60th seco at f/16 = 1/ __ sec. at f/22. 
* * * 
214- l/30th 
2150 l/60th seco at f/16 
l/30th seco at f/22 
1/ __ sec. at f/32 
* * * 
215- l/15th 
2160 Now fill in the blanks in the combinations of 
settings which will give the same light: 
212 
l/125th seco at f/11 
l/250th seco at f/ 
l/500th seco at f/:::: 
1/, __ 
1/ __ seco at f/16 seco at f/22 
* * * 
216- l/250th seco at f/8 
l/500th seco at f/506 
l/60th sec. at f/16 
l/30th seco at f/22 
(If you were incorrect on any of the four 
responses, review beginning with frame 
208~ do not proceed to the next frame 
until you are 100% correcto) 
REVIEW--= Settings Giving the Same Light 
2170 When hand-holding a camera, to eliminate camera 
movement one should use a shutter speed of at least 
______ o 
* * * 
217- l/60th sec. 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 196) 
2180 The photographer's choice a,f f/stop depends upon the 
of he desireso 
* * * 
218- depth of field 
2190 The f/stop giving the shortest depth of field is 
(f/11 or f/16 or f/8)0 
* * * 
219- f/8 
(If you were incorrect on frame 219 9 refer to 
frames 199 through 203) 
213 
2200 Focusing the camera on an object a short distance 
away would produce a (short/long) depth of 
fieldo 
* * * 
220= short 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frame 204) 
2210 The following combinations of settings will admit 
the same amount of light through the camera lens: 
(Check answers aft~r question F) . 
Ao 
Bo 
Co 
l/125th Js,e"'61l ,;at f/11 Do 1/ seco at f/16 
l/250th s·ec o ·· at f/ Ea 1~ sec. at f/22 
l/500th seco at f/_ Fo 1/ seco at f/32 
* * * 
221- B. f/8 
Co f/506 
Do l/60th 
Ea l/30th 
Fo l/15th 
· (If you were incorrect on any of the above, 
review beginning with frame 208; do not 
proceed to the next unit until you are 
100% correct) 
OU RULE OF THUMB 0° FOR EXPOSURE 
2220 One last method of calculating exposure gives the 
photographer a quick check on other exposure meth-
ods. It is also particularly useful when you have 
no data sheet with your filmo 
This method uses only one item of information 
the ASA rating of the film being usedo For Veri-
chrome Pan film 9 the .IABA .rating is 1250 This sys-
tem~ then 9 requires only one item of information, 
the of the filmo 
* * * 
222- ASA rating 
214 
2230 This method=== usually called the 01 rule of thumb 00 
for exposure =-= states that when condi ti.ons are 
normal (Bright Sun 9 average subject) 9 SET THE F/STOP 
AT F/16 AND CONVERT THE ASA RATING INTO A SPEEDo 
With this system 9 then 9 with normal conditions we 
set the camera at f/16 and convert the ASA rating 
into a 
-----
* * * 
223= speed 
2240 Using Verichrome Pan film (ASA 125) when conditions 
are normal, we set the f/stop at f/16 and convert 
the ASA rating to 1/ seco The f/16 is a 
constant with this systemo 
* * * 
224·= l/125th 
2250 If conditions are not normal 9 the double or 
principle comes into effect to give you compensated 
f/stops or shutter speeds. 
* * * 
225- half 
2260 When ASA rati.ngs won°t convert to exact speeds for 
your camera~ take them to the nearest speed. For 
example~ your camera has speeds of l/250th sec. and 
l/500th sec o ~ your f.ilm is Kodak Tri--X (AS.A 400); 
convert the ASA Lf-00 to 1/400th sec.. -·~·- but on your 
camera it will be 1/ seeo at the constant of 
227. 
f/ 0 
* '* * 
226- 1/500·th 
f/16 
Whether your camera. uses the old or new system of 
shutter speeds won. u t affect the exposure; 1/1.00th 
sec o and 1/125t,h sec o are so close together that 
exposure will be virtually the same. This is true 
of a.11 variations between "the ·t;wo systems. 
So l/60th sec. on the :new system is essentially the 
------=··· --- as l/50t;h sec. on the old system. 
* * * 
227- same 
215 
2280 Let 0 s take the last few frames for a brief review: 
Using the rule of thumb for exposure when conditions 
are normal and your film ASA is 250, your f/stop 
would be ~ and your shutter speed 
* * * 
228- f/16 
l/250th 
(If you were incorrect, refer to frames 223 
and 224) 
2290 The ASA rating refers to the 
filmo 
* * * 
of the 
229- speed~ or sensitivity 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frames 80, 
81 and 82) 
2300 Given normal conditions of Bright Sun 9 average sub-ject9 l/125th seco at f/16~ 
Ao Hazy Sun 
Average Subject 
l/250th seco f/ __ 
Bo Open Shade 
Bright Subject 
f/11 
1/ __ S6Co 
* * * 
230= A- f/8 
B- 1/60th 
(If you were incorrect~ refer to frames 170 
through 179) 
2310 An f/stop of f/32 would give a~~~ 
depth of fieldo 
* * * 
231- long 
(long/short) 
l/60th secc 
1/30th S8Co 
at f/506 
at f/8 
-·· 1/125th sec o 
-"' 1/ S8Co 
* * * 
232= .f/4 
1/15t;h 
at f/ __ --0 
at f/llo 
(If you were incorrect~ refer t;o frames 208 
through 216) 
216 
217 
PANEL 1 
LIGHT CONDITIONS SUBJECT BRIGHTNESS 
Bright Sun 
Hazy Sun 
Cloudy Bright 
Cloudy Dull 
or 
Open Shade 
Brilliant 
Bright 
Average 
Dark 
f/stops 1 la4 2 2.8 4 5.6 8 11 16 22 32 
shutter 
speeds 1 2 4 8 15 30 60 125 250 500 1000 
(newer system) 
APPENDIX A-III 
DATA FOR PILOT STUDY --- FLASH PROGRAJ.VI 
School of Journalism~ Oklahoma State University 
In order to work the program on the use of flash in pho-
tography, you need to know a few basic principles of 
exposureo Keep this page handy for reference while you 
are working the program --- and you may also refer to it 
when you are taking the test over the programo 
Exposure is simply the light reaching the film in the 
camerao It is controlled by (1) the shutter speed, which 
is the length of time the lens remains open to admit light, 
and (2) the f/stop~ which is the size of the lens opening 
which admits light. 
In summaryj the time the lens is open (shutter speed), and 
the size of the lens opening (f/stop), work together to 
control exposure (amount of light reaching the film)o In 
this program only the f/stop will be manipulated to con-
trol the incoming light for proper exposure. 
A partial series of standard f/stops is: 
f/208 f/4 f/8 f/11 f/16 f/22 
The left end of this scale represents the largest lens 
openings~ hence f/208 would be the maximum lens opening on 
this scale. The right end of the scale represents the 
smallest lens opening~ with f/22 being the minimum lens 
opening on this scale. 
As you can see by the arrows on the scale below, as f/ 
stops are changed from one to another, exposure is either 
doubled or halvedo Proceeding from left to right (from 
large opening to smaller opening)~ the light is halved at 
each f/stopo When proceeding from right to left (from 
small lens opening to larger opening), the reverse is 
true, as the light is doubled at each f/stop. 
f/208 f/4 f/506 f/8 f/11 f/16 f/22 
each f/stop 
halves the light 
218 
each f/stqp 
doubles the light 
We use the terms 11 open° 1 as referring to making the lens 
opening bigger~ and 11 closing" or 0' stopping down 11 as 
referring to making the lens opening smaller. 
219 
One term you need to know is 01 ASA ratigg,u or VVASA index. 11 
This is a rating of the sensitivity of film, which indi-
cates whether it requires a small, medium, or large amount 
of light for correct exposure. 
Films of ASA 20 to ASA 80 are called II slow, iv and require a 
large amount of light; films of ASA 100 to ASA 160 are 
medium and require a medium amount of light; films of 
ASA 200 to ASA 500 and above are fast and require little 
lighto 
APPENDIX A-IV 
220 
EXPOSURE TEST 
CONTENT 
Light Used in Photography 
lo Visible light (a) 
2. Incident light (b) 
3o Reflected light (c) 
4o Refracted light (d) 
Substances Through Which Light 
Is Transmitted or Not 
Transmitted 
lo Transparent medium (e) 
2. Translucent medium (f) 
3. Opaque medium (g) 
Standard Camera Settings 
lo f/stops (h) 
2. Shutter speeds (i) 
TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS 
0 B J E C T I V E S 
TO ACHIEVE KNOWLEDGE OF~ ABILITY OR SKILL TO~ 
Definitions Specific 
of Technical Facts 
Terms 
* b-1 
* d-1 
* e-1 
* f-1 
* g-1 
* h-1 
* i-1 
* a-2 
* c-2 
* d-2 
* h-2 
* i-2 
Principles 
and 
General-
izations 
* d-3 
* h-3 
* i-3 
Comprehend 
Various 
Kinds of 
Data and 
Conditions 
* b-4 
* e-4 
* f-4 
* g-4 
Apply 
Prin-
ciples 
(* denotes behavioral outcomes) f\) f\) 
I-' 
EXPOSURE TEST 
C O N T E N T 
TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS 
0 B J E C T I V E S 
TO ACHIEVE KNOWLEDGE OF: ABILITY OR SKILL TO: 
Exposure (j) 
Components of Exposure 
la Subject brightness (k) 
2. Outdoor light conditions 
(1) 
3. Film speeds 9 ratings (m) 
Double or Hal.f 
Principle of Light 
1. Used with f/stops (n) 
Definitions 
of Technical 
Terms 
{} j-1 
* m-1 
2. Used with shutter speeds (o) 
3 TT 8 8 d '·v-L' + h r,,u·h ""' 0 ,.-,, + v Ur V'. U.J.. 0 !,_,,J-....,..,_~ ~J 
r-,1 ... , Q'h+:-01e"""' (.,., 'l 
.. ,.. . ...._o .._ . .,_ t._..~ '\J::-'.,, 
4 a Used with outdoor light 
condi ons (q_) 
5 lJsed t·r, 0.a·· ·1c,··' al-r> o ""' ., '.JV V -L ',A .. J_ V .,.c,: 
E:icposure (r) 
~ ,.~ .0 N•h a~=- ·t- Uce (c' v o w 1.1e .r.L . s ~~ e "-.I 0 a,.jj,_. ;y o t...J •• kJ 1 
Specific 
Facts 
~l- j-2 
* 1-2 
* m=2 
Principles 
and 
General-
izations 
* 0 3 l= u 
~~ m=3 
* n-3 
{~ o-:: 
·* P=3 
* q-,3 
* S=3 
Comprehend 
Various 
Kinds of 
Data and 
Conditions 
* k-4 
* 1-4 
Apply 
Prin--
ciples 
* m-5 
~} n-5 
{f ()=5 
-!, .,...,=,-1 
.-L e?' I'\) 
I'\) 
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EXPOSURE TEST 
C O N T E N T 
Data for Correct Exposure 
When Conditions are Normal (t) 
Determining Exposure When 
Given Only Light Conditions 
and Type of Film (u) 
Combinations off/stops and 
Shutter Speeds Giving the 
Same Light ( V) 
Reasons for Choosing Particular 
Combinati.ons of Camera Settings 
1. Depth of Field (w) 
2. Action 9 camera movement (x) 
TABLE OF SPECIFICATIONS 
0 B J E C T I V E S 
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Behavioral Outcomes 
Exposure Test 
On all ' 0 1 10 level behavioral outcomes (Definitions of 
Technical Terms) 9 to demonstrate a knowledge of correct 
definitions 9 the student will either (1) be given the term 
and from a set of alternatives select the correct example~ 
attribute~ or property of the term, or (2) he will be 
given an example, attribute 9 or property, and from a set 
of alternatives will select the correct term. This pro-
cedure will not be repeated, but will be understood with 
each of the behavioral outcomes at this level. 
a-2. Given several elements of the electro-
magnetic spectrum, to select the e}ement 
used in photography. 
b-1. To correctly define incident light. 
b-4. Given alternative conditions, to correctly 
select the condition which represents inci-
, 
de.nt light. 
c-2. Given examples of light striking a smooth 
and a rough surface, to respond whether 
the li.ght is changed or unchanged when it 
is reflected. 
d-1. To correctly define refracted light. 
d=2. Given several conditions~ to correctly 
select the condition causing re.fraction. 
d-3. Given an example of a subject being 
recorded sharply on film~ from given 
alternatives to correctly select the 
element causing this sharpness. 
e-1. To correctly define a transparent 
medium. 
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c>A o Given alternative types of medi urns~ to 
correctly select the transparent 
mediumo 
f-lo To correctly define a translucent 
mediumo 
f Given alternative types of mediums 9 t;o 
correctly select the translucent mediumo 
g-1o To correctly define an opaque medium" 
g-j}." Given alternative types of mediums,, to 
correct1y select the opaque mediumo 
lo To correctly define f/stopo 
h-2. Given a series off/stops, from given 
alternative f/stops to select the one 
which should come next in the series" 
Given a series of f/stons to select ~ ~ 
from given alternative f/stops the one 
which does not belong in the seriet3o 
h-3. Given alternativB f/stops, to select 
the one which admits the most light, 
and the one which admits the least 
To correctly define shutter speedo 
2o Given alternative series of shutter 
speeds 9 to seleet the correct serieso 
(These may be either old or new 
serieso) 
3a Given alternative shutter speeds 9 to 
select the one which ad.mi.ts the most 
light~ and the one which admits the 
least light. (These may be either the 
old or new series.) 
;j-1. To correctly define exposure. 
j,-2. Gi.ven several combinations of variables, 
to select the combination used to calcu--
late exposure. 
j-3. Given sev~ral alternatives 9 to select 
the correct one to use together with 
subject brightness and outdoor light 
conditions to determine correct 
exposure. 
k-4. Given the name of one of the five types 
of outside light conditionsi to select 
from several given alternatives a set 
of conditions of subject brightness which 
correspond to the name. 
k-4. Given certain conditions of subject bright-
ness~ to label the set of conditions 
correctly as one of the four types of 
subject brightness. 
l·-2. Given alternative sets of outdoor light 
conditions, to demonstrate a knowledge 
of the five types of outdoor light con-
ditions by selecting the correct seto 
1-4. Given certain light conditions, to label 
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the set; of conditions correctly as one 
of the five types of outside light 
conditions. 
1=4o Given the name of one of the five 
types of outside light conditions 9 to 
select from several given alternatives 
a set of outdoor light conditions which 
corresponds to the name. 
m-1. To correctly define film speed and/or 
film rating. 
m-2. Given a film and its ASA, from given 
alternatives to choose correctly its 
relative sensitivity. 
m-3. Given alternative films and their ASA 
ratings, to select the film requiring 
the most light for correct exposure 9 
and the film requiring the least light 
for correct exposure. 
m-5. Given a hypothetical situation 9 to choose 
from alternative types of film (given by 
.ABA rating) the correct type the photog-
rapher would useo 
n-3. Given a known f/stop~ from given alterna-
tive f/stops~ to select the f/stop which 
would double the light~ or which would 
halve the light. 
n-5. Given hypothetical lighting conditions 
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which change so as to either double or 
halve the light, and given a known f/ 
stop, to correctly change the f/stop 
to compensate for the new light condi-
tion by selecting the correct f/stop 
from given alternative f/stops. 
o-3. Given a known shutter speed, from given 
alternative shutter speeds to select the 
shutter speed which would double the 
light, or which would halve the light. 
o-5. Given hypothetical lighting conditions 
which change so as to either double or 
halve the light, and given a known 
shutter speed, to correctly change the 
shutter speed to compensate for the new 
light condition by selecting the correct 
shutter speed from alternative shutter 
speeds. 
p-3. Given a subject of stated brightness, to 
select from given alternatives the correct 
element of brightness if the intensity of 
light entering the camera is doubled or 
halved. 
q-3. Given an outdoor light condition~ to 
select from given alternative light con-
ditions the correct one if outside light 
has been doubled, or if outside light 
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has been halvedo 
r-5o When subject brightness varies from 
normal, to s~lect from alternatives 
either the correct f/stop or correct 
shutter speed. 
r-5o When outdoor light conditions vary from 
normal, to select from alternatives 
either the correct f/stop or correct 
shutter speed. 
r-5o When subject brightness and outdoor light 
conditions vary from normal, to select 
from alternatives either the correct 
f/stop or correct shutter speed. 
r-5o When subject brightness and either 
shutter speed or f/stop vary from normal, 
from alternatives either to select the 
correct f/stop or shutter speed. 
r=5o When outdoor light conditions and either 
shutter speed or f/stop vary from normal'! 
from alternatives either to select the 
correct f/stop or correct shutter speed. 
r-5o When subject brightness, outdoor light 
conditions and either shutter speed or 
f/stop vary from normal 9 from alterna-
tives to select the correct f/stop or 
shutter speed. 
s-3o Given several alternative conditions, to 
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select the one which demonstrates when the 
double or half principle must be utilized 
in calculating exposure. 
t-2o Given alternative sets of information 9 to 
choose the set which correctly describes 
data printed on each roll of filmo 
u=3o Given al~ernative f/stops 9 to choose the 
correct f/stop for use when calculating 
exposure by rule of thumb. 
u-3o Given alternatives off/stops and shutter 
speeds either being constant or changed, 
to select the correct alternative de-
scribing utilizing the rule of thumb in 
calculating exposureo 
u=5. Given normal light conditions and the ASA 
rating of the film used, to choose from 
alternative combinations of camera settings 
the correct combinations to give proper 
exposure using the rule of thumb .for 
exposure. 
u-5. Given lighting conditions and film ASA 9 
from given alternatives to choose correct 
exposure settings without being directed 
to use the rule of thumb. 
V·=5. Given a known combination of f/stops and 
shutter speedsi to choose from alternative 
combinations the set which will give the 
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same exposureo 
w-lo To correctly define depth of field. 
w-3. Given alternative f/stops, to correctly 
select the one which will give maximum 
depth of field, and also to select the 
f/stop which will give minimum depth of 
field. 
w-5o Given a hypothetical situation, to demon-
strate a skill in manipulating depth of 
field by selecting correct camera settings 
from given alternative combinations of 
camera settings. 
w-5. Given alternative combinations of f/stnns 
and types of camera distance focused~ to 
select the combination giving the most 
depth of field, and the combination giving 
the least depth of field. 
X=3. Given alternative shutter speeds,, to 
select the correct shutter speed necessary 
to control camera movement or subject 
actiono 
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FLASH TEST 
C O N T E N T 
Evoluti.on of the Flashbulb 
lo Flash powder (a) 
2o Flashbulb sizes (b) 
3o Flashcube (c) 
4o Flashbulb color (d) 
Flashbulb Components and 
How the Flashbulb Fires (e) 
Flashbulb Characteristics 
and Synchronization 
1. Peak intensity and 
the flash curve (f) 
2. Shutter synchronization 
with peak intensity (g) 
3o ·Classes of flashbulbs 
and synchronization 
a. Class M (h) 
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CONTEN'J: 
bo Class F (i) 
Co Class FP (j) 
Fixed Synchronization (k) 
Types of Flash Units 
lo Battery-operated (1) 
2o B-C Cm) 
3o Electronic (n) 
Calculating Exposure 
1. Variables in exposure 
(o) 
2. Finding guide numbers 
(p) 
3. Determining the correct 
guide number (q) 
4o Determining the correct 
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5. How to make your own 
guide number (s) * s-3 * s-5 
Flash Techniques 
lo Fill-in flash (t) * t-1 * t-4-
2. On-camera flash Cu) * u-1 * u-2 
3. Off-camera flash (v) * v-1 * v-2 
4. Feather flash (w) * w-1 * w-2 * w-5 
5. Multiple flash (x) * x-1 * x-2 
6. Open flash (y) * y-1 
7. Bounce flash (z) * z-1 * z-2 * z-5 
8. Bare-bulb flash (aa) *aa-1 *aa-2 
9. Handkerchief flash (bb) *bb-1 *bb-2 
10. Comparison of Techniques f\) (cc) *cc-4 *cc-5 \).I 
\J1 
C O N T E N T 
------
Safety Precautions 
1. Use shield when close 
to subjects (dd) 
2o Cracked bulbs explode 
(ee) 
3o Keep bulbs stored in 
. · carton (ff) 
4o Freshly-fired bulbs may 
ignite other bulbs (gg) 
5o Unplug sync cord before 
inserting first bulb 
(hh) 
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Behavioral Outcomes 
Flash Test 
On all 00 1 uu level behavioral outcomes (Definitions of 
Technical Terms), to demonstrate a knowledge of correct 
definitions, the student will either (1) be given the term 
and from a set of alternatives select the correct example 9 
attribute, or property of the term, or (2) he will be 
given an example, attribute 9 or property, and from a set 
of alternatives will select the correct term. This pro-
cedure will not be repeated, but will be understood with 
each of the behavioral outcomes at this level. 
a-2. Given alternative materials, to select 
the material used for flash pictures 
before flashbulbs were in use. 
b-2. Given alternative flashbulb sizes, to 
correctly select the smallest size or 
the largest size. 
b-3. Given alternative choices~ to correctly 
select the choice which describes why 
smaller bulbs are currently appropriate. 
c-1. To correctly define a flashcube. 
d-2. Given alternative conditions, to indi-
cate those where blue flashbulbs must 
be used.i and/or where blue bulbs ma_y 
be used. 
e-3. Given alternative flashbulb components 9 
to correctly select the component which 
causes a particular effect. 
e-3. Given alternative purposes, to correctly 
select the purpose of a given flashbulb 
component. 
f-1. To correctly define a millisecondo 
f-3o Given a flash curve, to correctly 
select from alternative choices the 
times when a flashbulb begins burn-
ing9 and time ,when it burns out. 
g-lo To correctly define synchronization. 
g-2o Given information that it is the moment 
a flashbulb is fired, to correctly 
select from alternatives whether the 
shutter is opened before~ after, or 
during this memento 
h-1. To correctly define a Class M flashbulb. 
h-3. Given a Class M flash curve and alter-
native classes of flashbulbs, to cor-
rectly select the correct flashbulb as 
corresponding to the curve. 
h-4o Given an adjustable synchronization 
setting~ from given alternatives to 
choose the correct class of flashbulb 
to synchronize with this setting for 
proper exposure. 
i-lo To correctly define a Class F flashbulb. 
i-3. Given a Class F flash curve and alterna-
tive classes of flashbulbs, to correctly 
select the correct flashbulb as corre-
sponding to the curveo 
i-4. Given an adjustable synchronization 
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setting 9 from given alternatives to 
choose the correct class of flashbulb 
to synchronize with this setting for 
proper exposure. 
j-1. To correctly define a Class FP 
flashbulb. 
j-3. Given a Class FP flash curve and alter-
native classes of flashbulbs, to cor-
rectly select the correct flashbulb as 
corresponding to the curve. 
k-1. To correctly define fixed synchronization. 
1-1. To correctly define battery-operated 
flash. 
1-2. Given alternative advantages and dis-
advantagesj to correctly select those 
which apply to the battery-operated 
flasho 
m-1. To correctly define B-C flash. 
m-2. Given alternative advantages and disad-
vantages., to correctly select those which 
apply to the B-C flash. 
n-1. To correctly define electronic flash. 
n-1. To correctly define recycling time. 
n-1. To correctly define capacitor. 
n-2. Given alternative advantages and disad-
vantages, to correctly select those which 
apply to the electronic flash unit, both 
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low and high input typeso 
o-2o Given alternative sets of variables, 
to select the set in which all of the 
variables affect exposure when using 
flasho 
o-5o Given a correct exposure setting for 
flash, to correctly select from alter-
native f/stops the one to use to 
compensate for dark subjects and/or 
bright subjectso 
o-5" Given a correct exposure setting for 
flash, to correctly select from alter-
native f/stops the one to use to 
compensate for a smaller flash reflector 
and/or an unpolished flash reflector. 
p-2o Given alternative materials, to cor~ 
rectly select the alternative where 
guide numbers may be found for several 
types of flashbulbs 9 and/or where guide 
numbers may be found for one type of 
flashbulb only. 
p-3o To correctly select from alternatives 
the procedure used to calculate exposure 
by using the guide number. 
q-5. Given a flash exposure table~ and given a 
hypothetical size of flashbulb, flash-to-
subject distance., shutter speed, and fi.lm 
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ASA number~ to select from given alter-
native guide numbers the correct guide 
number. 
r-5. Given a flash exposure table, and given 
a hypothetical size of flashbulb, flash-
to-subject distance~ shutter speed, and 
film AS.A, to select the correct f/stop 
from given alternative f/stops in order 
to achieve correct exposure. 
s-3. Given alternative distances in feet, to 
select the correct alternative to use 
when calculating a guide number to fit 
one's own equipment. 
s-5o Given a partial procedure of calculating 
one's own guide number, to correctly 
select from alternative procedures the 
one necessary to complete the 
calculation. 
t-1. To correctly define fill-in flash. 
t-4. Given the method for determining expo-
sure, to select correctly from alter-
native flash techniques the correct 
technique for this method. 
u-1. To correctly define on-camera flash. 
u-2. Given alternative advantages and disad-
vantages9 to correctly select those 
which apply to on-camera flasho 
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v-1. To correctly define off-camera flash. 
v-2. Given alternative advantages and disad-
vantagesj to correctly select those which 
apply to off-camera flash. 
w-1. To correctly define feather flash. 
w-2. Given alternative advantages and disad-
vantages~ to correctly select those which 
apply to feather flash. 
w-5. Given a hypothetical situation describing 
the necessity to photograph a large room 
full of people, to choose from alterna-
tive techniques the correct technique 
to give even illumination. 
x-1. To correctly define multiple flash. 
x-1. To correctly define slave unit. 
x-2. Given alternative advantages and disad-
vantages~ to correctly select those 
which apply to multiple flash. 
y-1. 
z-1. 
z-2. 
z-5. 
To correctly define open flash. 
To correctly define bounce flash. 
Given alternative advantages and disad-
vantages9 to correctly select those 
which apply to bounce flash. 
Given alternative choices of determining 
exposure, to select correctly the simpli-
fied method for determining exposure for 
bounce flash. 
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aa-1. To correctly define ba:re-bulb flasho 
aa-2. Given alternative advantages and disad-
vantages~ to correctly select those which 
which apply to bare-bulb flasho 
bb-1. To correctly define handkerchief flash. 
bb-2. Given alternative advantages and disad-
vantages, to correctly select those which 
apply to handkerchief .flash. 
cc-4. Given alternative groups of flash tech-
niques, to correctly select those that 
are similar in the effect they produce. 
cc-5. Given hypothetical picture-taking 
assignments 9 to correctly choose from 
alternative flash techniques the one 
which best fits the assignmento 
dd-2. Given alternative equipment, to select 
correctly the safety equipment to use 
when shooting close to subjects. 
ee-2. Given alternative effects, to correctly 
choose the effect that will occur when 
a flashbulb is cracked. 
ff-2. Given alternative conditions, to cor-
rectly ch~ose the one to avoid so that 
flashbulbs won°t be fired by friction. 
gg-2. Given alternative conditions, to cor-
rectly choose the one to avoid so that 
flashbulbs won° t be accidentally .ignited. 
hh-2o From alternative precautionsj to cor-
rectly select the one to utilize to 
avoid having the bulb fired as it is 
inserted in the flashgun. 
APPENDIX B-I 
EXPOSURE PRETEST 
Journalism 233 
EXPOSURE 
(Unless otherwise directed, use the new system of shutter 
speeds for the problems) · 
INSTRUCTIONS: On the answer sheet cross out the alterna-
tive which best answers the question. Do 
not write on the test booklet. Use 
scratch paper for problems. 
lo The f/stop on the camera: 
a. is the single element controlling light 
entering 
b. is one of the three settings to control 
light entering 
Co controls the size of the lens opening 
do delays the shutter a predetermined length 
of time 
2. The correct first five shutter speeds of the old 
system are: 
a. 1 1/5 1/10 1/20 1/50 
b. 1 1/2 1/4 1/10 1/20 
Co 1 1/2 1/5 1/10 1/25 
d. 2 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/25 
Which of the following conditions best describes 
age subject brightness? 
a. white horse in sunlit pasture 
b. Indian standing in sunlight 
Co sunlight on water 
d. girl in white dress in sunlight 
e. ·boy walking in sun 
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aver-
4o The camera is set on f'/8 9 to double the amount of 
light enteri.ng~ it must be moved to~ 
5o 
60 
Co f/11 do f/16 
The correct series of shutter speeds which belongs 
the new system is~ 
ao 1/100 1/200 1/500 1/1000 
1) 0 1/4 1/8 1/16 1/32 
Co 1/30 1/60 1/125 1/250 
do 1/25 1/50 1/100 1/250 
Which of the following best describes dark subject 
"brightness? 
ao person walking in sunl:i.ght 
ho blonde girl .in sunlight; 
Co neutral-colored building :in sunlight 
do Negro man sitting in sunlight 
eo white can in sunlight 
7 o A photographer is using Type II film, ASA 32. The 
speed of this film would be co:r;J;sidered: 
ao fast bo slow Co moderate 
80 Moving to which of the following would not double 
halve the light? 
a. f /1 .1+ bo f/5.6 Co f/3o5 do f/8 
80 f/2.8 
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to 
or 
9o The camera is correctly set on f/8 for current light 
conditions of the sun being hidden by thin clouds 9 but 
with lots of light and fairly distinct shadows o Sud-· 
denly the sun comes out brightly 9 'the new f/stop to 
compens?-te for this n:tust be~ 
bo f/22 Co f/11 
10. The camera is set for a brilliant subjecti if subject 
brightness changes so that the intensity of light 
entering the camera is halvedi the new type of subject 
brightness would be~ 
ao light; 
bo average 
Co dark 
do dull 
e o bright 
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11. Normal. condi.tions are~ Bright Sun~ average subject~ 
f/16 at l/125th; when actual conditions are Hazy Sun,; 
average subject~ l/125th~ the f/stop must be: 
ao f/11 bo f/8 c. f/22 d. f/16 
12 o The camera is set on l/60th; ·to halve the light~ it 
must be moved to: 
a. l/20th bo l/125th c. l/250th do I/30th 
e. l/15th 
13. Which of the .following would require the most light 
for proper exposure? 
a. ASA 160 b. ASA 240 
do ASA 1250 e. ASA 400 
c. ASA 125 
14. The camera is set on f/506 to shoot in Hazy Sun con-· 
ditions; the light changes to Cloudy Bright condi-
tions; the new f/stop must be~ 
a. f/4 
d. f/16 
b. f/11 
e. f/208 
c. f/3.5 
15. Normal condi·tions are: Bright Sun 9 average subject 9 
f/16 9 1/125th. When actual conditions are Cloudy 
Brightj bright subject, l/125th 9 the f/stop should 
be: 
a. f/22 b. f/11 c. f/8 
16. The camera shutter speed is correctly set at l/60th 
for conditions which are a bright sunshine with darkj 
distinct shadows; the sky becomes slightly overcast 
and shadows are not as distinct. What must the new 
setting be? 
a. l/15th 
d. l/125th 
b. l/30th 
e. l/250tb, 
c. l/50th 
17. The rule of thumb to calculate exposure states that 
the shutter speed is found by: 
a. doubling the ASA and converting it into a 
speed 
bo dividing ASA by 10 and making it a speed 
c. using the ASA as a speed 
do adding a zero to ASA and converting it 
into a speed 
}L.8 o Norm.a~:L c,or1di.tic,,ns are~ Brigh·t Sun 9 a-verage s11-bj ec·t 9 
f/16, l/125th9 when actual conditions are Bright Sun 9 
dark subject 9 f/16,, the shutter speed should be~ 
a. 1/60th b. l/250th 
do l/125th 
C. l/30th 
19. Normal conditions are~ Bright Sun~ average subject 9 
f /J.1 at .. J/125tfH when actual conditions are Open 
Shade 9 br:ight subject, 1/125th~ the f/stop should be: 
b. f/11 c. f/16 d. f/8 
20. In order to use the double or half. principle to cal-
culate exposure, one must know~ 
a. light meter settings 
b. exposure sett:i.ngs for adverse cond.i tions 
c. settings for film for average conditions 
d. what .fi.lm t;o use for particular light 
conditions -
e. none of the above 
21. The camera. is set for Cloudy Dull 9 but outside light 
conditions change so that the light is doubled~ this 
means that the new light condition is~ 
ao Cloudy Bright 
b o Bright Sun 
Co Hazy Sun 
d" Open Shade 
Ca Cloudy Dark 
220 Normal cond:itions are~ Bright Sun 9 average subject 9 
f/16, l/125th 9 when actual conditions are Hazy Sun, 
bright subject, f/16 9 the shutter speed should be~ 
a. l/250th 
do 0 l/500th 
Co 1/125!:;h 
23. The technical term for the distance between near and 
far points in the picture which is in clear focus is~ 
ao area in focus 
bo resolving area 
Co distance focus 
do depth of field 
ea none of these 
24 a Light condit:ions are Open Shade and the camera is 
correctly set at 1/30tho Later in the day 9 condi-
ons are Cloudy Bright 9 and the new camera setting 
must be~ 
1. 1/200th 
do l/125th 
bo 1/25Qth 
eo 1/15th 
Co l/60th 
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Normal conditions are Bright Sun<, a-verage subject 9 
f/11~ 1/125tho When actual conditions are Open 
Shade 9 bright subject 9 l/125th., the f/stop should be: 
ao f/506 bo f/11 Co f/16 do f/8 
To give the same l:i.ght as l/60th at f/8 ~ if the new 
setting is 1/125th .. the f/stop must be: 
a. f/506 bo f/3o5 Co f/8 do f/11 
The double or half pri.nc;iple of calculating exposure 
does n.ot have to be employed until: 
ao light conditions are normal 
bo light conditions are set into the exposure 
meter 
Co light conditions are not normal 
do light c ondi ·t; ions are extremely dim 
e. none of the a.bove 
280 Normal conditions are Bright Sun-w average subject,, 
f/11, l/60tho When actual conditions are Hazy Sun, 
dark subject, f/11 9 the shutter speed should be: 
a. I/15th bo l/30th 
do l/250th 
Co l/125th 
290 To retain the same light as l/125th at f/22~ if the 
new f/stop is f/32 9 the new shutter speed must be: 
ao l/60th bo 
do l/500th eo 
l/250th 
l/50th 
Co l/30th 
30 o The f /stop giving the shortest depth of field i.s ~ 
3lo 
ao f/11 
do f/8 
bo f/22 
eo f/lo4 
l/250th at f/8 gives the same 
f/160 
ao l/250th bo l/60th 
dv l/500th 
light as 1/ at 
Co 1/lOOOth 
320 The photographer who would want both foreground and 
background in sharp focus in his picture would most 
likely select whi.ch of the following? 
bo f/11 Co f/4 do f/2 
250 
330 The minimum shutter speed necessary to avoid camera 
movement when hand-holding the camera is: 
ao l/125th 
du l/30th 
bo l/6Qth Co l/250th 
340 Which of the following would give the longest depth 
of field? 
ao f/4~ focused a long distance away 
bo f/208 9 focused a short distance away 
c. f/22~ focused a short distance away 
d. f/32 9 focused a long distance away 
350 A photographer taking outdoor fashion pictures wants 
all of the emphasis on the clothing; he eliminates 
virtually all background by choosing: 
ao f /1 o4 
e. f/32 
bo f/8 c. f/16 
(Please turn in this test booklet and get the test 
booklet for the second half of the test.) 
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EXPOSURE 
(Unless you are directed otherw:Lse 9 please use the new 
system of shutter speedso) 
INSTRUCTIONS: On the answer sheet cross out the alterna-
tive which best answers the question. 
Don't write on the booklet, but use scratch 
paper for any problems. 
1 o The apparatus on the camera which controls the eff ec·-
ti ve lens diameter is the~ 
a. ground glass 
b. f/stop 
C. shutter 
d. depth of field 
eu M-X setting 
2. The last four correct shutter speeds (fastest) in the 
old system are~ 
1/100 
1/50 
1/125 
1/100 
1/200 
1/100 
1/250 
1/250 
1/400 
1/200 
1/750 
1/500 
1/1000 
1/500 
1/1000 
1/1000 
(Read 
across) 
3. A neutral,~·colored building in sunlight would be an 
example of which term for subject brightness? 
a. br:i..lli.a:nt 
b. bright 
Co average 
d. dark 
e. :reflecti.ng 
4. The camera is set on f/8~ to halv-e (decrease by half) 
the amount of light enter:.ing 9 it must be moved to~ 
c. f/4 80 f/2 
d. f/16 
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5o The correct series of shutter speeds belonging to the 
new system is~ 
ao l 1/2 1/5 1/10 
bo 1/4 1/8 1/15 1/30 
Co 1/250 1/500 1/750 1/1000 
do 1/10 1/120 1/40 1/80 
60 A black cow in a sunlit pasture would be an example of 
which element of subject brightness? 
ao brilliant 
bo average 
Co light 
cL bright 
e. dark 
7o A photographer is using a film of ASA 500; the speed 
of this film would be considered: 
ao moderate bo fast Co slow 
80 The light entering the camera would not be fully 
doubled or halved if one mtrved from a standard f/stop 
to: 
ao f/16 
bo f/208 
e. none of these 
9o The camera is correctly set on f/16 for current light 
condi·tions o The sun is shining brightly o But sudden-
ly a light cloud obscures the sun --- there is still 
plenty of light~ but not as much as before and ground 
shadows aren't as harsh and black as they wereo What 
must the new f /stop be for the new condi tio.ns? 
ao f/506 
bo f/11 
Co f/22 
d. f/32 
10. The camera is se"t for a bri.ght subject;; if ~Qject 
p_r:ightness changes so that the int;ensity of li.ght 
entering the camera i.s !iQ:9:..ble9:.~ the new ·type o.f' sub-
,jec't brightness would. be called: 
ao brilliant 
bo light 
co dark 
do average 
eo shiny 
11. Normal conditions are: Bright Sun~ average subjec·t ~ 
f/16 9 1/125-th; whe11 actual conditions are Bright Sun 9 
brilliant subject 9 1/125th~ the f/stop must be 
a. f/11 
bo f/32 
Co f/22 
do f/8 
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l2o The camera is set on l/125th 9 to double the light it 
must be moved to~ 
a. l/30th c. l/250th 
bo l/60th d. l/15th 
13. Which of the following would require the least light 
for proper ex~osure? 
a. ASA 80 (!, 0 ASA 160 e. ASA 125 
bo ASA 500 d. ASA 400 
14a The camera is set at f/8 to shoot in Cloudy Dull con-
ditions; the light changes to Cloudy Bright condi-
tions; the new f/stop must be: 
c. f/11 
do f./J.6 
e. f/lo4 
15. Normal conditions are: Bright Sun, average subjectj 
f/16'l l/125th. When actual conditions are Hazy Sun, 
dark subject;., l/125th'l the f/stop must be 
a. f/5.6 c. f/11 
b. f/8 d. f/22 
16. Conditions are cloudy but there is quite a lot of 
light in the sky; the camera is correctly set for 
these conditions on l/125th; conditions then change 
so that the clouds are extremely thick and dark and 
there is little light. The new setting must be: 
a. 1/500th c. l/30th e. l/25th 
b. l/250th d. 1/60th 
l?o The rule of thumb to calculate exposure states that 
the f/stop to use :is: 
a. f/8 Co f/16 e. f/3.5 
bo f/11 d. f/22 
180 Normal conditions are: Bright Sun 9 average subject 9 
f/16 9 1/125th. When actual conditions are Bright 
Sun 9 bright subject~ f/16 9 the shutter speed should 
be~ 
ao 1/250th 
bo 1/60th 
Co l/30th 
do 1/500th 
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l9o Normal conditions are: Bright Sun, average subject., 
f/22$ l/125tho When actual conditions are Cloudy 
Bright~ dark subject') l/125th~ the f/stop must be: 
ao f/8 
b. f/16 
Co f/4 
do f/11 
200 Information printed on the outside of each roll of 
film tells the pho·tographer: 
ao camera settings for unusual light conditions 
bo whether to double or halve the light 
Co camera settings for Hazy Sun~ Open Shade, 
etc o · 
d. whether to use Mor X synchronization 
eo camera settings for average conditions 
2lo The camera is set for Hazy Suni but outside light 
conditions change so that the light is halved; this 
means the new light condition is: 
ao Cloudy Dull 
b. Cloudy Bright 
co Bright Sun 
do Hazy Dark 
e. Cloudy Sun 
220 Normal conditions are: Bright Sun 9 average subject., 
f/16., 1/125th. When actual conditions are Cloudy 
Dull~ dark subject, f/16 1 the shutter speed should 
be: 
ao 1/60th 
b. l/500th 
C. l/15th 
230 Depth of field is: 
do I/30th 
eo l/8th 
a. focal length of the lens 
b. field of view the camera lens records 
c. area in the picture which is in focus 
d. distance from viewing lens to takirig 
lens of camera 
e. none of the above 
240 ~ight conditions are Hazy Sun and the camera is cor-
rectly se·t on l/250tho Conditions change to Cloudy 
Bright; the new camera setting must be: 
a. 1/30th 
b. 1/500t;h 
Co l/60tb. 
d.. l/15th 
e o 1/125th 
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250 Normal conditions are: Bright Sun,, average su.bject~ 
f L_22 i. l{l..22igo When actual conditions are Cloudy 
Bright~ dark subject, 1/125th 9 the f/stop must be: 
ao .f/8 Co f/4 
bo f/16 do f/11 
260 To give the same light as l/125th at f/119 the new 
setting is 1760th9 and the f/stop must be~ 
ao f/8 Co f/506 
bo f/22 do f/16 
270 When light conditions are not normal, one finds cor-
rect camera settings for exposure by utilizing the 
principle of~ 
ao varying light conditions 
b. light determination 
Co light transmission 
do double or half 
Bo none of these 
280 Normal conditions are Bright Sun; average subjec·t 9 
f/11 1 l/2,50tho When actual conditions are Cloudy 
Bright~ dark subject 9 f/11~ the shutter speed must 
be: 
a. l/30th 
bo l/60th 
c. l/125th 
d. l/500th 
To give the sa:m~ light as 1/250th at f/16~ when the 
new f/stop :is f711,, the new shutter speed must be~ 
a. l/60th 
bo l/500th 
Co 1/30th 
do l/10Q0th 
300 Of the follow.ing 9 the f/stop giving the longest depth 
of field is~ 
ao f/22 
b. f/8 
c. f/11 
do f/4o5 
310 1/60th at f/11 gives the same light as 1/ at 
.f/5060 
a. l/500t;h. 
b O 1./12,5t.;h 
Co l/250th 
do 1/15th 
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320 The photographer who wants to eliminate undesirable 
background from his picture would most likely select 
of the following~ 
Co f/8 
do f/32 
eo f/16 
330 To avoid camera movement when hand-holding the 
camera~ the photographer should~ 
ao set camera at mi.nimum of f /11 
bo use at least 1/60th seco 
Co use at least l/250th seco 
do count to three before taking the picture 
eo be sure he is using M synchronization 
34-o Which of the following combinations would give the 
shortest depth of field? 
ao f/2 9 focused a short distance away 
bo f/4~ focused a long distance away 
Co f/32~ focused a short distance away 
do f/22, focused a long distance away 
350 Taking a picture of the opening of a new national 
forest 9 the photographer has several persons stand 
about 10 to 15 fee·t away from the camera and is in-
cluding them in the picture of the landscape which 
stretches from some 40 feet away to v-i.rtually miles 
awayo For this scenic picture what f/sto:p will he 
choose so that virtually everything will be in sharp 
focus in his pciture? 
Co f/8 
do f/16 
eo f/32 
APPENDIX B-III 
FLASH PRETEST 
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FLASH 
(Unless otherwise directed., use the new system of shutter 
speedso) 
INSTRUCTIONS: On the answer sheet cross out the alterna-
tive which best answers the questionu Do 
not write on the test booklet. Use 
scratch paper for problems. Use the flash 
exposure guide at the end of this test to 
calculate any exposure problems. 
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;:i:7' ? 0 
Of the following, the largest flashbulb is: 
a. M-5 a.. No. 25 
bu M-25 e. M-X-5 
c. AG-1 
The part of the flash .which produces the act;ual. .flash 
is the: 
a. foil 
b. filament 
c. lead wires 
0 10 U) 1,C) '10 so (.0 
du primer 
e. sparkler 
The abov,i1P''flash curve most closely represents what 
2 C:l"l /{ 
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· type of flashbulb? 
ao Class M do Class MX 
bo Class FP eo Class X 
Co Glass F 
39. Fixed synchronization is most commonly found on the 
following type of camera: 
ao press camera 
bo very expensive camera 
co reflex camera 
do box camera 
eo 35mm camera 
400 The type of flash unit which may fire late when its 
power supply is weak would most likely be: 
ao pencil flash 
bo electronic flash 
Co high input flash 
d. battery-operated flash 
eo B-C flash 
410 A flashbulb which has been dropped should be checked 
because a cracked flashbulb: 
ao won°t fire 
b. may explode 
Co will cause overexposure 
do will flash only about half the normal light 
42. Off-camera flash is that which: 
ao i.s fired manually after the shutter is 
opened manual1y 
b. must point at the same angle that the 
camera points 
c. is hand-held by the photographer 
d. requires camera lens to be opened one 
f /stop more than. normal 
43 o The flash tecb.n . .ique characterized by 'tilting the 
flashgun to spill most of the light to distant 
areas is c.alled. ~ 
l:io back flash 
b. .feather flash. 
c. on-c.ame1:·a. flash 
d. fill flash 
e" model .flash 
440 In calculating your own flash guide number, a ser:ies 
of pictures is taken, one for each f/stop on the 
camera 1 then the best picture is seleetedo If this 
best picture was taken on f/16 9 the flash guide num-
ber for your equipment; would be: 
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bo 240 Co 160 d. 32 eo 320 
450 A characteristic of bare-bulb flash is that: 
ao light is diffused and made softer 
b. light has better range 
c. lens must be closed one f/stop 
d. light is brighter~ outlines subject better 
46. You are shooting an audience in an auditorium 9 from 
one side wall to the other wall on the other side; 
subjects are as close as 8 feet 9 and as far away as 
60 feet. The best of the following techniques would 
be: 
a. bare-bulb flash 
b. feather flash 
C. on-camera flash 
do back flash 
e. handkerchief flash 
47. 'Which of the following most closely resembles the B-C 
flashgun? 
a. efficient, even with weak batteries 
b. most inefficient type of flash 
c. faster than electronic flash 
d. most use nickel cadmium batteries 
48. Flash directed at subjects outdoors is called: 
a. open flash c. solar flash 
b. fill-in flash d. feather flash 
·49. Before using a flashgun~ the photographer should 
unplug the sync cord~ because~ 
a. the flash circuit might be complete 
b o ·the flashgun can shock the user 
c. "the sync cord might not work 
d. a shorted sync, w:ill ruin the flashgun 
50. To photograph a banquet where the room is filled with 
tables with people eati.ng and the nearest persons are 
about 10 feet away and the farthest people about 50 
feet away, the best techn.ique of the following would 
be: 
a. bare-bulb flash 
b. feather flash 
co on-camera flash 
d. fill-in flash 
e o back flash 
510 Guide numbers for one type of flashbulb to be used 
with many types of films are found~ 
ao on flashbulb package 
b. on camera light meter 
Co on film data sheet 
d. on flashbulb calculator 
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52. Plain off-camera flash would be superior to bare-bulb 
flash in: 
ao photographing subject for portrait effect 
b. soft light effect 
Co photographing room full of people 
d. natural light effect 
53. Which of the following pairs are both of the elements 
.amQ.nE the variable.s c,onsidered :in calculating 
exposure fo:r flash? 
a. type of flashbulb~ time of day 
b. size of reflector, outside light conditions 
c. film used~ type and size of bulb 
54. A friend wants to have a portrai.t-type picture taken; 
you have no floodlights. For best results, you would 
chDose from the following: 
a. off-camera flash d. fill-in flash 
b. condensed flash 
Co feather flash 
e. multiple flash 
55. Which of the following most closely identifies the 
B-,C flashgun? 
ao uses trans:Lstor for power supply 
b o haB ext:;:remely raptd flash 
r.:: o has apparatus to store current obtained 
from a power supply 
do uses permanent type of bulb 
560 The type ()f flashbulb which remains at a fairly even 
peak for a long time is: 
a. Class M d. 01,9.SS X 
b. ClP.i.SS L e. Class F 
(~ ~ Class FP 
0 
Which of the above curves most closely represents 
that of a Class FP flashbulb? 
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580 Of the following~ the technique which gives a natural 
light look and a feeling of depth is: 
ao bounce flash 
b. fill-in flash 
c. variflash 
do on-camera flash 
eo none of these 
590 The flash unit which picks up the change in light 
intensity caused by a flash fired on camera and 
reacts by firing its own bulb is called: 
ao extension unit 
b. auxiliary unit 
c. slave unit 
d. photoflash unit 
eo open flash unit 
60. The guide number is used in calculating exposure by: 
a. subtracting light condition index to 
obtain f/stop 
b. dividing 1."t by shutter speed index to 
obtain f /stop 
c. multi.plying it by distance to obtain 
f/stop 
d. dividing it l::>y distance to obtain 
f/stop 
6lo In calculating the flash guide number to fit your own 
equipment~ the distance used to shoot a series of 
pictures on every f/stop is: 
a. 15 feet d. 20 feet 
b. 12 feet e. 25 feet 
c. 10 feet 
62. The flash technique considered the poorest in results 
is: 
a. intermediate flash 
b. handkerchief flash 
Co fill-in flash 
d. bounce flash 
e. on-camera flash 
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630 Bare=bulb flash is the technique which: 
ao utilizes a flashbulb without plastic 
coating 
b" aims flash at ceiling and back to subject 
Co utilizes a flashgun without reflector 
do uses flashgun without shield over the bulb 
64" Which of the following is not similar to the others 
in the effect i·t produces? 
a. bounce flash Co bare-bulb flash 
bo on-camera flash d. handkerchief flash 
65. Of the following techniques, the one that utilizes a 
material over the flashgun head is: 
a. cover flash 
bo feather flash 
Co handkerchief flash 
d. portrait flash 
eo off-camera flash 
66. Using the exposure guide 9 the correct camera setting 
for the following information would be: 
67. 
68. 
The 
No. 5 flashbulb~ ASA 125 film, l/160th 9 16 feet. 
ao f/506 
b. f/8 
Co f/11 
correct f/stop for 
No. 25 flashbulb 9 
a. f/506 
b. f/8 
C, o f/11 
the 
do f/16 
e. f/22 
following would be: 
film ASA 1.5 1 l/125th~ 9 
d. f/16 
e. f/22 
feet. 
Given the followi.ng ~ the correct; f /stop would be: 
No. 5 flashbulb~ ASA 320 9 l/500th9 23 feet. 
a. f/11 do f/16 
bo f/8 e • f/22 
Co . f'/5.6 
69" Given the followi.ng$ the correct f/stop would be: 
No. 25 flashbulb~ ASA 200~ l/250th~ 11 f'eet,, 
a. £/11 
'b. f /16 
C. f/22 
d. f /8 
e. f/506 
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70, Given the following~ the correct f/stop would be: 
Noo 25 flashbulb 9 ASA 1109 l/60th9 50 feeto 
ao f/16 do f/506 
bo f/11 eo f/4 
Co f/8 
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EXPOSURE GUIDE 
Noo 5 and No. 25 flashbulbs 
10 20 40 80 160 320 
Fitfsf)eed to to to to to to 16 32 64 125 250 500 
Shutter Speed Guide Number 
l/30th 95 140 200 280 400 550 
l/60th 90 130 180 260 360 500 
''.I 1 125.11-h 
.JL/.. V 75 110 160 220 320 440 
l/250th 60 85 120 180 240 ,,, . 360 
1/500th 46 65 95 130 190 260 
,\i\:i'l!' 
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FLASH POST-TEST 
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FLASH 
(Unless you are directed otherwise 9 please use the new 
system of shutter speedso) 
INSTRUCTIONS: On the answer sheet cross out the alterna-
tive which best answers the questiono 
lo Of 
2o The 
3. 
the 
Don't write on the booklet, but use scratch 
paper for any problems. (Use guide at end 
of test for flash problemso) 
following, the smallest flashbulb is: 
a. . Noo 5 c. AG-1 e. Noo 25 
b. M-25 d. M-5 
function of the foil in the flashbulb is: 
ao to bring electricity into the bulb 
b. to spark the primer 
c. to ignite the filament 
do to burn and cause the flash 
0 ,o !)..O 30 'lo SD O 10 ;20 '30 'IO so O 16 2.0 30 'fl> so O 10 2.0 30 'lo SD 
Which of the curves above most closely represents 
that of a Class M flashbulb? 
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The above curve most closely represents the flash of 
what flashbulb? 
ao Class X 
b. Class F 
c. Class P 
d. Class M 
eo Class FP 
5. The most common type of synchronization found on most 
simple 9 inexpensive cameras is: 
60 The 
of 
7. The 
do adjustable ao dial type 
bo X, F 9 M 
Co fi.xed 
e. camera must be set on 
certain shutter speed 
type of flash unit which produces maximum output 
current is: 
aa EVS unit Ca flashcube 
ba battery-operated do B-C flash 
flashgun e. M-X flash 
Class FP flashbulb is one which: 
a. has a fairly long 9 level peak 
b. has a long delay be.fore reaching 
peak intensity 
unit 
Co produces three times the light intensity 
of other class bulbs 
d. begins burning rapidly and peaks quickly 
8~ Fill-in flash is: 
a. flash used in copy work 
bo flash combined with sunlight 
Co flash covering a wide area 
do flash from several sources at the same time 
9. Whi.ch of the following is common to the battery-
operated flash? 
a. weak power supply may cause delay in firing 
flashbulb 
b. may use 110-Yolt house current 
c. low input, but efficient unit 
d. has apparatus to store current from 
batteries 
lOo A flashbulb will explode if: 
ao current igniting it is too weak 
bo used in an electronic flash unit 
Co it is cracked 
do the filament is damaged 
llo The type of flashgun which stores current in an 
apparatus and then releases the current when the 
flashgun is fired is: 
a. blink light 
b. battery-operated 
flash 
12. Feather flash is that which: 
c. B-C flash 
d. fixed flash 
e. X flash 
.a. creates an extremely soft light 
b. illuminates an area in a fan shape about 
10 feet from camera 
c. gives most of the light to distant areas 
c. gives extremely bright light to close 
subjects · 
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13. In calculating your own flash guide number 9 a series 
of pie tures is taken 9 one f'or each f/stop of the 
camera~ then the best picture is chosen" The guide 
number is determined by taking the f/stop used to 
take the picture~ and: 
a. multipl;y by 2 
(double) 
mul t:i.ply by 1 •. 5 
c. ·add 100 
d. divide by 2 
eo add a zero 
14. The flash techni.que by which the photographer hand-
holds the flashgun~ which is connected to the camera 
with a sync cord~ is: 
a. multiple flash 
b. synchro-sunlight 
flash 
c. fill=in flash 
d. intermediate .flash 
e. off-camera flash 
15. If a flash unit is shorted and the circuit is 
(flashgun) 
complete: 
a" it will perform satisfactorily 
b. the bulb will fire when inserted 
c. the bulb will not fire when it should 
do none of these 
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160 The photo assignment is a setup of actors on a stage. 
A group of actors is posed about 10 feet from camera 
at the right; and to the left and about 25 feet be-
hind this group are three more actors who are talkingo 
Of the following~ the best technique would be: 
ao feather flash 
bo handkerchief flash 
c. diffusion flash 
d. on-camera flash 
e. bare-bulb flash 
17. A characteristic of bounce flash is that it: 
a. whitens skin tones 
b. creates resemblance of natural light and 
feeling of depth 
c. improves quality of tones~ but produces 
rather harsh shadows behind subjects 
do provides excellent lighting for a range 
limited to about 20 feet 
18. A slave unit is: 
a. operated on the same principle as open flash 
b. connected by a synchronization cord 
c. fired by a change in light intensity 
d. dependent upon the direction in which the 
two main lights are pointed 
19. A soft light is created by which of the following 
techniques? 
ao fill=in flash d. open flash 
b. on=camera flash e. bare-bulb flash 
c. off-camera flash 
20. Guide numbers for one type of flashbulb to be used 
with many types of films are found:' 
a. on the flashbulb calculator 
bo on the camera light meter 
Co on the flashbulb package 
d. on the film data sheet 
21. The,guide number is used in calculating exposure in 
the following way: 
ao light -condition index subtracted to obtain 
shutter speed 
bo distance to subject multiplied by guide 
number to obtain f/stop 
c. distance to subject divided into guide 
number to obtain f/stop 
d. distance to subject divided into guide 
number to obtain shutter speed 
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220 To find the flash guide number for your own equipment, 
each f/stop of the camera is used to take a picture 
and then the best picture is selectedo The distance 
used for all of these pictures is: 
ao 5 feet 
bo 10 feet 
c. 15 feet 
d. 20 feet 
e. 12 feet 
23. On-camera flash typically produces: 
a. flat lighting and harsh shadows 
b. pleasant tonal quality 
c. harsh shadows, but considerable depth 
and modeling 
d. generally good modeling effect 
240 The flash technique which requires removing the 
reflector from the flashgun is called: 
ao open flash do shield flash 
b. bounce flash eo bare-bulb flash 
c. fill-in flash 
25. Which of the following is similar to handkerchief 
flash in the effect it produces? 
a. on-camera flash c. fill-in flash 
bo off-camera flash d. bare-bulb flash 
26. In which of the following pairs are both parts among 
the elements which are considered in calculating 
exposure for flash? 
ao size of flashbulb~ size of subject 
b. shutter speed used, film used 
c. type of synchronization, outside light 
conditions 
d. film used~ time of day 
27. Handkerchief flash is the technique which: 
a. intensifies the light by flashing through 
a white handkerchief 
b. uses a material over the flashhead primarily 
as a safety precaution 
c. bounces the flash from flashgun to a cloth 
material 9 then back to the subject 
d. softens the light by flashing through a 
handkerchief 
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28. Bare-bulb flash would be superior to off-camera flash 
for: 
ao achieving distance 
b. strong light 
c. sharp') crisp') 
effect 
d. soft portrait 
effect 
29. Using the exposure guide~ the correct camera setting 
for the following would be: 
Noo 5 flashbulb, ASA 80, l/250th, 11 feet. 
a. f/22 
b. f/16 
C. f/11 
d. f/8 
e. f/32 
30. Given the following') the correct f/stop would be: 
(use guide) 
Noo 25 flashbulb~ ASA 400') l/125th 9 40 fe-eto 
a. f/8 
b. f/22 
Co f/11 
d. f/16 
e. f/32 
31. Given the following, the correct f/stop would be: 
No. 25 flashbulb, ASA 160~_ l/30th~ 23 feet. 
a. f/16 c. f/32 e. f/8 
b. f/22 d. f/11 
32. Given the following, the correct f/stop would be: 
No. 5 flashbulb~ ASA 25, l/250th~ 10 feet. 
a. f/22 c. f/11 e. f/5.6 
b. f/16 d. f/8 
33. Given the followingi the correct f/stop would be: 
No. 25 flashbulb, ASA 50, l/500th~ 8 feet. 
a. f/5.6 
b. f/8 
Co f/11 
d. f/16 
e. f/22 
:;4. A girl needs a portrait taken to send in to a con:test. 
Of the following, the best techriique would be: 
a. on-camera flash d. back flash 
b. feather flash e. open flash 
Co bare-bulb flash 
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350 Your assignment is to photograph a classroom full of 
students for use in the yearbooko You get in a front 
corner of the room and shoot toward the opposite cor-
ner at the backo Subjects range from 10 feet away to 
40 feet awayo The best technique of the following 
is: 
ao feather flash 
bo bare-bulb flash 
c. on-camera flash 
do fill-in flash 
eo polyflash 
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EXPOSURE GUIDE 
Noo 5 and No. 25 flashbulbs 
10 20 4-0 80 160 320 
Film S)eed to to to to to to (ASA 16 32 64 125 250 500 
Shutter Speed Guide Number 
1/30th 95 140 200 280 4-00 550 
l/60·th 90 130 180 260 360 500 
l/125th 75 110 160 220 320 44-0 
l/250th 60 85 120 180 240 360 
l/500th 4-6 65 95 130 190 260 
APPENDIX C-I 
ADJUSTED MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS 
OF FILM EXPOSURE EXPERIMENT 
Treatment 
Groups 
Groups A - D 
A 
D 
Groups A - E 
A 
E 
Groups A - B 
A 
B 
Groups A - C 
A 
C 
Groups B - D 
B 
D 
Groups B - E 
B 
E 
Gr OU p ~-Q--=-.]2 
C 
D 
Treatment Adjusted 
Mean Mean 
27.2667 27.4824 
29.7143 29.4831 
27.2667 27.4736 
30.3846 30.1459 
27.2667 27.2529 
30.0625 30.0754 
27.2667 28.0250 
32.3846 31.5096 
30.0625 30.1521 
29.7143 29.6119 
30.0625 30.1659 
30.3846 30.2573 
32.3846 31.7342 
29.7143 30.3183 
3203846 31.8838 
30.3846 30.8854 
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Standard Error 
of Adjusted Mean 
lo3532 
1.4010 
1.1575 
1.1207 
0.9478 
1.0257 
1.3703 
1.4658 
1.3287 
1.4?54 
1.3518 
1.3001 
1.2771 
1.2771 
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ADJUSTED MEANS AND STANDARD ERRORS OF 
FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT 
Treatment Treatment Adjusted Standard Error 
Groups Mean Mean of Adjusted Mean 
Grou12s A - D 
A 24.7333 24.8892 1.1379 
D 30.6429 30.4758 1.1779 
Grou12s A - E 
A 24.7333 24.8245 0.9449 
E 32.8333 32.7194 1.0568 
Grou12s A - B 
A 24.7333 24.6393 0.8204 
B 32.0714 32.1722 0.8492 
Grou12s A 
- C 
A 24.73.33 25.0532 0.8511 
C 32.4615 32.0925 0.9160 
Grou12s B - D 
B 32.0714 32.2064 1.0722 
D 30.6429 30.5079 1.0722 
Grou12s B - E 
- B 32.0714 32.0945 0.6795 
E 32.8333 32.8064 0.7344 
Grou12s C 
- D 
C 32.4615 32.3089 1.1372 
D 30.6429 30.7845 1.0954 
Grou12s C - E 
C 32.4615 32.4498 0.7086 
E 32.8333 32.8460 0.7377 
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